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FOSSIL ENERGY PROGRAM ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT
FOR APRIL 1993 THROUGH MARCH 19941

" R.R. Judkins, Program Manager

ABSTRACT

This reportcovers progress made duringthe period April 1, 1993, throughMarch
31, 1994, for researchanddevelopmentprojects that conl.ributeto the advancement
of various fossil energy technologies. Projects on the Fossil Energy Programare
supported by the DOE Office of Fossil Energy, the DOE Morgantown Energy
Technology Center,the DOE PittsburghEnergyTechnology Center,theDOE Fossil
Energy Clean Coal Technology Program, the DOE Bartlesville Project Office, the
DOE Fossil Energy Office of Petroleum Reserves, and the U.S. Agency for
InternationalDevelopment.

1. INTRODUCTION

. P.T. Carlson

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory(ORNL) Fossil Energy Program research and

developmentactivities, performedfor the Departmentof Energy(DOE) Assistant Secretaryfor

Fossil Energy, cover the areas of coal, clean coal technology, and support to the Strategic

Petroleum Reserve. The coal activities include materials research and development;

environmentalanalysis support; bioprocessing of coal to produce liquid or gaseous fuels; and

coal combustion research.

The Fossil Energy Program has projects in several ORNL divisions. Includedas part

of the Fossil EnergyProgram is the technical managementof all activities on the DOE Fossil

Energy Advanced Researchand Technology Development (AR&TD) Materials Program. The

. AR&TD MaterialsProgram includesresearchat six otherDOE laboratories,atuniversities, and

at industrialorganizations.

q

tResearchsponsoredbytheU.S.Departmentof Energy,Officeof FossilEnergy,undercontract
DE-AC05-84OR21400withMartinMariettaEnergySystems,Inc.
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1.1 MATERIALS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Materialsresearchanddevelopmentactivities at OakRidge NationalLaboratoryinclude

development of ceramic composites for high temperatureapplications; new metal alloys with

unique mechanical propertiesfor advanced fossil energy systems; development of functional

materials, such as ceramic filters, ceramic membranes, and carbon materials;and corrosion

researchto understandthe behaviorof materialsin coal processing environments. The transfer

of technology developedon thisprogramis enhancedthroughinteractionswith industryandjoint

researchprograms with those interested in using the technology. Transfer to industry of the

technology developed on the program has been an important activity this year, and this
i

commitment to technology transfer is reflected in an active CRADA involvement. Materials

technical support and failure analyses are provided to projects on the Clean Coal Technology

Program.

1.2 ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS SUPPORT

Activities in environmentalanalysis support includedassistance to the Morgantownand

Pittsburgh Energy Technology Centers (METC and PETC) in reviewing and preparing

documents requiredby the National EnvironmentalPolicy Act (NEPA) for several projects

selected for the Clean Coal Technology (CCT) Program. A key milestone was the completion

for PETC of the final EnvironmentalImpact Statement(EIS) for the Healy Clean Coal Project

(HCCP) in Healy, Alaska. This work is notable because it is the first site-specific EIS

completed for the CCT Program. Another importantactivitywas the preparationfor METCof

a draft Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Externally Fired Combined Cycle (EFCC)

Projectin Warren,Pennsylvania. Also, the final EA was completedfor the GasificationProduct

ImprovementFacility (GPIF), a proposed project near Morgantown, West Virginia, which is

part of METC's R&D Program. In addition, ORNL staff members published a Technical

Memorandum entitled "PotentialEffects of Clean Coal Technologies on Acid Precipitation,

GreenhouseGases, and Solid Waste Disposal" which documents the findings of three "white

papers" prepared for DOE/FE.
p



The Fossil Energy Program provides assistance to PETC in satisfying the NEPA

requirementsfortheretirementanddismantlingof theAdvancedCoalLiquefactionResearchand

DevelopmentFacility in Wilsonville, Alabama.

1.3 BIOPROCESSING RESEARCH

Fundamentalbioprocessing research has concentrated on the use of biocatalysts in

organicmediaandon advanced bioreactorsystems. Coal conversionresearchhas continuedon

the biological solubilization of coal using chemically-modifiedenzymes in organic solvents.

Biophotolysis is being studiedfor the productionof hydrogen.

1.4 COAL COMBUSTION RESEARCH

It is known that fossil energy combustiondevices, such as fluidized beds and pulsed

combustors, can exhibit characteristicfeaturesof deterministicchaos. The ability to measure

. and describechaoticcomponentswill contributeto greatlyimprovedmethodsfor characterizing,

modeling, designing, andcontrolling commercialfossil energyprocesses such as combustion,

.. coal gasification, hot-gas cleanup, andoil retorting. The Fossil EnergyProgram is involved in

the evaluation of chaotic components in datafrom fluidized beds and other coal combustion

processes. ORNL provided technical assistance in the implementationof collaborative coal

projectsunder the U.S, Agency for InternationalDevelopment (USAID)/Governmentof India

Phase II, Alternative Energy ResourcesDevelopment (AERD) Project.

1.5 FOSSIL FUEL SUPPLIES MODELING AND RESEARCH

The Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR) is a government-owned stockpile of

crude oil intended to serve as a buffer against possible oil marketdisruptions. The overall

purpose of this project is to develop and apply improved models for SPR long-run planning.

. Current project efforts emphasize developing new modeling tools to explicitly and flexibly

portray oil market uncertaintyand SPRplanning risk.

o





2. MATERIALS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

N. C. Cole
6

This section describes research and development activities performed for the Fossil Energy

Materials Program. Work on the Fossil Energy Materials Program includes the fabrication and

characterization of fiber-reinforced ceramic composites, development of ceramic fiber-ceramic

matrix hot-gas filters, development of ceramic membranes for the separation of gases,

microwave-assisted chemical vapor infiltration, development of iron aluminides, studies of

environmental effects on iron aluminides, development of advanced alloys, fundamental studies

of corrosion, and materials technical support and evaluations.

If41b e. S • _ • .. v,
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2.1 FABRICATION OF FIBER-REINFORCED COMPOSITES
- BY CHEMICAL INFILTRATION AND DEPOSITION (CVID)

• D.P. Stinton

INTRODUCTION

The recentproductionof very high strengthceramic (SIC) fibers has spurredthedevelopment

of ceramiccomposite materials. Reinforcementof typicalceramic materialswithhigh strength

fibers has the potentialto greatly increasethe fracturetoughness of the materialand yet retain

thepropertiesof strength,refractoriness,and chemical inertness. High strengthsresult because

loads can be transferred from the matrixto the fibers, takingadvantageof thehigh strengthsof

the fibers. High fracture toughness values for ceramic composites occur because energy is

absorbed as the fibers pull out of the matrix causing crack deflection or blunting. High

toughness and high strengths have already been reported for certainfiber-reinforcedceramic

. compositesystems;however, most ceramicfabricationprocessestendto mechanically,thermally,

or chemically damagethe fibers.

The purposeof this task is to form the matrix of the composite by a comparativelylow stress,

low-temperaturechemical vapor infiltration (CVI) process which will avoid the difficulties

associated with conventionalceramic processing. CVI has been utilized extensively in the past

for the fabricationof various composites; however, processing times requiredfor infiltration

were extremely long (weeks to months). Infiltrationtimes were long because the isothermalor

thermal gradient processes used relied on diffusion for transportof the reactantgases to the

center of the preform. The ORNL-patentedinfiltrationprocess utilized in this work combines

a thermal gradientand a pressure gradient approachto force CVI gases to the center of the

preform and reducethe processing times from weeks to hours, significantlyreducingproduction

costs and making the materialspracticalfor many industrialapplications.

The goal of this projectis to demonstratethatcomposite materials of high interestto the fossil

, energycommunity can be fabricatedby CVI. Earlierwork demonstratedthatcomposites could

be fabricated in simple geometries (thick-walled plates). However, more complex geometries

were identified as importantin a recentContinuousFiberCeramicComposite (CFCC) Initiative

eb _* _ • 4b '0
db • q
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report. Potentialapplicationsfor CFCC's includeair heatersor recuperators,heat exchangers,

catathermalor porous combustors, componentsfor filtrationsystems, gas turbinecomponents

(primarily combustors),and radiantburnertubes. Nearlyall of these applicationsrequiretubular

composites;therefore, the process will be developed for the fabricationof tubularshapes.

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

No contributionwas received for work performedduringthis reportingperiod.



2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF OXIDATION/CORROSION-RESISTANT COMPOSITE
- MATERIALS AND INTERFACES

• D.P. Stinton

INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of composites are strongly influencedby the nature of interfacial

bonding between the fiber and the matrix. Very strong bonds result in brittle fracturebecause

cracks propagateundisturbedthrough both the matrix and the fiber. Conversely, very weak

bonds between matrix and fiber fail to transferthe load from the matrix to the fiber, and thus

fail to effectivelyutilize thehigh strengthof the fibers. Compositeswith both highstrengthand

adequatetoughness can only be obtained by permitting the fibers to debond and slip during

fracture. If debonding at the fiber-matrixinterface occurs as cracks propagate through a

composite, the cracks are deflected aroundthe fibers and the fibers remain intactand able to

sustain the load. Selection of a material that produces appropriatedebonding is challenging

because debonding must occur at all temperaturesand not be affected by extended service at

elevated temperatures.

Pyrolytic carbonor boronnltridecoatings appliedto theNicalon*fibers priorto infiltrationwith

SiC produce appropriatefiber debonding, sliding, and pull out, and result in the desired

mechanicalpropertiesat room and elevatedtemperatures. Unfortunately,the commercialization

of Nicalon/SiC composites is severely limited because the mechanical properties deteriorate

drastically duringstressed oxidation. Uponmatrix cracking, oxygen penetratesthe cracks and

oxidizes the carbon interlayer, and thus destroys the mechanical properties of the composite.

Currentsolutions to this problemincludeprotectiveovercoats such as glassy coatings that flow

atelevated temperaturesandseal cracks, or modificationsto the matrix tiiatseal cracksafterthey

form. Unfortunately, scenarios always exist in which the overcoats or inhibited matrices are

. insufficient to prevent oxidation of the interface. To enhance the use of fiber-reinforced

composites in fossil energyenvironments,oxidationresistantmaterials will be developed foruse

as,inteffacial coatings.

9
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DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

No contribution was received for work performed during this reporting period.



2.3 Microwave-Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition

Mark A. Janney
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

• Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6087

Overview

The purpose of this research is to explore the feasibility of using microwave heating to

enhance the chemical vapor infiltration (CVI) process developed under FEMP sponsorship.

The goal is to achieve faster deposition rates, greater control over deposition conditions and

" .... " resulting micrbstructtires, an(i perhaps lOwer temperatuie infiltration. + ........

Forced flow chemical vapor infiltration has been demonstrated at ORNL to be an

excellent technology for the fabrication of continuous filament composites. Silicon carbide is

the preferred matrix and both silicon carbide and oxide fibers have been used successfully as

the reinforcing phase. Combining CVI with microwave processing may result in an improved

CVI process through better control of heating and enhanced reaction rates associated with

the microwaves.

v

It is proposed that there will be specific benefits to be derived from combining the current

CVI technology with microwave processing to form MW-CVI. First, from a purely physical

perspective, microwave heating of the substrate may give more control to the heating pattern

in the sample. This would be especially true for the combination of oxide fibers with an SiC

matrix. The oxide fibers are transparent to the microwaves and the SiC is a good microwave

absorber. Therefore, only the SiC phase will be heated. This will establish a natural

gradient in temperature with the SiC being the hottest part of the sample. This gradient

will be similar to that established by external cooling in the current forced flow CVI process.

Second, there may be microwave-enhanced reactions that occur during deposition. In work

at ORNL on the reaction of silicon with nitrogen gas, it has been demonstrated that the rate

of reaction to form silicon nitride is much higher for microwave processing than for

conventional processing. Similar rate increases have been demonstrated by other

researchers in a variety of organic reactions in both the liquid and vapor phases. Therefore,

CVI reactions might be accelerated by the use of microwave processing.

11
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Technical Progress

An existing 700W microwave furnace was modified to accommodate the CVI experiment.

Modifications were made to the furnace so that a bell jar could be installed inside the

microwave furnace to contain reactive gases such as methyltrichlorosilane (MTS).

Appropriate gas handling equipment was constructed outside the furnace. The entire

experiment was sited inside a fume hood. Non-contact methods of temperature

measurement (2-color IR pyrometry) were developed to monitor the temperature of the

preforms during deposition of the SiC into the fiber lay-up.

• .t ....

One of the most important areas to be determined _it"th_ beaming of this study was the .... - - "*

particular experimental setup to be used. From other microwave processing studies, we had

determined that experimental setup was a vital component of a successful project.

The first set of experiments focused on our ability to heat a Nicalon® preform to the

coating temperature of 1200°C. A statistically-designed set of experiments was performed

based on the Taguchi-style design of experiments. A reduced factorial design was used that

allows one to investigate the effects of several factors using a limited number of experiments.

The following factors were selected as being most important to study:

(1) the number of layers of Nicalon® cloth. It has been demonstrated in many earlier

studies of microwave heating of ceramic materials that the volume of material being

heated is an essential element in how efficiently it heats. For many materials, the

efficiency of microwave heating increases markedly with increasing mass up to a plateau

value.

(2) the comuosition of the insulation - The two main insulations used in microwave

processing are alumina and zirconia fiberboard. Alumina insulation is essentially

transparent to microwave radiation for most applications and therefore acts only as a

thermal insulator. Zirconia insulation is a reasonably good absorber of microwave

radiation, especially at higher temperatures, and therefore may increase the highest

temperature achievable during microwave irradiation.
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(3) the amount of insulation - For conventional heating, a more efficient insulating
m

arrangement would be expected to lead to better heating. However, in microwave

processing, the unexpected happens more often than the expected.

(4) the atmosphere - The atmosphere may be expected to affect how efficiently the sampl_

could be heated based on heat transfer considerations.

The Factor Table for the experiment, Table 1, shows the particular test conditions that

were run in this study. Figure 1 shows the physical arrangement of the experiment.
.°

.... . • o
Q , oo o

The results of the experiments are summarized in the Response Table, Table 2. Two

sets of experiments are reported in Table 2. In the first set, the three atmosphere test

conditions were: (1) in air, (2) in air in the bell jar, and (3) in hydrogen at 0.5 atm pressure

in the bell jar. In the second set, nitrogen at Iatm pressure replaced hydrogen. The most

important factor was determined to be the use of hydrogen at 1 atm. In this case, it was

demonstrated that effective heating was not possible in the existing 700W microwave

furnace. That is, temperatures above 800°C could not be generated because the hydrogen

was highly effective in convecting heat away from the sample to the bell jar. In addition, it

. was demonstrated that samples could not be effectively heated at vacuum levels achievable

with a mechanical vacuum pump (~50 mTorr). A plasma formed inside the bell jar which

absorbed virtually all of the microwave power. Essentially no heating of the Nicalon®i

sample occurred.

The second most important factor was the use of the bell jar, which markedly reduced the

heating efficiency. The reason for the drop in heating effectiveness with the bell jar is as

follows. The base of the bell jar is made of aluminum, which shields the sample from the

microwave radiation. It therefore effectively reduces the power available for heating the

sample.

Similar in importance to the use of the bell jar was the use of zirconia instead of alumina

insulation. As was mentioned above, zirconia insulation absorbs microwaves quite

effectively at elevated temperatures. It therefore acts like an "electric blanket" in helping to

heat the sample it is surrounding.
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Table I. A Taguchi-Style Reduced Factorial Design Was Used to Study the
Heating of Nicalon® Preforms in the Microwave Furnace.

Experiment Insulation Preform Atmosphere Insulation
Number Arrangement Size Composition

(# Layers)

1 Top & Bottom 10 air-no jar alumina
2 Top & Bottom 20 air-jar zirconia
3 Top & Bottom 15 H2-jar zirconia

4 T&B + Ring 10 air-jar zirconia
- .. , 5 . ..T&B + .Ring ,• • ._.20 ..... H2_jar , al._.um..ins .,

6 T&B + Ring 15 air-no jar zirconia

7 T&B, Ring, T&B-2 10 H2-jar zirconia
8 T&B, Ring, T&B-2 20 air-no jar zirconia
9 T&B, Ring, T&B-2 15 air-jar alumina

Table 2. Response Table for Nicalon® Heating Experiments

Factor Temperature Temperature
@ 416W (°C) @ 470W (°C)

(Hs @ 0.6 atm) (Ng.@ I atm)

Insulation configuration
Top & Bottom 906 1195
T&B plus Ring 906 1246
T&B, Ring, 2nd T&B 933

Layers of _licalon® cloth
10 938
15 890 1232
20 916 1239

Air- no bell jar 1095
Air -belljar 999 1206I

H2 / N2 - bell jar 650 1163

• Insulation comuosition_

Alumina 873 1138 -
Zirconia 936 12,9A
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Another important factor was the total amount of insulation. The more insulation, the

better the heating efficiency. This suggests that conventional heat transfer considerations

are important for this application of microwave heating.

The least important factor investigated was the number of layers of Nicalon@ cloth used

for the sample. The highest temperatures were achieved using the smallest number of

layers of cloth. However, the effect of increaseing the number of layers of cloth from 10 to 20

was small.

,t

" Based on what has been learned so far, we have decided that m_;e power is required to

conduct the CVI experiments on the current scale (nominal 10 to 20 grams of Nicalon@ cloth)

or on larger scales in the future. Therefore, the entire experiment is being transferred to a

larger microwave furnace, which has 12 kW of microwave power available.

In the coming months, the MW-CVI process will be investigated in terms of the kinetics of

deposition and microstructural evolution, and compared to the baseline conventional

. processing. A set of statistically-designed experiments (Taguchi-style) will be conducted to

determine the key aspects that control the process. The parameters that will be studied

will include the temperature of the 8ubstrate, size of the substrate, flow rates of the

reactant gases, gas pressure, type of reactant gas e.g., (MTS vs SIC14- CH4), type of

insulation system, microwave power levels and so on. We have been contacted by two

industrial firms who are interested in working with us in the future on MW-CVI projects.
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2.4CARBON-FIBER COMPOSITE MOLECULAR SIEVES

T. D. Burchell
m

INTRODUCTION

Hydrogenrecoverytechnologies are requiredto allow the upgradingof heavy hydrocarbonsto

transportfuels, thus reducing the amount of carbon rejected during the conversion.Qf fossil

resourcesinto hydrocarbonproclucts. The purpose6f thisw0rk is to-developcarbonmolecular

sieves (CMS) starting with porous Carbon Fiber Composites (CFC) manufzlcturedfrom

petroleumpitchderivedcarbonfibers. The CarbonFiberCompositeMolecularSieves (CFCMS)

will be utilized in PressureSwing Adsorption (PSA)units for the efficientrecoveryof hydrogen

from refinery purge gases, and for other gas separationoperations associated witthpetroleum

refining.

" DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

" No contributionwas received for work performedduring this reportingperiod.

17



2.$ CARBON FIBER COMPOSITE MOLECULAR SIEVES
• FROM SOLVENT-EXTRACTED COAL TAR PITCH CARBON FIBERS

. T.D. Burcheli

INTRODUCTION

The manufactureof carbon-carboncompositesfor ,me in theaerospaceindustryhasbeen heavily
• . •

• • . reliant-oil petr'oleumand coal tar pRches as matrix precursors. It is Of'great importance to "

strategic materials production for the Department of Defense thata stable, long-lived source of

pitch be developed. As an integral part of the work on the development of carbon-fiber

composite molecularsieves, a seriesof industrialsubcontractswill be initiatedto developcarbon-

carboncomposite materialsfrom pitchesderived fromcoal via a solventextractionprocess. The

objectives of this project are twofold. First, sol-Jent-extractedpitch will be used to develop

carbon-carboncompositeswith similar or improvedpropertiesoverthose currentlymanufactured

. from petroleumpitches. Second, improved, lower-cost composites will be developed.

• The manufactureof graphite utilizes cokes and pitches derived from petroleum refining by-

productsandby-productcoke ovens. These includeisotropicandanisotropiccokes, binder,and

impregnantpitches. Assuring feedstockquality is of great importanceto the graphiteindustry.

Therefore, a stable long-lived source of feedstock pitch (and hence coke) would be of

considerable benefit to the industry. Another aspect of this task will be to develop suitable

precursor pitches, binders, impregnants, and cokes for the production of graphitesand other

carbon products.

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

No contributionwas received for work performedduring this reporting period.
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2.6 HYDROGEN PRODUCTION U_G INORGANIC MEMBRANES
m

D. R Fain and (3. R Rocttger
Oak Ridge K-25 Site*

, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-7271

INTRODUCTION

• The purpose of this task is to-develop a ceramic.membrat_e'thatwilFefficiently_p_rate

hydrogen from gasified coal at temperatures of IO00°F or higher. Very high separation

factors should be achievable with a ceramic membrane that has pores sufficiently small to

separate gas molecules on the basis of molecular size, i.e., by molecular sieving. Ceramic gas

separation membranes are receiving much attention today because of their potential for

providinga high separation factor and a long service fife in demanding applications involving

high temperatures or corrosive environments.

The development approach for this task is focused on fabricatingand testing membranes

• with progressivelymallet pores, andon studyingandunderstandingthe transport mechanisms

for gas transport through these membranes so that membranes can be designed to achieve

• maximumseparation factors at any temperature. A key objective for FY 1994 is to reduce

the membrane pore size sufficiently to provide a separation factor of 50 or higher at

temperatures greater than IO00°F.

A high temperature flow test system is being used with good success to determine

separation factors of the experimental membranes using helium, carbon dioxide, and carbon

tetrafluoride as test gases. Preparations are being made for using hydrogen as an additional

test gas since hydrogen separation is a main goal of the task. Methods have been developed

(using the gas transport model to interpret data from the high temperature flow test system)

for determining pore radii smaller than 10 A, which are of importance to this task but could

not be measured accuratelyby the Dynamic Pore Size Test.

9

_ m

. *The Oak Ridge K-25 Site is managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. for the
U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400.
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A mathematical model for gas transport that was developed earlier was capable of

predicting separation factors as a function of membrane pore size for room temperature

operation and at a "hightemperature limit"where adsorptionand surface flow effects should

not be present (Fig, 1), A current objective of the task is to expand the model to include the

temperature dependencies of gas transportmechanisms, This objective should be achievable

using available gas transport data from the high temperature flow test in conjunction with

independently determined gas adsorption data, An adsorption measurement system has been

., , ..... upgraded for operation, at..elevated, temperatur.es and is being used to, provide the ne,_ed , .
adsorption data,

10 '"_ I ClneIcal K0udeen8eperatl°,n ,ect°r = 3"316 1i _J..... lJ-............... Ji .......... _...... -

U;. 6 "_ | _ IdealHighTemperatureLimit.... !
/ I Oil -- -

], -
• _ ._m----It Iii t(n

2

0 1 -L. ] l

0 5 10 15 20 25
Pore Radius, Angstroms

Fig, 1, Transport model calculations for He-CO2 separation factors
at room temperature and at the ideal high temperature limit,

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

The membrane fabrication techniques that are currentlybeing developed are showing

good progress in producing ceramic membraneshavingsmaller pores, Experimental alumina
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membranes have been produced that have mean pore radii smaller than 5 ._ and high

" temperature separation factors as high as 13for the helium/carbon tetrafluoridegas pair. The

techniques that are under development have potential for producing pore radii as small as 2

" to 3 J_,which should provide separation factors of I00 or higher.

The ceramic membranes are being tested in our hightemperature flow test system using

helium, carbon dioxide, and carbon tetrafluoride as test gases. High precision flow

measurements are made with each of the test gases at several temperatures between 20°C

. . and 275°C. and over a.pressure range of approximately85 to 185 crnHg. Examples of the

flow data obtained on a recent alumina membrane having a mean pore radius of'

approximately5 ._ are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 for helium, carbon tetrafluoride, andcarbon

dioxide, respectively. The flow data are plotted as a permear_e (sccm/sq cm/cm Hg) versus

average pressure (average of the forepressure andbackpressure). A linear (least squares) fit

is included in the plots for data taken at each temperature. For comparison purposes, similar

data are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 for an alumina membrane having a mean pore radius of

30A.
The ideal separation factor for a binary gas mixture is the ratio of the zero pressure

permeances of the two gases (normallythe ratio of light gas to heavy gas). The zero pressure

. permeance is obtained from the flow data as plotted in Figs. 2 through 7 by extrapolatingthe

least squares fit of the data to zero pressure as shown. Separation factors for the gas pain

may, thus, be determined from the flow data measured at room temperature, 100°C, 200°C,

250°C, and 275°C. An Arrhenius-type plot (In separation factor plotted against the

reciprocal of the absolute temperature, l/T) provides an excellent fit of the separation factors

determined at various temperatures. The helium/carbon tetrafluoride separation factors

determined for a recent alumina membrane and plotted in this manner are shown in Fig. 8.

The pore size of this membrane was too small to measure with our Dynamic Pore Size Test.

Extrapolation of the least squares fit (Fig. 8) to a zero value of Irl"provides an estimate

of the separation factor at the high temperature limit where adsorption and surface flow

effects would be eliminated. The high temperature separation factor of 12.99 can be

. interpreted ruing the hard sphe_'emodel to provide an estimate of the mean pore size of the

membrane. Those calculations indicate that a membrane mean pore radius of 4.98 ._ is

. required to provide a high temperature separation factor of 12.99 for the helium/carbon

tetrafluoride gas pair.
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The effects of membrane pore size on the separation factor/temperature data are shown

in Fig. 9, which contrasts data measured on two alumina membranes having mean pore radii

of 30 J_ and 8.9 ]_ (as determined by the Dynamic Pore Size Test). For the 30 A membrane

at room temperature, the data show a separation factor of 4.60 (approximately the I_-dsen

value), and the separation factors increase only slightly at higher temperatures. Separation

factors determined at room temperature for the 8.9 A membrane are considerablylower than

for the 30 ._ membrane due to increased surface flow of the heavier gas in the small pores.

The separation factors of the &9 A membrane increase with temperature at a relatively high

rate as adsorption and surface flow are reduced and the benefits of smaller pore size are

. A total of 14 alumina membranes have been tested in the high temperature flow test

system. The mean pore radii of these membranes ranged from 30 A to less than 5 _ The

. separation factors determined for these membranes at room temperature and at the high

tempera_Jre limit are plotted against the membrane mean pore, size in Fig. 10. These

empiricalvaluesshow good agreement with the trends predicted by the transport model and

shown earlier in r"_g.1.
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The flow tests that have been performed on 14 membranes to date have provided a

• large database of gas tramport data at several temperatures up to 2750C. These data, used

in conjunction with independently determined gas adsorption data, will permit the

temperature dependencies of gas transport mechanisms to be determined and incorporated

into the gas transport model. A variable volume adsorption measurement system has been

upgraded to permit gas adsorption to be measured on membrane materials at temperatures

up to 275"C. The variable volume consists of a cylinder and a piston. The pressure and

temperature of the gas in the cylinder are measured by a calibrated pressure transducer and

thermocouple as the volume of the cylinder is changed. A fixed amount of gas is introduced

into the cylinder. A sample holder of predefinedvolume is connected to the variable volume.

The holder is enclosed in a heated chamber that provides temperatures up to 275"C. Using

the volume, pressure, and temperature determinations, the mass of gas present in the gas

phase can be accurately determined over a range of pressures. The difference between the

initial mass of gas introduced and the amount in the gas phase is the amount adsorbed.

The variable volume adsorption measurement system is being used to measure the

, adsorption of gases on alumina membranematerial over a range of pressures and at various

temperatures up to 275"C. The test gases being used include helium, carbon dioxide, and

• carbon tetrafluoride, i.e., the same gases used to evaluate membranes in the high temperature

flow test system. These adsorption data will be used with the existing analytical expression

(and others if ne.eded) for the various transport mechanisms to regression fit the permeability

data as shown in Figs. 2 through 7. With these regression equations, separation factors at

different temperatures can be calculated (as in Fig. 1).
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ABSTRACT

Air oxidation tests of iron-aluminum alloys containing 16 and 28 atom °h ed, respectively,
were conducted at 1300°C to determine the effect of alloy composition and section thickness on
the time to breakdown of oxidation resistance. The oxidation rates of the 16oh AI alloy were
significantly higher than for 28oh Al (Fe3AI) alloys. The times over which the oxide scales
remained protective correlated with the extent of aluminumdepletion of the alloy matrixand
were therefore a direct function of the initial aluminumcontent of the alloy, the section thickness,
and the oxidation rate. The oxidation rate of the Fe_d alloys was significantly reduced by the
addition of 0.1°h Zr, which improved the adherence of the scale during thermal cycling to room
temperature. However, the oxidation rates of the Fe_d alloyswere higher at 1300°C than those
reported for oxide-dispersion-strengthened (ODS) Fe-18OhCr-10OhAIalloys containing Y203.

• Times to the onset of breakawayoxidation were similar for zirconium-containing Fe3Al and the
ODS alloys, the lower oxidation rate of the latter offsetting the higher initi'.daluminumof the
former.

m

Studies of the effects of chlorine (HCI) on the oxidation/sulfidationresistance of Fe3AI-
based alloys were conducted using test facilities at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the
United Kingdom. Alloys were exposed to a test gas composed of CO2, H2, H2O, and H2S plus
1000-5000 ppm HCI at 450 and 550°C for 1000 h. Weight gains were relatively low and were
generally less than companion specimens of Fe-Cr-AI alloys.

INTRODUCTION

The corrosion behavior of iron-aluminumalloys is being studied in high temperature

mixed-oxidant atmospheres typicalof coal combustion and gasification environments. The alloys

are of two general types: Fe3Al-based alloys containing 28 atom oh AI with variable additions of

Cr, Nb, Mo, and Zr, and iron-aluminum alloys containing 16% Al, 5% Cr, 1% Mo, 0.1% Zr, and

0.5%Y (compositions in atom %). The corrosion studies are intended to establish the operating

performance limits of these alloys as a function of temperature and oxidant species (oxygen-
,s

sulfur-chlorine).

31
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The effects of alloy composition on the oxidation and scaling resistance in air are being

evaluated in laboratorytests under isothermal and cyclic temperatureconditions. As reported
6

earlierx_, the oxidation resistance of the 16% AI alloy was shown to approach that of the 28% AI

alloys under isothermal conditions between 900 and 1000*C and under cyclic conditions at 1000
qb

and 1150"C. The extent of oxide scale spallation in cyclic oxidation tests at 1000 and 1150"C

was significantly reduced by the incorporationof 0.1% Zr in the alloys. Protection derived from

the formation of a coherent and adherent a-Al20 3 scale.

More recent studies have been undertaken to assess the effect of both the aluminum and

the zirconium contents upon the oxidation behavior of Fe_l alloys in air at 1300"C, and to

compare their oxidation properties with other alumina-forming alloys. Recent wor_ 4 on long

term cyclic oxidation behavior of some of the best commercial alloys currently available (the

alumina forming oxide dispersion strengthened [ODS] Fe+ 16-20% Cr+ 10% AI+0.1% Y203

ferritic alloys-MA956, ODM 751 and PM 2000), has demonstrated that for typical plant

component thicknemm, life-time service conditions will be determined not by component section

loss but by the time to onset of breakawayoxidation. This resulted from the aluminumcontent of

the alloy falling (due to consumption by oxidation) below a critical value needed to sustain the

protective alumina scale. At this juncture breakawayattack ensued, with the rapid formation of *

non-protective iron-rich oxides. The other principal parameter controlling the time to breakaway

was the aluminumreservoir available within the alloy, which was determined by the alloy

aluminum content and the component thickness. The aluminumconcentration in these FeCrA! +

Y203 ODS alloys is nominally 10%, whereas that of the F_ alloys can be up to 28%, thereby

affording a much greater reservoir of aluminum.

The sulfidation resistance of iron aluminide alloys also makes them promisingcandidates

as heat exchanger materials for coal gasifiers. Such an application requires the alloy to resist

product gases containing small concentrations of H2S and HCI at relatively low oxygen partial

pressures (<1044 Pa) at temperatures up to 500"C. Laboratory tests of the 28% AI alloys in a

H2S-H2-H20 mixed gas with reference gasifier sulfur and oxygen activities showed the alloy to

have considerably better resistance to H2S than currently-reed heat exchanger alloys. More

recent tests have examined the corrosion of the iron aluminides in similar mixed gases containing

small concentrations of HCI.
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DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

High Temperature Oxidation Studies

Bxverimental

Four iron aluminum alloys, designated FAP, FA129, FATS0 and FAL, were included in

the test program. Compositions of the alloys are given in Table 1. Specimens, typically 1 x I cm

or 2 x 1 cm, were cut from sheet havingthicknesses between 0.23-0.70 mm. The specimens were

contained in alumina crucibles andoxidized in either air or oxygen for successive periods ranging

from 6-200 h, but usually80 h, with intervening furnace cooling to room temperature. The

oxidation temperature was 130(PC, but in addition FAP was oxidized at 12500C. The extent of

attack and of oxide spallation were measured gravimetrically. The specimens were also

photographed to provide information on dimensional changes. Following the completion of the

exposures, the chemical and physical nature of the attack was characterized by a range of surface

analytical procedures, including X-ray diffraction (XRD), optical microscopy, scanning electron
,t

and transmission electron microscopy, energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX) and electron

microprobe analysis (EPMA).

" Table 1. Alloy Composition

I I I I __ I __ . I IIII I I IIII

Alloy Composition (atom %)
I . L I I II

Fe AI Cr Zr Nb/Mo Non-metals

FAP 72.9 16.1 5.0 0.1 1.1 Mo 0.1 C

FA129 65.7 28.0 5.0 1.0 Nb 0.2 C

FAL 66.9 28.0 5.0 0.1

FA180 65.6 28.0 5.0 0.025 0.5 Nb 0.05 C
0.8 Mo 0.05 B

FAS 70.0 28.0 5.0 0.05 B

Results and Discussion
t.

All the alloys tested contained 5% Cr but differed with respect to aluminum and

zirconium contents. FA129, FA180 and FAL all contained 28% aluminum but had different

zirconium levels. FA129 contained no zirconium, and FA180 and FA129 contained 0.025% and
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0.1%, respectively. FAP contained a lower aluminum content (16%) and the higher zirconium

level (0.1%). Therefore, comparison of FAP and FAL provides insight into the role or aluminum

content, and the other alloys allow an assessmentof the role of zirconium content.

The oxidation behavior of these alloyswas characterizedby four main features,namely, a

protective oxidation regime, oxide spallation, oxidation.induceddimensional growth and

breakaway attack The increasesin weight gain (i.e. the overall extent of attack) with time for the

individual FA129, FA180, and FAL specimensare shownin Figure 1. Initially the FAL oxidation

kinetics were essentiallyparabolic, indicativeof a protective oxidation regime, which X-ray

diffraction and microscopicexamination showedto have resulted from the formation of an

a-Al203 scale. At a critical weight gain, which increasedwith specimen thickness,the oxidation

rate abruptly increasedrapidly, resulting from the transformation from protective type oxidation to

breakaway attack. Although the exact time to onsetof breakaway could not be pinpointed

exactly, it lay in the time interval between the last measurementin the protective regime and the

first measurement following breakaway,which is the range of times quoted subsequently.
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Up to - 50 h the extent of oxidation of FA129, and also FA180, was comparable to that

of FAL. At longer times the oxidation kinetics of FA129 and FA180 increased over that of FAL
.p

and became effectively linear (Figure 1). For comparable specimen thicknesses, the times to

breakawayfor FAL at 1300°C significantly ex_ed those for FA129. On exposure at 1300°C
4.

the FAP alloy, with 16% aluminum, went immediately into breakawayoxidation; however, at

1250"C breakawayfollowed an initial period of parabolic oxidation behavior.

Although oxide spalled from all the alloys on cooling to room temperature, there was a

majordifference between the behavior of FA129 and FA180 and of FAL. With FAI29 and

FA180 most of the oxide formed spalled, such that the weight of spalled oxide increased linearly

with exposure time. In contrast, with FAL most of the scale remained completely adherent

throughout oxidation, and only a small fraction of the outermost layer of the scale spalled,

primarilyfollowing the first thermal cycle. Although scale delamination was optically visible, the

extent of spallation was often less than the gravimetricmeasurement limits. After 500 h of

oxidation, the weight of spalled oxide from FA129 was 26 mg/cm2 compared to only 0.5 mg/cm2

from FAL.

Oxidation caused an increase in both the length and width of the FAL specimens. The

" kinetics of area extension folio'wedthat of oxidation, in that they were faster initially and

continued at a rate which decreased progressivelywith time. For the 0.5 mm thickspecimens the

" area had grown by -35% prior to breakaway. FA129 specimens also grew in area as a result of

oxidation with similar kinetics but by a smaller extent, with a -16% extension prior to breakaway.

These results clearly indicate that both the zirconiumand aluminumcontents have a

significant effect on the high temperature oxidation behavior of iron-aluminumalloys.

Mechanistic understanding of the role of zirconiumwas revealed by detailed characterization of

the oxide scale formed on FA129 and FAL and how this related to current understanding of the

development and failure of protective alumina scales,s'e'7 The alumina scale on FA129 was

similarto that formed on FeCrAl alloyss in that it was convoluted and generally detached from

the alloy with only localized areas of attachment. In contrast, the corresponding scales on FAL

were both compact and adherent. The FAL scales were shown by EPMA to be enriched in

zirconium, whose concentration was highest near the gas interface and decreased with scale depth.

Various surface analytical techniques (SEM, TEM with EDAX, and XRD) established that

zirconium was present as discrete 0.5-1.2 mm diameter ZrO2 (monoclinic) particles. On the basis

" of studies on related systems6, it would also be expected that zirconiumwould be segregated at

the oxide grain boundaries, although this has yet to be established for FAL.
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Based on reference 9, the alumina scale on FA129 can be assumed to have developed by

the transport both of cations outward and ox/dant inward. At 1300°C convoluted scale formation
i

b indicativeof rapidaluminum surface diffusion. This scale cracked and spalled readily on

cooling. However, on re-exlx_ure of the alloy, scale regeneration was facilitated by the relatively
4,

high aluminum level in the alloy (until it fell below the critical level for onset of breakaway). The

linear oxidation kinetics were consistent with successive scale thickening and breakdown,with

oxidation being controlled by transport through a thin, surface oxide barrier layer.

Zirconium is one of the so called reactive elements known to improve the protection

afforded by alumina scales, and indeed it acted in this role on FAL As a result of ZrO2 particle

formation and the resultant oxide grain boundary segregation of zirconiumby Ostwald ripening,

outward cation transport was inhibited, such that the scale on FAL would have developed

primarilyby inward anion transport.6'7 Zirconium also dramaticallyimproved scale adherence,

probably largely due to the change in oxide growth mechanism. A further contributing factor was

that the stresses resulting from oxidation were relieved by deformation of the underlying alloy,

which like all ferritic alloys had a low creep strength at 1300°C. As a consequence the resultant

strain on the alumina scale on cooling was considerably lower than would have been experienced

by a comparable scale on the significantly stronger ODS alloys,which in certain circumstances is

known to cause scale spallation.3.4 It should be added that the lower deformation of FA129

compared with FAL was entirely consistent with the poorer adhesion and thinner scales on the

FA129 alloy. Finally, it should be noted that whereas a zirconiumconcentration of 0.1% proved

to be effective in improving oxidation resistance, a factor of four lower level (0.025%) was not.

In this series of iron-aluminum alloys, in which the chromiumcontent was limited to 5%,

the concentration of 16% aluminumin FAP was insufficient for protective alumina scale

formation at 1300"C, even though the alloy also contained 0.1% zirconium. However, a

protective type oxidation regime was established on the alloy at lower temperatures. At 1300°C

the higher aluminum content (28%) afforded by the F_ alloy proved to be essential. In the

case of the FeCrA! alloys, the presence of 10% aluminum in combination with 18-20% chromium

provides better oxidation resistance at 1300"Cthan observed for the FAL alloy and demonstrates

a synergistic interaction between chromium and aluminum that promotes the formation of

protectivealumina scales at lower aluminum levels.

The overall mechanism leading to breakawayoxidation of these alloys appears to be

similar to that already modelled for the alumina forming FeCrAI-Y2030DS alloys.3'4 Non-

protective oxidation occurred when the alloy aluminum content was reduced, by scale formation,
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to a value below that needed to sustain continuing growth of a protective alumina scale.

Breakawaywas dependent, therefore, on four critical parameters. These included the extent of
D

aluminumavailable (i.e. the alloy aluminum content and specimen thickness), the rate of

aluminum consumption through oxidation (including effects of spallation), and the rate of

aluminum diffusion from within the alloy to the oxidizing surface. As observed with the ODS

alloys4, the rate of aluminum diffusion was relatively rapid;i.e., there was no perceptible

aluminum concentration gradient across oxidized FAL specimens based on EPMA analyses. The

fourth parameter was the value of the residual alloy aluminum content leading to breakaway

attack. This could be determined from the last weight gains prior to breakaway and also from

EPMA measurements on metaiiographicalIymounted specimens taken from alloy regions beneath

protective o0ddescales that adjoined regions which had oxidized completely following breakaway.

For FAL the values calculated from weight changes ranged between 3.1-5.8 weight %, while the

EPMA values were between 1.8 and 2.4 weight %. These were slightly higher than the

corresponding calculated residual aluminum contents for FeCrAI+Y_O3 (reference 4) for which

the average of fifteen values, rang/ng between 0.3 and 3.5 weight %, was 1.8%. For FAI29 the

calculated and EPMA residual aluminum values, respectively, were higher than the FAL values.

The measured times to breakawayfor the three F_AI alloys have been superimposed in

Figure 2 upon the corresponding plot of weight change vs specimen thickness derived for the

" ODS FeCrAI+Y203 alloys_,4in air and oxygen. The data are generally consistent for all alloys-the

time to breakawayincreased with specimen thickness, FAP exhibited the worst behavior, while

FA129 was inferior to FAL. That the FAX,values fell on or slightly above the best estimate line

through the ODS results is entirely coincidental, but it does demonstrate that the behavior of this

alloy is at least as good as the best commercially available ODS ferritic alloys. It also suggests

that the potential offered by the increased aluminum content of FAL compared to the FeCrAI

alloys is not being fully exploited. Two factors limiting the performance of FAL compared with

the ODS alloys were, first, the slightly higher residual aluminum level where breakawayoccurred,

and, second and more significantly, the higher oxidation rate of FAL. As an indication, at

13(}IY'Cthe FAL parabolic rate constant (40 x 10.2mg_m "4.h"1)was over an order of magnitude

greater than that for the ODS alloy ODM 751 (2.5 x 10.2mg2_:m'4_'l). If the F_ oxidation

rate could be reduced to the lower value, then the time to breakawaywould be significantly

increased; e.g., for a 0.5 mm thick component this time would be in excess of 9000 h rather than

600 h as at present.
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Figure Z Influence of alloy thickness on the time to breakawayoxidation of FAL, FAI29, and
FAL and of ODS FeCrAI+Y2Os alloys in air and oxygen at 1300"C.

Reducing the oxidation rate of Fe_A! alloys to at least that of commercial ODS alloys

appears to be a feasible objective. It should be achievable by optimizing not only the

concentration, but also the nature of the reactive element. There are strong arguments for

incorporating the reactive element as an oxide dispersoid and also for gaining synergistic effects

from multiple reactive element additions. Both aspects are being researched as part of our overall

iron aluminide development program.

Effect of HCI on Sulfldation of Fe_/U by H2S-Containing Mixed Gases

F.x_rimental

Test specimens of the iron-aluminumalloys FAS, FAI29, and FAP were supplied to

National Physical Laboratory (NPL) for exposure to a CO-H2-H20-CO2mixed gas containing

small concentrations of both H2S and HCI. Nominal compositions of the alloys are given in
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Table I. The specimen size was 10 mmx 10 mmx 3 mm. The major faces of the specimens were

precision machinedso that the 3 mm cross section was flat and parallel to within 2.5 pro. ThisIi,

was required to accommodate the automated measurinll technique that NPL uses to monitor

thickness changes due to corrosion, which has a precision of i 3pm. The test gas was composed
O

of 24.8% CO, 20.4% H2, 3.93% CO2, 6.3% H20, 0.123% H2S,bal. N2 (by volume). HCI was

added to a concentration of 1000 ppm by passing the gas mixture over a dilute solution of

hydrogen chloride heated to achieve the appropriate HCl and H2Svapor pressures. Duplicate

specimem of each mate£al were exposed to the flowing test gas at 450"C, and single specimens,

at 550"C. Analyses of the gas leaving the specimen retorts indicated that the oxygen-containing

species had not equilibrated at the test temperatures, so the p(O2) was assumed to be fixed by the

H_I-120 ratio,s The sulfur and oxygen activities of the gas at the respective test temperatures are

recorded in Table 2. Exposures were conducted for a total duration of 1000 h with six weighings

during the first 320 h and five weighings thereafter. A FeCrAI alloy containing 20% Cr, 8% AI,

0.1% Y, bal. Fe (provided by NPL) was exposed concomitantly with the iron-aluminum specimens

and served as a reference against which to evaluate the relative corrosion resistance of the various

alloys.

Table 2. Ptlg_ties of Sa mid 0 2 in the Iq'PLTest Atmmpbere

i _ i __ i i i i i IIIIllllrll Im _11II Illll _. Hi

Temperature °C 0 2Fugacity" $2Fugacity
ii i i _ IMII| [ ii ii i i i ii ii i -- ii

450 9.7 X 10"27 5.1 X 104

550 2.0 X 10.22 1.9 X 104s

' Based on p(H2):p(H20) ratio

_eaults and Discussion

Figure 3 compares the weight changes for the Fey_ alloys (28% AI) at 450°C with those

for the FeCrAl alloy. The weights increased for the first 600 h and then became constant or

decreased slightly. Except for one of the FAS specimens, all the iron aluminides showed lower

weight gains than the FeCrAI alloy. The FAP alloy (16% AI) at 4500C showed relatively high

initial weight losses (>8 mg/cm2) followed by still largerweight gains (_75 mg/cm2) after 600 h.

As shown in Figure 4, at 550"C weight gains of the Fe.sAlalloys increased uniformlywith test

time, although the gains were initially less than those for corresponding times at 450°C. After
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1000 h the gains at 550"C were approximately the same as at 450"C and were approximately half

the weight gains of FeCrA] at 5_'C. The FAP alloy at 550'C showed a relatively high weight

gain after only 20 h, but after I000 h the weight gain was romewhat less than at 450"C.

0.08

i°°' i-'-"'" 1
o.o. i--_'A"' i
o.o. I--'--'A"'"I

i °'" :J: : FeCrAII1

0,010'02 [ " FeCrAII21
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Figure 3. Comparative weight changes of F_AI-based alloys and FeCrAI at 450" C in simulated
coal gas atmosphere containing 1000 ppm HCI.
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Figure 4. Comparative weight changes of Fe3Al-based alloys and FeCrAI at 550"C in simulated
coal gas atmosphere containing 1000 ppm HCI.
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The relatively low weight changes observed for the Fe3AI alloys in these tests are in

accord with results from laboratorytests conducted at higher temperatures (700-800° C) in H2S-
is

containing gas mixtures without HCI. 9 However, the FAP alloy was much less resistant to attack

in the NPL test environment than in the higher temperature laboratory tests in mixed gas with
o

H2S and no HCI. Furthermore, in the latter laboratory tests, the sulfidation resistance of the FAP

alloy, though less than that of the 1_ alloys, was significantly better that of the FeCrAI alloy.1°

The higher chromium content of the FeCrAI alloys and the lower aluminum content both

contributed to the poorer performance of this material under purely sulfidizing conditions at

_700°C. In the case of the NPL tests, where the exposure temperatures are lower and HCI is
I

present, chromium at the 20% level no longer had a detrimental effect on corrosion resistance,

particularlycompared to the FAP alloy containing 16% aluminum and 5% chromium.

Furthermore, the addition of 5% chromium to the F_AI base composition (FA129), which

markedly reduces the sulfidation resistance against H2S at higher temperatures,I° either did not

change or slightly improved the corrosion resistance in the NPL tests. To what extent this result

is due to the lower temperature or to the influence of HCI is not clear from the present test

results. However, the absence of any significant effect of the HCI on the corrosion resistance of

the Fe3_-based alloys suggests that the lower temperature may be the more important factor.
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes recent progress in developing Cr2Nb/Cr(Nb) alloys for

structural use in advanced fossil energy conversion systems. Alloy additions were added

to control the microstrucmreand mechanical properties. Two beneficial elements have been

identified among all alloying additions added to the alloys. One element is effective in

refining the coarse eutectic structure and thus substantially improves the compressive

strength and ductility of the alloys. The other element enhances oxidation resistance

- without sacrificing the ductility. The tensile properties are sensitive to cast defects, which

can not be effectively reduced by HIPping at 1450-1580°C and/or directionaUy solidifying

. via a floating zone remelting method.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this task is to develop new-generation structuralmaterials based on

intermetallic alloys for use as critical hot components in advanced fossil energy conversion

systems. The intermetallic phase, Cr2Nb, with a C-15 complex cubic structure,1 has been

selected for this development effort because of its high-melting point (1770°C), 2"3relatively

low density (7.7 g/cm2), 4 and potential resistance to oxidation and corrosion. 2 This

intermetallic phase, like many other Laves phases, has a wide range of compositional

homogeneity, 3 suggesting the possibility of improving its mechanical and metallurgical

Woperties by alloy additions.

The major concern with Cr2Nb and other A2B Laves phases is their poor toughness
D

and fracture resistance at ambient temperatures.2,5,6 The single-phase Cr2Nb is very hard

(-800 DPH) and brittle at room temperature. Because of the brittleness, our development

effort has been concentrated on two-phase structures containing the intermetallic phase

Cr2Nb (hard phase) and the Cr-rich solid-solution phase (ductile phase). Previous studies
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indicated thatthe two-phase alloys exhibited plastic deformation under compression tests at

room temperature, with strength much superior to nickel-base superalloys at and above

I000°C.5,7, 8 Bhandarkerg,10 has demonstrated that a dispersion of Fe2Ta Laves-phase

particles dispersed within _'ains of a ferritic steel produced good elevated-temperature

strength without causing low-temperature embri_ement. Recently, considerable effort has

been devoted to the development of new superalloys containing Laves phases for high-

temperature structuraluse.5"8,10-16

Our results obtained so far indicate that the two-phase Cr2Nb/Cr(Nb) alloys have

excellent strength for structural use at ultrahigh temperatures (e.g., 1000-1200°C). 5"8

Potential applications include hot components in advanced energy conversion systems,

advanced heat engines, and high-temperature cutting and grinding tools. Current studies

are focused on enhancement of fracture resistance and oxidation resistance. This report

su_zes our recent progress on controlling microstructure and improving mechanical

properties of Cr2Nb/Cr_) alloys through alloying additions and material processing. A

detailed study of the corrosion behavior of these alloys has been reported separately by

Tortorelli et al.17-19

ALLOY PREPARATION AND PROCESSING

Cr2Nb/Cr(Nb) alloys weighing 300 g were prepared by arc melting and drop

casting in copper molds (1" diam. x 3" long). In order to minimize the interstitial content

(e.g., oxygen) in these alloys, high-purity niobium and chromium metal chips were used as

charge materials, and the alloys were melted in a high vacuum (10-5 Pa) furnace. Cast

molds were In'e-heatedto 100-300°C in order to control solidification and to reduce thermal

shock during drop casting.

Oxide slags in cracked pieces were observed on the top of alloy buttons and ingots.

Sometimes, these oxides were found to be trapped inside alloy ingots. Careful x-ray

fluorescence studies indicate that these oxide slags contain mainly zirconium and

aluminum. Removal of zirconium and aluminum from the alloys dramatically reduces the

slag amount. The drop-cast behavior of the alloys is also sensitive to alloy additions. The

drop castability can be substantially improved by certain alloying elements; however, these
!.

elements can only be identified by melting and casting practice.

The cast alloy ingots generally contain cast cavities, which vary in size from a few

to several hundred ttm. The existing phase diagram of the Cr-Nb system indicates an

eutectic temperature of 1620°C for the Cr2Nb and Cr-rich phases. 3 Accordingly, the

Cr2Nb/Cr(Nb) alloys were HIPped at 1450 and 1580°C at a maximum stress of 207 MPa
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(30ksi)inordertoreduceoreliminatethecavities.Mctallographicexaminationofthe

ingotinteriorindicatesonlymarginalreductionincastporositiesby theseHIPpings.This

observationindicatesextremelyhighstrengthatthesetemperaturesand/orahighermelting
#

pointofthesealloys.Thus,we re-examinedtheincipientmeltingpointofthechromium

niobium(CN)alloys.Inthisstudy,alloyspecimenswererapidlyheatedfrom1200°Ctoa

presettemperatureandkeptatthattemperaturefor6 rain.,followedby turningoffthe

power.Our studiesindicatethatthemeltingpointofCN alloysis~1670+ 20°C,whichis

about50°CabovethereportedeutecticmmperaturefortheCr-Nb system.Basedon the

determinedmeltingpoint,we plantoHIP thealloysagainata temperaturecloseto1650°C.

Two alloys,CN-67 and-65,were processedby floating-zoneremcltingata

velocityof1.9-2.4cm/hrinhigh-purityinertgasattheUniversityofTennessee,using

drop-castingotsasa startingmaterial.Figure1 showstheroughingotsurfaces,which

resultedfromevaporationofchromium andformationofsurfaceoxidesduringcrystal

growth.Metallographicexaminationofsectionedingotsshowslargeholesformednearthe

ingotsurfaces(probablyduetochromiumevaporation)andcastmicro-cavitiesaway from

thesurfaceregion.Thisobservationindicatesthatcastcavitiesinthesealloyscannotbe
,.

completelyeliminatedby directionalsolidificationthrougha floating-zoneremelting

method.
e.

Fig. 1 CN-65 alloy ingot
prepaxed by levitation-zone
remelting.

CN-65-1 2nd PASS
. 2-15-94
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EFFECT OF ALLOYING ADDITIONS ON "
MICROSTRUCTURE AND PHASE COMPOSITION

During this year, a total of 25 new alloys were prepared. A partial list of the alloy

compositions is shown in Table 1. The alloys with 5.6 to 12 at. % Nb basically contain

primary Cr-rich solid solution surrounded by the vutectic structure (Fig. 2a), a mixture of

Cr2Nb-type and the Cr-rich phases. The supersaturated Cr-rich solid solution (bright-

contrast phase) precipitates out Cr2Nb-type particles when annealed above 1000°C. The

brittle, coarse Cr2N'bparticles in the eutecticstructureare, in mostcases,interconnected

into a skeleton (dark-contrast phase in Fig. 2a) which is believed to be one of the major

causes of poor fracture resistance of the CN alloys.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Optical micrographs of (a) CN-61 and (b) CN-60 annealed for 3 d at 1100°C.
(ScalemarkerisI0].tm).

AlloyingadditionswereaddedtorefinethecoarseCr2Nb eutecticstructureinthe

CN alloys. Among all elements added to the alloys, the element referred to as XM is most

effective in refining the interconnected eutectic structure (Fig. 2b). As shown in Fig. 3, the

eutecficskeletonisbrokenintoblockyCr2Nb-typcparticlesinthealloycontaining6%

XM. Anotherelement,referredtoas XO, isfoundtobe most effectivetodatein

improvingoxidationresistanceoftheCN alloys.Becauseoftheirbeneficialeffects,a

seriesofalloyscontainingthesetwo elementswerepreparedasshown inTableI.Our
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studies of the mechanical properties and oxidation resistance 19 suggest the optimum

amount of XM and XO inthe same alloy to be 6 and 4%, respectively.

!
(a) (b)

Fig.3 Backscatteredelectronimagesof(a)CN-61 and (b)CN-60 annealedfor3 d at
1100°C.(Scalemarkeris10grn).

p

Table1.NominalAHoy CompositionsofSelectedCN Alloys
i . , ii i i ii .i i ill

.. Alloy Number Composition (at. %)

CN-60 Cr- 12.0Nb-4.0Re-2.0A1-6.0XM
CN-80 Cr- 12.0Nb- 1.5A1-6.0XM
CN-72 Cr- 12.0Nb- 1.5AI-0.1Zr-6.0XM
CN-61 Cr- 12.0Nb-4.0Re-2.0AI-4.0XO

CN-81 Cr- 10.0Nb- 1.5A1-6.0XM-4.0XO

CN-67 Cr-8.0Nb- 1.5A1-0.1Zr-6.0XM

CN-64 Cr-5.6Nb- 1.5A1-0.1Zr-4.0XM
CN-65 Cr-5.6Nb- 1.5A1-0.1Zr-6.0XM
CN-69 Cr-5.6Nb- 1.5A1-6.0XM

" CN-70 Cr-5.6Nb- 1.5A1-0.1B-6.0XM
CN-68 Cr-5.6Nb-I.SA1-0.1Zr-4.0Re-6.0XM
CN-66 Cr-5.6Nb- 1.5A1-0.1Zr- 10.0XM

. CN-71 Cr-5.6Nb- 1.5A1-0.1Zr- 15.0XM
CN-74 Cr-5.6Nb-I.SAI-0.1Zr-6.0XM-4.0XO
CN-75 Cr- 5.6Nb- 1.5AI-0.1Zr- 6.0XM- 6.0XO
CN-76 Cr-5.6Nb- 1.5A1-0.1Zr-6.0XM-8.0XO

i,i i iii i i
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Figure 4 shows the effect of heat treatmenton the microstmcturesof the CN-65

alloy containing 5.6% Nb. Fine precipitates distribute uniformly acrossgrains and some
coarse Cr2Nbparticlesare observedat grain boundariesin the specimen (Fig. 4a) annealed

at 1100°C for 3 days. HiPping at 1450°C apparently dissolved a majorpart of the fine

precipitateswithin grains butdidnotremove the coarseCr2Nbparticlesat grainboundaries

(Fig. 4b). A few cavities are visible in the HiPped specimen. Figure 5 shows the

microstructureof the alloycontaining 6%XM and 6%XO, wherethe eutectic structurecan

be easily identified. Comparisonof Fig. 5 with Figs. 3b and4a suggests that XO additions
stabilize the classic eutecticstructure.

The composition of phases in CN alloys was determinedby electron microprobe

analyses. Table 2 summarizesthe compositionof the phases determinedby wavelength-

dispersive spectrometry(WDS). The Cr-richsolid solution, the matrix phase, contains a
low level of niobium, --1%. The Cr2Nb-typephase,on the otherhand,containsmore than

20% Nb, and the exact amount of niobium in the Cr2Nb-type phase depends on the

partitioningof alloying additionsin the CN alloys. TheelementXM partitionsmoreor less

equally in the Cr2Nband the Cr-richphases. The analysis of the composition of Cr2Nb-

type phase in CN-65 indicates thatXM essentiallyoccupiesthe niobiumsites. Theelement

XO in CN-75 partitions strongly in the Cr2Nb-typephase, as indicated in Table 2. The

partitioning ratio of XO in the Cr2Nb-typeand Cr-richphases is 5.6 to 1. Unlike XM,

(a) (b)

Fig.4 OpticalmicrographsofCN-65(a)annealedfor3dat1I00°C,and(b)HIPpedfor2
hat1450°C.(Scalemarkeris10gm).
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Fig. 5 Backscattered electron image
of CN-75 annealed for 3 d at 1200°C.

_ (Scale marker is 10 _tm).

Table 2. WDS Compositional Analysis of CN Alloys*

Cr-rich Matrix C'Y-richMatrix
Cr2Nb-type Phase Without Fine Cr2Nb With Fine Cr2Nb

AHoyNumber ........(at.%) , Precipitates (at.%) Precipitates (at.%),....

CN-65 Cr= 67.0 Cr= 90.9 Cr= 88.2a.

Nb= 25.8 Nb= 1.2 Nb= 4.4
XM= 5.4 XM= 6.7 XM= 6.2
A1 = 1.8 A1 ffi 1.2 A1 = 1.2
Zr = 0.0 Zr = 0.0 Zr = 0.0

CN-60 Cr= 63.4 Cr = 79.0
Nb = 25.4 Nb = 7.6

, XM= 5.0 XM= 6.8
Re = 4.2 Re = 5.1
A1 = 2.0 A1 = 1.5

CN-75 Cr = 55.0 Cr = 90.2 Cr = 86.8
Nb = 22.3 Nb ffi 0.6 Nb = 3.0
XM = 7.9 XM - 5.2 XM = 5.5
XO = 14.0 XO = 2.5 XO - 3.4
A1 = 0.8 A1 = 1.5 A1 = 1.3
Zr = 0.0 Zr = 0.0 Zr = 0.0

i v,

, *Speclmens arffiealed for 3 d at 1100°C or 1200°C.

. XO mainly occupies the Cr sites instead of the niobium sites. The elements rhenium and

aluminum partition approximately equally in the two phases. Zirconium was not detected

in the CN alloys, and was probably lost due to its formation of ZrO2 slags &tring melting.
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The alloysCN-60 andCN-61 wereexaminedbymmsmissionelectronmicroscopy

(TEM). Both alloy specimens were annealed for 3 d at 1100°C, and then cut into 3 mm

disks and ground to a thickness of approximately 50 _rn, followed by ion milling at 6 kV.

The specimens were examined in a Philips CM3O at 300 kV. Energy dispersive

spectroscopy (EDS) was performed with an EDAX 9100 spectrometer. The EDS analyses

were made on precipitates that intersected the ion milling perforations, thereby minimizing

the contributions from surroundingmatrixmaterial.

Both alloys showed a mixture of the Cr-rich solid solution and Cr2Nb-type phases.

The small precipitates in the Cr-rich matrix ranged up to 0.4 l_m in diameter. Figure 6a

shows the eutectic structure (dark areas) in CN-61 (containing 4% XO) with only a few

secondary precipitates visible. Figure 6b shows a region in CN-60 (containing 6% XM)

with an extensive secondary precipitation. EDS analyses of the matrix versus the

precipitates were made along the edge of the specimen as shown in Fig. 6b. Figure 6c

shows dislocations in the Cr-rich matrix in CN-60. While many of the dislocations

appeared to have interacted with small precipitates by bowing between them, many other

dislocations have formed low-angle network structures.

EDS results were averaged and are shown in Table 3. Basically, the data in Table 3

agree well with those in Table 2 determined by electron microscopic analysis. In CN-60,

the XM and rhenium additions did not preferentially partition to Cr2Nb particles. Only

about 1% of niobium remained in solution, with the rest precipitating out. In CN-61, the

XO additions did preferentially precipitate out with the niobium in Cr2Nb-type particles,

while again the rhenium levels were similar in both matrix and in the Cr2Nb-type phase.

Apparently, no zirconium was retained by the alloy.

MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR

Compressive Properties

Because the cast CN alloys, even in the HIPped conditions, contain defects such as

cavities, the compressive properties are much less sensitive to these defects.

Therefore, the compressive properties of the CN alloys were determined at

temperatures to 1200°C. Alloy specimens were annealed for 3 d at 1100°C prior to testing

at room temperature in air and at elevated temperatures in vacuum. Tables 4 and 5

summarize the results at different temperatures. For the alloys containing 12 at.% Nb, the

yield strength at room temperature increases significantly by alloying with XM, rhenium,

and XO. However, only XM improves the room-temperature ductility. XM is also very
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Table3. EDS/TEMCompositionalAnalysis of CN-60 and CN-61
Q

....................................... Concentrations(at.%) '" " -
Alloy

....... No. _, Cr ......... Nb , Re .......... AI, _ XM XO

CN-_
nominal 76 12 4 2 6
matrix 86 ! 5 0 7
secondary 52 39 5 0 3
preclpitation
large. 63 28 4 0 5precipitates

CN-61
nominal 78 12 4 2 4
matrix 91 1 3 I 5
large 53 28 4 1 13
precipitates
secondary 57 29 5 0 15
precipitates

1 ii i ii i i i i i_ iill __ iiii . l ii i illllllll i ii iilll i iiil __ " i i

Table4. CompressivePropertiesof CN Alloys Tested at
RoomTemperaturein Air

IIIIL II II II ]1 hl_[I"'- I III II I I ] _ I __ AI_III J I II I III II IIIIII ill II IIIII II II

L_oncentrauonol
Alloy Key Elements Strenmh.MPa (ksil _'ty
No. (at.%) Yield- Ui_te (%)

C_-4 12Nb .... 9_ (139) .....1760(255) ...... 5_4
CN-44 12Nb-4".e 1230 (179) 2050 (298) 4.3
CN-60 12Nb-_i_._-6XM 1793 (260) 2546 (369) 8.5
CN-61 12Nb-4Re-4XO 1395 (202) !946 (282) 5.2

CN-7 6Nb 702 (102) 1261 (183) 9.5

CN-65 5.6Nb-6XM 1116 (161) 2228 (323) 16.0

CN-65" 5.6NI ,/I 1097(159) 2116(307) 18.5

CN-68 5.6Nb-,ae-6XM 1111(161) 2023(293) 17.7

CN-70* 5.6Nb-0.1B-6XM 1047(152) 2059(297) 16.3
J

CN-75 5.6Nb-6XM-6XO 1300 (!89) 2080 (302) 16.2
*_ed at1450°Candanneal_3d/lI00C. ...........

i)

effective in improvingboth the strengthandductility of the CN alloys containing 5.6-6%

Nb at room temperature(Table 4). The alloy CN-65 containing 5.6% Nb and 6% XM

showed a yield strengthof 1097 MPa and a ductility of 18.5% at room temperature.
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Alloying with 6% XO together with 6% XM appearsnot to lower the room.temperature
O

ductilityof the 5.6% Nb alloy,
At I000 and 1200°C, both XM andrheniumeffectively increase the compressive

" strengthof the CN alloys containing5.6 and 12% Nb (Table5). The ductilityof thealloys

is not sensitive to alloying additions,andall thealloys showedductilityof more than23%.

HIPping at 1450°C appears not to affect the ductility at either room or elevated

temperatures.The CN alloys aremuch strongerthanNi-base superalloys,whose strength

dropsto aboutzeroat 1200°C.

Table5. CompressivePropertiesof CN Alloys Testedat
I000 and 1200°Cin Vacuum

Ill lJl IIIIIIJ Ill I _I |Ill I I I IIII I I I I I I IIIIIIII _I I II II IIIIIIIII I __ --"

Concentrationof
Alloy KeyElements Strength.MPa(ksi_ Ductility
No. _at.%) Yield Ultimate _%)__ II _ l In lllll IIII I III l Ul lllllll 11 I In I I IIIII!_ lllln II ununn I

10(OC

CN-4 12Nb 685 (99) 856 (124) 22.8
CN-44 12Nb-4Re 855 (124) 1061 (154) 26.2

" CN-60 12Nb-4Re-6XM 896 (130) 1632 (237) 29.2
CN-61 12Nb-4Re-4XO 741 (107) 1257 (182) 28.5

- CN-7 6.0Nb 436 (63) 738 (107) 32.7
CN-65 5.6Nb-6XM 634 (92) 1203 (174) 33.8
CN-68 5.6Nb-4Re-6XM 675 (98) 1118 (162) 26.5
CN-70* 5.6Nb-0.iB-6XM 778 (113) 1394 (202) 23.!
CN-75 5.6Nb-6XM-6XO 710 (103) 1302 (189) 32.4

120_C

CN-4 363 (53) 487 (71) >31.5
CN-44 432 (63) 566 (82) > 4.1
CN-60 535 (78) 664 (96) > 5.6

CN-7 258 (37) 309 (45) 31.4
CN-65 ............... 404 (_59)547 (79) 30"4 .....

*HiPped at 1450°C.

° TensileProperties

Tensile properties of HiPped and/or directionally solidified specimens were

determined at room temperatureand 1000°C. As mentioned before, these specimens

containcast defects (even afterHiPping), and only the highest fracturestrengthfor each

alloy are reported in Table 6. The alloys showed a fracturestrengthat a level of 200-500



MPa, which appears to be independent of alloy composition. There is no apparent

differencein _p.tre strengthatroomtemperatureand 1000°C,suggestingthatthefray.ire

process is dominatedby cast defects in the alloys. Furtherstudiesarerequiredto reduce

cast defects by eitherHIPpingat higher temperature(>1580°O or hot extrudingthe CN
alloys. A recent study of two-phasealloys based on Nb and NbsSi3 indicates that their

tensile ductilityandstrengthcan be dramadcallyimprovedby hotextrusionof thealloys at
14260C.

Table6. TensilePmpcni.csof CN Alloys Tested
at RoomTemperature]hAir and1000°Cin Vacuum

...... AII_ Composition............... "i_eatment...........
Alloy No. (at.%) Condition* Stress,

si)iiiii in ] i []ii l i iiiiii L i i i ii i llllll _ i ] iii lift i iiii iii

Room Temperature

CN-70 Cr-5.6Nb-1.SAI-0.IB-6XM HIP/1450°C 326 (47.3)
CN-65 Cr-5.6Nb-1.5AI-0.1Zr-6XM HIP/!580°C 266 (38.6)
CN-65 Cr-5.6Nb-I.SAI-0.1Zr-6XM DS 367 (53.3)
CN-67 Cr-8Nb-I.$AI-0.1Zr-6XM DS/HIP/1580°C 207 (30.1) .
CN-74 Cr-5.6Nb-1.5AI-0.1Zr-6XM-4XO HIP/1580°C 416 (60.4)

10(_C
t

CN-70 Cr-5.6Nb-1.SAI-0.IB-6XM HIP/1450°C 478 (69.4)
CN-65 Cr-5.6Nb-1.SAI-0.1Zr-6XM HIP/1580°C 360 (52.2)
CN-67 Cr-8Nb-I.SAI-0.IZr-6XM DS/HIP/1580°C 382 (55.5)
CN-74 Cr-5.6Nb-1.5AI-0.1Zr-6XM-4XO HIP,/1580°C 248 _36.0)
HIP-=hot i.sostaticallypressing .....
DS = directionalsolidificationbylevitationzoneremelting

Fracturesurfacesof the tensile specimenstestedat room temperatureand 1000°C

wereexamined using a scanning electron microscope operatedat I0 kV. The CN alloys

showed mainly cleavage fractureat both temperatureswith a more ductile appearanceat
1000°C. Castdefects arevisibleon thefracturesurfaces.

CreepResistance

We recently initiated creep tests of CN alloys containingXM. The alloy CN-70

showed no measurable creep deformation at 1200°C at a stress of 55 MPa (8 ksi),

indicatingexcellent creepresistance. The alloy exhibited a creeprateof 1.5 x 10-7h "1 at
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1000°C at a stress of 345 MPa (50 kst). The alloy is much more creep resistant than Ni-

base superalloys.
o
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2.9 DEVEI_PMENT OF IRON ALUMINIDES

C..O.McKau_,S.V'mvmmthan,O.M.Ooodwin,andV.ILS_m

" IN31tODUCTION

Recent studies have demonstrated that improved engineering ductility (to 10-15% in

F_AI) can be achieved in wrought F_-based iron aluminide alloys through control of

composition and microstructure,z'4 Accompanying this improvement has been an increased

understanding of the causes for ambient temperature embrittlement in thissyitem,s4 Became

of these advances, iron aluminide alloys are being considered for many structural uses,

especially for applications where their excellent corrosion resistance is neede_ Several alloy

compositions developed at ORNL have been licensed to commercial vendors for development

of scale-up procedures. With the licensees and other vendors, several applications for iron

aluminides are being pursued.

The understanding andcontrol of cast structures are important steps in making iron-

aluminide alloys viable engineering materials. This includes understanding the various

components of cast structure, their evolution, their properties, their behavior during further

processing, and, finally, their effect on mechanical properties. The first phase of our study

of cast F_-based alloys characterized the various components of the cast structure in the

FA-129 alloy,7_while the current phase of the research involves characterizing the as-cast

mechanicalproperties of Fe_l-based alloys. Room temperature mechanical properties in air

for the cast and cast-plus-homogenized condition have been reported previously.7_ In this

reporting period, we have continued the investigation of the room temperature mechanical

properties of as-cast F_, including tensile tests in air, oxygen, and water vapor

environments. We have also begun studies to refine the grainsize of the cast structure. An

investigation of the effect of environmental hydrogen embrittlement on the weldability of

wrought alloys was also initiated during this period with the aim of understanding the role of

environment in the cold-cracking of iron aluminides.

D_SSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Tensile Properties of As-Cast Iron Aluminide Alloys

Vacuum induction melts of F_-based FA-129 alloy (Fe-28% AI-5% Cr-0.5%Nb-
m

0.2%C, at.%) were prepared and cast in a mold of dimensions 32 × 180 x 110 mm.
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Undersized tensile specimens (6.4 mm diam.,25.4 mm gauge length) were machined from the

ingot. Two specimens were tested in each of three test environments: water vapor (75 torr

and 400 torr pressure), oxygen (500 torr pressure), and laboratory air (approximately 30% v,

humidity).

Figure 1 mmpares the tensile strength for tests conducted in air, oxygen, and water

vapor environments. The ahoy exh_ited similar strength values in air and water vapor

environments, approximately 200 MPa for yield strength and 300 MPa for ultimate tensile

strength. Ductility values as measured by total elongation (Fig, 2) were also similar and

comparatively low (about 1.5%) for the air and water vapor tests, although values in water

vapor environments were marginallylower than those in air. In the oxygen environment, the

alloy exln"viteda yield strength very similar to that measured in air and water vapor.

However, both ultimate tensile strength (400 MPa) and total elongation (3%) measured in

the oxygen environment were significantlyhigher than values measured in air or water vapor.

These results point to the existence of an environmental effect (cmbrittlement due to the

hydrogen in water vapor) and parallel those obtained earlier for wrought materials,s_
u

5OO
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Ir_ 1. Room temperature tensile strength of as-castFA-129 alloy tested in air (30%
humidity), oxygen (500 ton), and water vapor (400 torr).
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p (30% humidity), oxygen (500 torr), and water vapor (400 torr).
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Weldability

Corrosion-resistant, weldable iron aluminide alloys with improved high temperature

strength are being developed for structural applications and as weld overlay cladding for

conventional structural steels and alloys. Weldability of F_ is a priority of the Fossil

Energy Materials Program, but alloying effects noted in other programs involving higher

aluminum contents often provide helpful input?

The iron aluminides are susceptible to two general types of cracking; hot cracking

which occurs duringsolidification, and cold cracking which is hydrogen-related and happens

during cooling or some hours or days after welding. Prior work on this programI° found that

iron aluminide alloys have a highly variable susceptibility to weld hot cracking, but that by

- appropriate compositional control, hot cracking resistanceequivalent to commercialaustenitic

stainless steels can be achieved. Subsequent work has therefore emphasized the study of

. hydrogen-related cold cracking.
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To reduce the number of variables involved, a single heat of F_ alloy (FA-185,

heat #15479) has been used for essentially all of the recent cold crackingstudies. This alloy

contains 28% AI, 5% Cr, and 0.1% C (all in at. %). Testing has been performed using the

Sigmajig fixture in a variety of controlled atmospheres. Although the Sigmajig test was

designed to study hot cracking, it has also shown itself to be useful for evaluating cold

cracking by several techniques, as will be described.

Heat #15479 has a hot cracking threshold stress of 19 ksi (131 MPa), indicating very

good resistance to hot cracking. Its resistance to cold cracking is probably also better than

average, based on the fact that transverse cold cracking is not observed during hot crack

testing, as it is with most F_ compositions. The hot cracking threshold stress was also

found to be 19 ksi (131 MPa) in the high purity glove box environment (<50 ppm oxygen

plus water vapor), indicating no effect of atmospheric contamination on hot cracking. As far

as cold cracking is concerned, however, the glove box environment was found to have a

profound effect.

A series of tests was performed wh,_rewelds were produced at a very low preapplied

stress (5 ksi, 34 MPa), followed by the application of load after welding at a linear rate of

1 ksi (7 MPa) per minute until specimen separation occurred. Welds produced using normal

shielding techniques in the ambient environment would withstand stresses of approximately

yield strength magnitude (60 ksi, 414 MPa) unless liquidwater was present on the specimen

surface, in which case brittle failure occurred at 30 ksi (207 MPa), less than half of the yield

strength.

Tests in the glove box were performed in pure argon (<50 ppm oxygen plus water

vapor) andwith intentional additionsof hydrogen or water vapor, using both preapplied stress

and the post-weld load application technique.

With preapplied stress, no cracking occurred in pure argon after welding at the

threshold stress for hot cracking, 19 ksi (131 MPa). Welding in a mixture of 98% argon-2%

hydrogen still did not result in cracking at preapplied stresses less than 19 ksi (131 MPa).

Similartests in 98% Ar-2% H20, however, gave complete specimen fracture at anypreapplied

stresses in excess of 6 ksi (41 MPa). This result strongly corroborates the mechanism cited

by Liu et al.s for F_. Further, with the assumption that both molecular hydrogen and
_s

water vapor would be ionized by the welding arc in roughlyequal amounts, thus charging the
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weld puddlewithdissolvedhydrogen,these resultsindicatethathydrogenfrommoisturein
i,

the environmenthasa muchgreatereffect on crackingthandissolvedhydrogen.

Ramp tests in the glove box atmospheresconfirmedthe preappliedstress results.

Welds producedin 98% Ar-2%H 2 mixtures would withstandpost-weldstressesof up to

16 ksi (110 MPa), whereas welds made in 98% Ar-2% H2O consistentlyfailed at 8 ksi

(55re,a).
The resultsof these thin sheet experimentssuggest that structuralwelds in these

materialswill need to be stressrelievedafterwelding,that designstresseswill need to be

restricted,andthatweldoverlaycladspecimensshouldbe subjectedto environmentaltesting

understress.

IndustrialInteractionson F_-Based Alloys

In this reportingperiod there have been strong interactionwith four industrial

partnerson Fe..jAI-basedalloys. Eachis brieflydescribedbelow.

RanidTechnoloEies.Inc..Newnan.GA

TheF_-based alloyFA-129withaddedzirconiumhasbeenidentifiedasa material

forrailsinwalkingbeamfurnaces.The majoradvantagesof the materialare its highmeltingm

pointandgoodhigh-temperatureoxidationresistanceup to 1375"C.The oxidationresistance

data arebased on two-week-longisothermaloxidationtests at 1375"Cconductedat ORNL

Basedon these properties,RapidTechnologies,Inc.has placedan orderto procureover 20

railsfromManufacturingSciencesCorp.in OakRidge,TN. The railsareexpected to go in

serviceduringthe monthof April. ORNLhasworkedverycloselywithRapidTechnologies,

Inc. in alloy selection, the proposed method of manufacturing,chemical analyses,and

generationof propertydata.

Man¢factur_ngSciencesCom. Oak Ridge.TN

ORNLscientistshaveworkedcloselywithManufacturingSciencesCorp.inidentifying

the manufacturingsteps for ironaluminiderails.The selected stepsinclude:vacuummelting
f.

of 182-kg(400-1b)heats,castingthem into 102-ram-thick(4-in.)slabs,hot rollingthem into

19-mm-thick(0.75 in.)plate,hotshearingintoroughdimensions,surfacecleaningbyacidbath
at

and/or sandblasting,and machininginto final shape. A joint effort between ORNL and
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Manufacturing Science Corp. is currently underway to identify inexpensive methods of

machining the railsout of iron aluminide plate.

Babcock & Wilcox (B&W_

The B&W company has identified F_-based alloys as shielding material for

applications in boiler plants and incinerators. The shields are typically 3.2 nun (0.125 in.)

thick and in the shape of a half tube. One prototype shield has already been supplied and

several others are currentlybeing fabricated. The shields are expected to go into service by

the middle of June 1994.

PAL_ Corp.

Efforts continued during this period in support of PALL Corp. to resolve issues

related to manufacturingof porous sintered metal gas filters. The support to PALL hasbeen

a joint effort between Ametek and ORNL. Most recently, Ametek has produced water-

atomized powder and has supplied it to PALL and ORNL Pall is developing the sintering

techniques for this powder, while ORNL is consolidating, evaluating its microstructure and

properties, and comparing it to the gas-atomized powder produced earlier by Ametek.
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ZI0 HIGH-STRHNGTH IRON ALUMINIDH ALIX)YS
P

G. P.J.

" INTRODUCTION

Past studies have shown that binary F_ _ low creep-rupture strength

compared to many other alloys, with creep.rupture lives of less than 5 h being reported for

tests conducted at 593*C and 207 MPa (ref. I). The combination of poor creep resistance

and low room-temperature tensile ductilitydue to a susceptibility to env/ronmentaIIy-induced

dynamic hydrogen embrittlement2_ has resulted in limited use of these alloys for structural

applications even though their excellent corrosion properties could be very beneficial.

Improvements in tensile ductility have been realized through the use of alloying and

thermomechanical processing techniques to control alloy chemistry, microstructure, and

surface condition,4 and ductilities of 10-20.% and tensile yield strengths as high as 500 MPa

have been attained,s_sIn terms of creep-rupture strength, small additions of Mo, Nb, and Zr

have produced improvements, but at the expense of room temperature tensile ductility and

" weldability.1.7"9Further efforts are therefore necessary to produce a Fe_d-based composition

with an acceptable combination of tensile and creep-rupture properties.

" This report presents the results of effom conducted during this reporting period to

improve the creep-rupture strength of Fe_Al-based alloy compositions through control of the

microstructure. One composition containing small additions of Nb, Mo, Zr, B, and C was

chosen as the base alloy and the effect of heat treatment temperature on the microstructure

and creep-rupture properties was investigated.

DISCUSSION OF CURRHNT ACIIVrI'II_

The alloy composition used in this studywas Fe-28 at.% AI with 0.5% Nb, 0.8% Mo,

0.025% Zr, 0.05% C, and 0.005% B (Oak Ridge National Laboratory designation FA-180).

It was prepared by arc-melting and drop casting into a chilled copper mold. Fabrication to

0.8-mm-thicksheet was accomplished by hot-rolling,beginning at 1000.C andfinishing at 600-

- 650*C, with the final sheet materialcontaining approximately70% warmwork. After a stress

relief heat treatment of I h at 700.C, fiat tensile specimens (0.8 x 3.18 × 12.7 mm) were

• mechanically punched from the rolled sheet. Before testing, the tensile specimens were

further annealed for 1 h at temperatures between 1100 and 1250°C. The results were
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compared to specimens which were heat treated at 750"C, a temperature which has been Q

shown to result in predominantly a B2 ordered structure and to produce a maximum in the

room temperature tensile ductility,s_'I°'11Creep-rupture testswere performed in air at 593"C

and a stress of 207 MPa (30 ksi). Creep ductilities were determined from measurements of

the lengths of the specimens before and after testing. Minimumcreep rates were measured

as the slope of the linear portion of the test curve. Optical metallography and scanning

electron microcopy (SEM) were used to study the microstructures and fracture modes.

Analytical electron microscopy(AEM) mini[ a Philips _ (300 kV) or J'EOLZ000FX (200

kV) electron microscope was performed on samples cut fromthe gage portion of selected test

specimens.

The 7_d)'C heat treatment temperature was used as the base for comparison and

resulted in an average creep life of approximately I00 h for two tests (see Table I).

PreUminaryresults on slightlydifferent compositions had indicated that only limited increases

in creep life could be eoqyectedfor heat treatments below approximately1000"C (refs. 12,13).

Therefore, for this series of tests, heat treatments were performed between 1100 and I_C.
4'

The temperatures chosen and the results of creep-rupture tests at 593°C are shown in Table

I and Fig. I. Creep-rupture life is plotted as a function of heat treatment temperature in
Jb

Fig. 2, where the dashed line represents the 100-h average creep fife for the 750"C heat

treatment. The results show a dramatic increase in creep-rupture resistance with a heat

treatment of 1150°C.

Optical microscopy of the unstressed ends of the fractured creep specimens (from

areas where no strain occurred) was used to determine the starting microstructure; it was

assumed that in the unstrained regions no grain growth resulted from exposure to 593°C for

the length of the tests. The 750°C heat treatment resulted in primarily a banded structure

typicalof rolled sheet. However, recrystallizedgrains no larger than about 20 _an were visible

predominantly near the surfaces and suMested that the sheet was about 20% recrystallized.

Grain sizes for the II00 and 1225"C heat treatments were equiaxed and ranged from 60-

80 _n. These grain sizes are smaller than those reported earlier for binary F_ heat

treated at 850°C (ref. 1), indicating that the alloyingadditions in FA-180 have provided some

measure of grain refinement and have minimized grain coarsening. The starting grain size
6

was also determined for a specimen heat treated at 1175°C which had lasted 840 h in creep.

Grain size measurements from six different fields through the cross section indicated a
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- Table I. Effect of l-h heat treatment on creep-_pture properties of alloy FA-180'

Heat treatment Grain size Life (h) Elongation (%) MCR
temperature (°C) (_an) (%/h)

750 b 91 79 0.3
103 75 0.3

1100 62 187 44 0.03
235 36 0.03

1125 349 42 0.04
222 20 0.01
602 12 0.004

1150 2732 9 0.0005
1530 7 0.001

1175 985 31 0.002
122,35ff 840 10 0.0001

1200 343 36 O.02
. 285 31 0.05

181 26 0.06

_ 1225 135 17 0.09
78 109 25 0.09

Illl I II I II I llll II III III

"Composition - Fe-28AI-5Cr-0.5Nb-0.gMo-0.025Zr-0.05C-0.005B (at.%).
bRoiled microstructure, -10-20% recrystallized,with =20 _umgrains.
CDuplexmicrostructure,see text for discussion.

bimodal microstructure. Most of the specimen showed an averagegrainsize of approximately

120-125 Wn. However in two of the fields measured, several grains as large as 500-700 _ml

were observed. These grains contributed to an average grain size of approximately350 lint

in those fields. The presence of large grains at 1175°C suggests the absense of precipitates

to pin grain boundaries and prevent grain growth. The particular precipitates that were

present at 1100°C have possibly either dissolvedcompletely at 1175° C and stayed in solution

(unlikely given the low solubilityof Nb or Zr in Fe_AIat room temperature) or have dissolved

" and reprecipitated as particles too fine to provide grain boundary pinning. At temperatures

above 1175°C, other mechanisms,such as precipitate coarseningor reprecipitation of higher-

" melting-temperature phases, areevidently being activated, resulting in a smalleruniform grain

size, similarto that measured for the specimen heat treated at 1100° C. These initial grain
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Fig. 2. Creep-rupture life as a function of heat treatment temperature for tests conducted
on alloy FA-180 at 593°C and 207 MPa.

sires correlate well with the creep life data shown in Fig. 2; the large-grained bimodal

microstructure produced by the 1175 °C heat treatment resulted in the longest life compared

to the uniform smaller-grained microstructures produced by the 1100 or 12250C heat

treatments.



The fracture micrmtmctures and morphologies were studied rains optical and
i

_g electron mi_py. S_ of fracture surfaces showed that with all heat treatment

temperature#, including 750"C, a ductile dimple type of fracture occurred with many large

creep cavities [Fig. 3(a)]. Particles were observed at the bottom of mint of the dimples

[Fig. 3(b)]. The compmition of these particles have yet to be confirmed but are assumed to

be Mo- or No.based carbides.I Optical metallography was performed on the fractured

specimens which had _iv_ the 750, 1100, 1175, and 1225"C heat treatments. None of

these specimens sh_ the grins grainboundary separation thatwas observed for the binary

specimen.I However there were some differences in grain morphology among the f_ed

specimens. The specimen heat treated at 1100"C retained its uniform grain size of 60.80/_

during testing at 593"C for 18'7h, but the grains were elongated slightly by the 44% tensile

strain that it sustained. By contrast, the specimen heat treated at 1225°C, which had a

uniform grain size of approximately 78 _ before testing, after testing for only 109 h showed

a bimodel grain morphology with small areas of 100-150/_m d/ameter grains and largerareas

of grains which filled the thickness of the specimen (-700 _an). Inbetween, the specimen

heat treated at 1175°C, which had a bimodel morphology before testing, maintained that

bimodel morphology through 840 h of testing at 593"C. The grains in this specimen also

remained fairlyequiaxed, which might be expected for a specimen that failed with only 10%

elongation. These results show a complex interaction between composition, annealing

temperature, and test conditions which have not yet been fully explained.

Fig. 3. Scanning electron fractographsshowing (a) ductile dimple fractureof creep-ruptured
specimen and (b) particles at the bottom of dimples.
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Transmissionelectronmicroscopywas usedto comparethe pre-and post-test

microstructuresofs_ens heattreatedat750and1150'C.z'_ pre_testmicrmtructure

of the s_n heat treated at 7.¢_'C was characterized by numerous dislocation arrays

t_/p_ of a cold- or warm-roiled structure,reeoven_dislandsenclmed by dklocation networks

which had formed into ,ubgraln boundaries, and a few small newly-recrystaIlizedgrains along

grain boundaries. Most of the dislocations ap_ to be two.fold B2 superdislocations. No

fine precipitation could be detected, although large (I-3 _n) inclusions, presumablyniobium-

and molybdenum.based carbides as de_ in an earlier study,I were observed. These

large inclusions are assumed to _ those _rved on the fracture surfaces in Fig. 3(b). In

comparison, the creep-tested specimen showedshorter, loose, recovered dislocations,with few

subgrain boundaries, suggesting that the the processes of strain _ recovery had occurred

simultaneously. The large amount of strain in both the pre- and post-test specimens made

it difficult to determine the kind of order (132or DOs) present, but the presence of two-fold

dislocations suggests that both contained the 132ordered structure.

The pre-test microstructureof the specimen heat treated at 11500C was almostdevoid

of dislocations, and the grain boundaries were shLrp and clean. The use of the proper

diffraction conditions ts resulted in the observation of 132domains enclosing much finer DOs

domains. Thisstructure was expected considering the annealingtemperature andthe fact that

the specimens were quenched in air. Adjustment of the diffraction conditions revealed

extremely fine px'ecipitatesdistn'buted throughout the matrix. After testing for 1530 h, a

specimen heat treated at 1150° C was observed to contain manytangled networks consisting

of two-fold dislocations of various lengths. [Due to a furnace failure this specimen failed

prematurelywith about 7% strain andwasjudged to be useful for TEM. The other specimen

of this pair finally ruptured after 2732 h (see Table I).] Higher magnification again revealed

the presence of fine precipitates and suggested that the precipitates may be pinning the

dislocations, thereby producing increased creep-rupture life. Slip traces were also observed,

suggesting the pinning of the partialswhich make up the B2 superdislocation. Additionally,

small precipitates were judged to have formed on grain boundaries during the test. These

precipitates are believed to be contributingto grain boundarystrengthening or pinning.

In summary, the results of creep-rupture tests on an F_.based alloy containing

a_itions of Nb, Mo, Zr, B, and C showed that signit_icantly-increasedcreep lives can be

produced by controlling the microstructure. A heat treatment at 1150°C resulted in over
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2700 h of creep life in a specimen tested at 593"C under a stress of 207 MPa. Although the

mechanisms of thisstrengthening have not been completely explained, the resultsof this study

indicate that the strengthening is probablyassociatedwith the dissolution and reprecipitation

of fine panicles which serve to pin dislocations and possibly strengthen or pin grain

boundaries. Grain growth during creep-rupture testing was indicated for a specimen heat

treated at a higher temperature of 1225"C which had exhibited a much lower creep life.

Transmission electron microscopyof that specimen and analysis of precipitate compositions

produced by the various annealing temperatures (to be conducted during the next reporting

period) should add to our understandingof the the creep-rupture test results presented here

and the strenthenin8 mechanisms involved.
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2.11 LOW-ALUMINUM CONTENT IRON-ALUMINUM ALLOYS

V. IC Sikka

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this taskis to develop a conventionallyfabricable,low-cost, andlower-

density iron-aluminum-basealloy witha good combinationof strength,ductility,weldabillty,and

corrosionresistancefor use as componentsin advancedfossil energyconversion systems. Initial

emphasis is on the development of iron-aluminumalloys for beat-recovery applicationsin coal

gasification systems. Many nonfossil energy applicationshave also been identified so that the

FAPY alloy will become availablecommerciallywhen needed forfossil energyapplications.

Discussion of Current Activities

The FAP and FAPY are the designations of two low-aiuminum content iron-aiuminum

alloys. The alloy compositions aregiven in Table 1. Both alloys are disorderedo_-alloywith the

only difference being thatFAPY contains yttrium. The FAP andFAPY alloy compositions were

designed1 after a systematicstudy2 of alloy compositions listed in Table 2. Each elementof the

alloy has a specific role which is describedbelow:

Aluminum: The aluminumcontent is controlled to eliminate the environmentaleffect

through minimization or elimination of the aluminum reaction with moisture to generate

hydrogen.

Chromium: The chromiumadditionto the alloy is made to gain resistance to aqueous

corrosion.

o Molybdenum: Molybdenumis addedto the alloy to protectagainstpittingcorrosion.

Zirconiumand Carbon:These elementsare added to formhigh-melting-pointzirconium-

carbonparticlesto providegrainrefinementduringsolidification.

. Yttrium: Small additionsof yttrium are made to enhance high-temperatureoxidation

resistance.

Tensile propertiesof FAP and FAPY alloys in the wroughtcondition aregiven in Table3.m

which shows that theFAP and FAPY alloys have over 20% ductility atroomtemperatureandare

not sensitive to environmentaleffects, Fig. 1, unlike the ordered alloy. The FAP and FAPY

71
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Table 1. Chemicalcompositionof two low-aluminum-content

iron-aluminumalloys (FAP and FAPY)

Alloy, (%)

Element FAP FAPY

(at.) (wt) (at.) (wt)

A! 16.12 8.46 16.12 8.46
Cr 5.44 5.50 5.44 5.50
Zr 0.11 0.20 0.11 0.20
C 0.13 0.03 0.13 0.03
Mo 1.07 2.00 1.07 2.00
Y ...... .0.06 0.10
Fe 7%13 83.81 77.07 83.71

Table2. Chemical analysis of variousalloys

Atomic percent
Alloy

Iron Aluminum Chromium Carbon Zirconium Molylglenum

FAL-B8 84 16 ...........
FAL-BI2 78 22 ...........
FAL-BI6 72 28 ...........
FAL-T8 79 16 5 .........
FAL-TI2 73 22 5 .........
FAL-TI6 67 28 5 ........
FAL-TC8 78.80 16 5 0.2 ......
FAL-TCI6 66.80 28 5 0.2 ....
FAL-TCZ8 78.78 16 5 0.11 0.11 ---
FAL-TCZ12 72.78 22 5 0.11 0.11 --
FAL-TCZI6 66.78 28 5 0.11 0.11 ---
FAP 77.21 16.1 5.4 0.11 0.11 1.07



Table 3. Tensile prolx_es of FAP andFAPY alloys

Strength
Temperature ........ Ductility, (%)

ill

0.2% Yield Ultimate
"F ('C) Totalelongation Reductionof area

(ksi) (MPa) Ocsi) (MPa)
i, "• ii iiill |

FAP (Sheet, Wrought Material)a

RTb 25 73.0 503 94.0 648 27 45
200 93 60.5 417 87.0 600 26 44
400 204 48.0 331 85.0 586 22 37
600 316 45.0 310 85.0 586 23 32
800 427 44.5 307 83.0 572 24 30

1000 538 43.0 297 64.0 441 35 43
1100 593 44.5 307 55.0 379 51 50
1200 649 30.0 207 38.0 262 64 65
1300 704 20.0 138 20.0 138 78 75
1400 760 3.0 21 .........
1500 816 ............

aSl_eetannealedat 800"Cfor 1 h followedby aircooling priorto testing. 1
bRT= Room temp'Jatm_.



Table 3. Tensile propertiesof FAPandFAPY alloys
(Continued)

Strength
Temperature Ductility, (%)

0.2% Yield Ultimate
"F CC) Totalelongation Reductionof area

(ksi) (MPa) Omi) (MPa)
i J i |

F'APY(Cast), Vacuum-lnduction Meltc

RTb 25 68.0 469 74.0 510 1.5 1.5
200 93 58.0 400 79.0 545 13 9
400 204 46.0 317 80.0 552 24 32
600 316 41.5 286 76.0 524 32 44
800 427 37.5 259 67.5 465 39 52

1000 538 35.0 241 54.0 372 47 60
1100 593 32.5 224 45.0 310 53 65
1200 649 30.0 207 40.0 276 59 69 i
1300 704 25.5 176 30.0 207 68 74
1400 760 20.0 138 22.0 152 77 77
1500 816 13.5 93 14.0 97 89 80

/_T = Room temperature.
CVacuum-inOuctionmeltedandcastinto a 76-nnn-diamingot



Table 3. Tensile properties of FAP and FAPY alloys
(Continued)

Strength DuctiUty,(%)
Temperature

0.2% Yield Ultimate
"F ('C) Total elongation Reduction of area

(ksi) (IvlPa) Osi) (MPa)

FAPY (Cast) Air Melt d

R'Tb 25 59.0 407 60.0 414 1.0 1.0
200 93 50.0 345 62.0 427 6 4
400 204 37.5 259 65.0 448 13 13 ,a
600 316 37.0 255 65.0 448 13 14
800 427 37.0 255 63.0 434 14 16

11100 538 36.0 2411 54,0 372 15 31
1100 593 35.0 241 45.0 310 16 44
1200 649 33.0 228 40.0 276 17 56
1300 704 28.0 193 30.0 207 17 65
1400 760 23.0 159 23,0 159 17 70
1500 816 12.0 83 14.0 97 17 74

bRT = Room temperature.
dab: melted and cast into three step castings by Cast Masters (Bowling Green, Ohio).
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Fig. 1. Effect of alloying additions in atomic percent to reduce the environmental effect of Fe-

Al alloys. All of the specimens were tested in air after a l-h heat treatment at 700"C

followed by aircooling.

alloys are also free from various phase transformations, unlike Fe3AI alloys (FA-129) which goes

from D03 to B2 to a at temperatures of 543 and 924"C, respectively. The transformation

temperatures are functions of chemistry and may vary from the numbers given here for other

alloys.

Once the alloy compositions are finalized, it is important to have technology for their

commercial melting and processing. Figure 2 (ref. 3) shows that as aluminum is added to iron,

the formation of the intermetallic FeAI is exothermic. Similarly, the formation of NiAI is even

more exothermic. It is suggested that the melting of FAP and FAPY alloys be carried out to take

advantage of the exotherm. The proper utilization of the exotherm saves energy, controls

chemistry, reduces melting time, and minimizes scale formation. The furnace loading to take

advantage of the exotherm during FAP and FAPY melting is shown in Fig. 3. The iron content of

the alloy is divided between the top and the bottom of the melt crucible. The ratio of iron to

aluminum on the top is chosen to equal 50:50 at (%). The remaining iron is put at the bottom,
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Fig. 2. Extentof exothermicreactionin aluminumbinary systemswith transitionmetals

including:iron,cobalt,nickel,andcopper[German(2)].

and the alloying elements are sandwiched betweenthe top andthe bottom. When the entire

furnaceload is heated to nearly660"C,the aluminummelts andreacts with the iron setting next to

the molten aluminum at the crucible top. The reaction Is exothermic and produces a liquid at

furnace load is heated to nearlyapproximately1500"C. As this liquid travels down, it dissolves

" the alloying elements on the way, andfurtherheats up the iron at the bottom. With additional

energy suppliedto the furnace,the entire melt is broughtto the desired temperaturefor pouring.

- This scheme has been successfully used commercially by SanduskyInternationalfor melting

2500-kg heatsof nickel-aluminidealloy containingapproximatelythe same amountof aluminum

as presentin the FAP andFAPY alloys.
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Fig. 3. Furnace-loading sequenceto take advantage of heat of formation of FeAI during the

melting of FAP and FAPY alloys.

The crucible selection for melting of high-aluminum alloys is also important. Figure 4

shows the free energy of formation for A!203 and MgO as a function of temperature. Based on

this figure, the aluminum in the FAP and FAPY alloys will reduce MgO of the magnesia crucible

at temperatures _1600"C. This type of reduction of MgO will promote magnesium pickup by the

alloy and erosion of the crucible. The effects of magnesium on properties of FAP and FAPY

alloys are not yet known. However, given the choice, the AI203 crucible should be preferred

ove__the magnesia crucible.

The most effective method of adding yttrium to the melt is to use an AI-Y eutectic :=_
i.

which melts at approximately 600"C and is commercially available.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of standard free energy of formation as a function of temperature to reveal

the relative stability of Mgo and A1203 during melting of the alloys.

D._.c==lag

The FAP and FAPY ingots (round or flat) can be hot worked rather easily. The hot-

working processes include: extrusion, forging, and rolling (bar and flat). All of the hot-working

processes can be used In the temperature range of 1000 to 1200"C. In fact, one 2000-1b, arc-

melted commercial heat of FAPY alloy has been bloomed and hot-bar rolled to l/4-1n.-diam bar

coils on production equipment. The slabs have been hot rolled at 1050"C with a reduction per

. pass of 50% at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Manufactuflng Sciences Corporation

(Oak Ridge, Tennessee).

The ductility of the FAPY alloy in the cast and wrought conditions are compared in
m

Fig. 5. At room temperature, the cast ductility is <2%. However, these values approach those of

the wrought condition at >200"C. Figure 6 shows that the ductility value of the air-melted and
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cast ingot is generallylower thanthe vacuum-meltedandcast ingot. Based on ductilityvalues in

Figs. 5 and 6, it is obvious that the cast ingots cannotbe cold rolled. However, once the cast

grainstructureis broken up by the hot-working process, cold-working operations arepossible.

The successful cold-workingoperationcarriedout on the FAPY materialinclude: swaging of

extrudedbar, wiredrawing,andfiat rolling.

1000 ''' ' ' I'' ' " I ' f I I ' II '' I '

II I I Nil III I IL I[II I I

800:C/lhAC(WROUGHT)....... 800 CllhSC (CAST).................
A

__ STRAIN RATE: 0.21min

, Z 100
O

Z

,,J 10

I-
0 "

1 , I i I L, ,I , • ,
0 200 400 600 800 1000

TEMPERATURE (°C)

Fig. 5. Comparisonof ductilityof FAPY alloy in the cast and wroughtconditions. The wrought

sheetspecimens were aircooled, whereas the cast specimenswere slow cooled.

One 15-1bheat of FAPY alloy, preparedby vacuum-inductionmelting, was converted

into l/8-in, dlam weld wire by a combinationof hot extrusion anddrawing. The wire has been

successfully used in making gas tungstenarcweld overlayson 2-1/4 Cr-I Mo steel. The l/8-1n.-

diam weld wire is also currently beingused for flux coating to developthe shielded metal-arc
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Fig. 6. Effectof meltingpracticeonductilityof FAPYalloyintheas-castcondition.

electrodes.TheFAPYwire with 16at.% (8.5wt%)AIis being consideredasa core wireto

developthe higheraluminumalloy(Fe3A!andFeA1)weldwires.

FutureWork

The tensilebrittle-to-ductiletransitiontemperature(BDTT)for FAPYalloysis around

150"C. The BDTTis the same for the Charpynotchedspecimensof the wroughtmaterial.

Effortsare requiredto bringthe BDTTbelow roomtemperature.Possibilitiesfor such a

reductionin BDTTinclude: (1) improvementof meltingtechniqueto reduceanypossible

contamination,(2) producefine-graincast structures,and(3) furthermodificationof thealloy

composition.
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2.12 DEVELOPMENT OF A MODIFIED 310 STAINLESS STEELII

R. W. Swindems_
0
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P. O. Box 2008

Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37830

ABSTRACT

Structural materials performance requirements were re-evaluated for use

in emerging fossil energy applications. Concepts included low emission boilers,

advanced steam cycle, and combined-cycle technologies. Both pressure-bearing

and non-preuure-bearing applications were considered. The adequacies of
t

martensitic and austenitic steels were examined, and comparisons of the

potential of various alloy selections were undertaken. Both austenitic and
m

martensitic steels were judged to have applicability for boilers operating at

600°C while fine-grained austenitic alloys were judged to be best for service to

650°C. For applications in the range 650 to 760°C, modified 310 stainless

steels were judged to be good choices. Above 760°C, the alloys being

considered for pressurizedfluidized bed combustors (PFBCs)included oxidation-

resistant stainless steels. For carbonizers and gasifiers operating below 900°C,

cobalt-bearing alloys and modified 310 stainless steels were of interest. Iron-

aluminide cladding was also considered, and experimental studies were begun to

exsmino compatibility with pressure boundary materials. The data base for

modified 310 stainless steels was expanded to 1038°C, and testing times

- ranged to beyond 10,000 h. The performance of weldments in modified 310

stainless steel was examined and found to be adequate to enable the use of the
; ....

• material at 871 °C. Exploratory work on fatiguewas undertaken. For service

above 900°C, exploratory evaluations of cast high alloys (HP) and alloy 160

83
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were begun. Creep, fatigue and crack growth testing was initiated on alloy 180.
m

Interactions end collaboration with industry were maintained.

e

INTRODUCTION

The need for more efficient coal combustion was identified ten years ago,

when research on advanced steam cycle concepts was begun by the Electric

Power Research Institute (EPRI) to improve the performance of pulverized coal

power plants (1). The initial thrust of the FE/AR&TD alloy development research

was to evaluate auatenitic alloys that could be used for superheater tubing in the

boiler of the EPRI Phase 2 conceptual plant (2). Such a plant, producing steam

at 060°C and 35 MPa (1200°F and 5000 psi), was expected to be more

efficient than existing plants and have lower emissions. The EPRI Phase 2 effort

received very little support by the U.S. utility industry. Rather, state-of-the-art

combined-cycle concepts and second-generation combined cycle concepts

received increased attention from a few enterprisingutilities, the EPRI, and the

DOE energy technology centers (3). Recognizingthat issues remained regarding

the use of materials for second-generation combined-cycle systems, efforts

undertaken in the last year to collaborate with the fossil power industry in

various areas of structural materials technology. Topics that are covered

included structural alloys for low emission boilers, advanced steam cycle, and

second-generation combined cycle applications that incorporated gasifiers,

carbonizers, fluidized bed combustors, and indirect heaters.

LOW EMISSION BOILERS

Low emission boilers (LEB) are being designed with steam temperatures in

the range of 593 to 649°C (1100 to 1200°F), and pressurescould be as high

as 35 MPa (5000 psi) (4). Choices must be made regarding the materials of

construction. Both ferritic and austenitic alloys are being considered. Main

steam line piping, reheat piping, and headers will be thick-wall components.
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Candidate materials include martensitic steels such as Gr91, NF616, and

MCM12 and austenitic steels such as 316N and 347H stainless steels. Although

base metal properties of these alloys appear to meetthe needs for the expected

service, issues remain regarding the performance of weldments. A small research

effort at ORNL has been directed at examining the performance of weldments

under creep rupture and fatigue Ioadings. Collaboration with utilities and

component manufacturers has been part of this effort. Exploratory creep-rupture

and fatigue testing of cross welds taken from heavy wall pipe of Gr 91 revealed

much reduced life as a result of weakness in the heat affected zone of the

welds. The reduced life is expected to be less significant at lower stresses, but

long-time testing has yet to be performed. More severe losses are expected in

NF616 and MCM12 weldments because of high strength levels in the base metal

and their tendency to form a brittle Laves phase.

Recuperator temperatures in some LEB designsare as high as 649°C

(1200°F). Some recuperator designs call for thin-section oxidation-resistant

steels alloys. Candidates include modified 300 series stainless steels, modified

, alloy 800H, and nickel base alloys. Research undertaken to support the

advanced steam cycle may be applicable to such LEBrecuperators, and a small

effort is underway to address this issue. An understanding of weld metal and

weldment behavior at long times is essential for reliable design of LEB

components, so research on weldments that was related to the advanced steam

cycle has continued with this new application in mind. Cross-weld tests on

modified alloy 800H have been underway, and creep testing times exceeding

25,000 h have been achieved at temperatures in the range of 600 to 700°C

(1112 to 1292°). Both fine grain and medium grain size materials are being

examined.

" SECOND-GENERATION COMBINED-CYCLE

Materials and design methods for second-generation combined-cycle

(SGCC) plants were examined. However, many different concepts for SGCC
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exist, and materials performance requirements differ greatly from one concept to d

another. Fluidized bed combustors, carbonizers, gasifiers, and slagging

combustors are all being considered in the coal combustion or conversion

processes. Heat recovery and gas cleanup systems also vary. In spite of heavy

usage of refractories and structural ceramics, it seems likely that metals will be

needed for pressure retention, cyclones, gas stream piping liners, expansion

bellows, filter supports, blowback systems, and heat recovery tubing. The

material selection for these components will depend on the temperature,

composition, and alkali corrosionpotential of the gas stream.

Materials and design methods for SGCC systems were examined, and, in

a collaborative effort with industry, criteria for design at high temperatures were

studied (5). Concomitant with the study of criteria, exploratory mechanical

testing was undertaken of candidate materials. Some alloys were provided by

industry. Materials included alloy 800H, alloy 333, alloy 556, HR-160, modified

HP, and stainless steels such as 309S, 310S, and 253MA. Also, the potential

of modified type 310 stainless steel for fossil energy applications at

temperatures above 815 °C was assessed, and it was concluded that a 25Cr-

20Ni steel having a strength comparable to alloy 800H would be of commercial

interest. Two commercial heats of 310HCbN stainless steel tubing for testing.

One experimental heat of a Ta-modified 310 stainless steel (310TAN) was

procured as plate and included in the experimental investigations.

In Fig. 1, a comparison is shown of the creep curves for a few alloys of

interest at 927°C and 25 MPa (1700°F and 3.63 ksi). It may be seen that the

310TAN stainless steel is substantially more creep resistant than 309 and

253MA stainless steels. Improved creep resistance over alloy 800H is also

noted. Further comparisons are provided in Figs. 2a and 2b. Here, the strength

to produced rupture in 10,000 h is compared for temperatures in the range of

760 to 982°C (1400 to 1800°F). The 310TAN stainless steel has more than

twice the strength of 310 stainless steel and is substantially stronger that

253MA and RA85H over the entire temperatlJre range (Fig. 2a). Depending on
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• the temperature, the 3 IOTaN stainless steel is equivalent to or stronger than

RA333 and alloy 81 1 and approaches the strength of alloy 556 above 900°C.

. Testing of 310TAN has been extended to beyond 10,000 h, and data for a

number of temperatures and stresses have been correlated on the basis of the

Larson Miller parameter. Such a correlation is shown in Fig. 3 where a

parametric constant of 15 has been used to collapse the data to a single curve

for all temperatures. A few tests on specimen from welds in 12.5-mm plate

were also tested under creep conditions. These data are compared to base

metal data in Fig. 4, which plots log stress versus the I.arson Miller parameter.

All specimens were cross welds, but two types of welds are represented. Alloy

556 filler metal was used to produce gas tungsten arc welds, and alloy 117

electrodes were used to produce shielded metal arc welds. Weldment rupture

lives fell near the parametric curve for base metal. An autogenous weld was

produced in sheet of the material and tested for formability. Small radius bends

0 500 1000 t500 2000 2500

Time (h)

Fig. 1. Comparison of the creep curve for 3 IOTaN -
" stainless steel with curves for three structural alloys

at 927oc and 25 MPa.
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were made with no evidence of cracking. A few fatigue tests were performed

around 816°C. Data indicated fatigue resistance was similar to other stainless

steels. A few tensile tests were performed on aged samples. These tests reveal

some loss in ductility, but room temperature elongation remained around 20%.

Additional aging studies are in progress. A few oxidation studies were

undertaken and results indicated that the oxidation rates for 310TAN stainless

steel were similar to 3 I0 and 310HCbH stainless steels at 870°C.

For protection against sulfidizing environments, an examination of the

potential of iron-aluminide as a cladding material was explored (6). Coextrusion

were made with iron-aluminideon type 3 I0 and 310 stainless steels. Samples

from these extrusions are being exposed to thermal cycling and aging.

An evaluation of the design and analysis of structural components in hot-

gas cleanup systems was undertaken several years ago. Emphasis at that time

was on the tubesheet that supported ceramic filters. Because of the low yield
:,

strengths of commercially available high temperature structural alloys,

tubesheet alloys were judged to be susceptible to low-cycle fatigue failures

under restrained thermal cycling conditions. A nickel-chrome-aluminide

intermetallic alloy (cast IC 396M) with a very high yield strength was selected as

an alternative material for tube sheet construction. A database was gathered on

IC 396M sufficient for an elastic-plastic-creep analysis, and a re-analysis of the

critical region of the tubesheet was performed (7). It was found that the high-

strength intermetallic alloy would not be an improvement over commercial

wrought alloy in regard to thermal fatigue resistance.

SUMMARY

Progresshas been made on the evaluation of structural materials for a

number of fossil energy applications, and most of the research involves °

collaborative efforts with industry. The materials and research thrusts were

selected to meet the needs of industrialparticipants in advanced fossil energy

projects. For low emmision boilers, most materials of interest are either
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commercial or near-commercial in regard to fabrication technology. Forh

construction of components in second- generation combined cycle applications

were examined, and emphasis was placed on gathering data needed for,q

establishing design methods and analysis procedures.
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INTRODUCTION

Chromium-based alloys incorporating the Cr2Nb Laves-phase are potential new

materialsfor use in hostileen)Aronmentsof advancedheatengines and energy systems that

operateat veryhigh temperaturesto achieve betterenergyefficiency.I,2 The intermetallic

Cr2Nbphase,with a C-15 complex cubic structure,3 has a high-melting point (1770°C)4"5

and relatively low density (7.7 g/cm2).6 Results to date indicate that the two-phase
Cr2Nb/Cr(Nb)alloys have excellent strengthfor structuraluse at high temperatures(1000-

1200°C).1,2,7,8 However, such alloys suffer frompoor toughness and fractureresistance.

Current development efforts are focused on improving these properties as well as
evaluating the high-temperature oxidation resistance of Cr-Cr2Nballoys underrelevant

metallurgical and environmentalconditions. Relatively low oxidation rates overextended

periods of time are necessary for deployment of such alloys at the high temperatures

envisionedfor potential applications.

Previously-reportedoxidation results showed that elevated-temperature (900 and

950°C) exposures of Cr-CrzNballoys containing 6 and 12 % Nb resulted in multilayer

scales with an outer layer of chromia and inner productscontaining niobium,s Spallation

and indirect evidence of isothermal scale cracking were observed. The alloy with the

higherconcentrationof niobium showed betteroxidationresistance in termsof weightgain

and scale adherence,s This was attributed to its greatervolume fraction of the Cr2Nb-Cr

eutecticat the expenseof the Cr-richphase. While parabolickineticswere observed at 900,

" 950, and 1000°C, an isothermalexposure temperatureof 1100°C led to acceleratedreaction

of binaryCr-12%Nb manifestedin the formof breakawayoxidation.9 Alloying additions

- of A1 (up to 18%) or Re (2%) did not improve the isothermal oxidation resistance of Cr-

12% Nb, nor did the reduction in the level of impurities.9 Furtherstudies have now been
93
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conducted to evaluate effects of other alloying additions on the isothermal oxidation

resistanceof Cr-Cr2Nballoys in air and formthe basis of the present paper. The workhas

been mainly focused on 6% Nb alloys as these have been shown the most promise in
improvingroom-temperaturecompressiveductility.2

q,

EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES

Alloys of Cr-Cr2Nbwerepreparedby arc melting and drop casting into water-cooled

copper molds. High-purity niobium and chromium metal chips were used as charge

materials,andthe alloys weremelted in a high vacuum (10-5Pa) furnace. Details regarding

alloy preparation and processing are described elsewhere.2,]0 Table 1 lists the alloy

compositions discussed in this paper. As describedbelow, the element referredto as XM

was effective in refining the interconnected eutectic structureand improvingmechanical
i

behavior, while XO was beneficial to oxidation resistance. Rectangular specimens

(approximately 8 x 8-16 x 1 mm) were cut or machined from as-cast or homogenized

(1100°C, 3 days,vacuum) ingot pieces. All majorsurfacesweremechanically groundwith
600-grit SiC abrasive beforeexposltre.

Weight changes due to isothermal oxidation were measured using Cahn 1000

microbalancesand a computer-controlleddata acquisition system. The specimens wore

exposed to flowing, preheated,dried air (2 cc/s) at 950 for upto 180 h. At the end of each

experiment, the Specimenswere furnacecooled and visually checked for loss of corrosion

products by spallation. Selected specimens were analyzed by scanning electron

microscopy(SEM).

RESULTS

Figure 1 compares the weight gain behaviorof several 5.6% Nb alloys exposed to
air at 950°C. Additions of either Re and A1(CN52) or Fe, Ni, and Al (CN53) had little

effect on weight gains relative to the CY- 6% Nb binaryalloy (CNT). On the other hand,

XM had a severe detrimental influence: the weight gains andratesfor the alloys with 6%

XM (CN65 and CN73) were substantially higher than for the XM-free compositions. The

XM-containing alloysshowed linearkinetics ratherthan the parabolicbehaviorassociated
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Table 1. Nominal compositions of alloys used in this study.

. A I10"y.......... Con'centration iat.% )(a) ...........
No. Nb AI Re XM XO Zr

- iii i i i --- i i i illl iii i i Ill

CN-4 12
" CN-7 6

CN.S2(b) 5.6 1.5 4
CN.53(c) 5.6 1.5
CN-60 i2 2 4 6
CN-61 12 2 4 4
CN-65 5.6 !.5 6 0.1
CN.73(d) 5.6 1.5 6 0.1
CN-74 5.6 1.5 6 4 0.I
CN-75 5.6 1.5 6 6 0.1
CN-76 5.6 1.5 6 8 0.i

,i j ii i .ira _ i i

(a)Balance is Cr.
(b) 0.1% Hf
(c) 2% Fe, 2% Ni, 0.1% Hf
(d)Other < 0.1%

with formation of protective oxide scales. As shown in Fig. 2, XM had a similar, although

somewhat less dramatic, effect on the thermogravimetric results for Cr-Cr2Nb alloys with

" 12% Nb.

" 30 +,, , l i
/CN65 950°C

+ _ 2O

15 CN73

 +oy
i +....... ..... ---

0 ['_"_"w7"_"m r=" ' ' ICN53
0 40 80 120 160 200

, Time (h)

Fig. 1. Weight change versus time for Cr----6%Nb alloys oxidized in air at 950°C.
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J

0 "

0 40 80 120 160 200
Time (h)

Fig. 2. Weight change versus time for Cr- 12%Nb alloys oxidized in airat 950°C. Results
from duplicate specimens of CN61 are included.

Figure 2 also indicates that the presence of XO in Cr - 12% Nb (CN61) results in

oxidation behavior that is comparable to, or slightly better than, that of the binary

composition.Becauseofthis,thecombinedeffectofXM and XO on airoxidation

resistancewas examinedthroughexposuresofalloysCN74, CN75, and CN76 (see

TableI).The resultsfromthisseriesofexposuresarcshown inFigs.3 and4.The data

inFig.3 indicatea substantialimprovementinoxidationbehaviorwhen 4 -8% XO is

presentinXM-containingalloys.InFig.4,thethermogravimctricresultsforthealloys

withXM + XO arecomparedtothoseforCN61 and theCr - 6% and - 12% binary

compositions.8 AlloysCN74, CN75, andCN76 (5.6%Nb)hadsmallerweightgainsand

ratesthanCr-6% Nb (CN7)andalsocomparedfavorablytoCr - 12% Nb (CN4).The

differencesinthe thermogravimetricresultsamong thethreeCr-5.6% Nb- 6% XM -XO

compositionswere insignificant(Fig.4). Oxidationratesof XO-containingalloys

appearedtobcrelativelyinsensitivetotheconcentrationofthisclementintherange

investigated(4-8%).Furthermore,therewasessentiallynodifferencebetweentheweight

changeresultsfortheCr- 5.6% Nb -6% XM -XO alloysand thatofCr - 12% Nb -

4% XO (CN61).Indeed,incontrasttothedifferenceinoxidationbehaviorofCN7 and

CN4 (rcf.8andFig.4),thepresenceofXO appearedtoeliminatedifferencesinoxidation

resistanceobservedforthebinary6 and12% Nb alloys.
t,
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Fig. 3. Weight change versustime for Cr-5.6% Nb - 6% XM - (0-8%) XO alloys oxidized
in air at 950°C.

6 t' , , , 950°C

- _ ,,j_ _""_

/ j _ ..,,:.......,...,...t....,,,..I CN74
/ ,_"" -_ I CN76.a .,@_

0 w I I I I

0 40 so 120 160 200
Tirne (h)

Fig. 4. Weightchangeversustimefor Cr - 5.6%Nb - 6%XM - (4-8%)XO, Cr -
12%Nb - 4%XO, Cr - 6%Nb,andCr - 12%Nb alloysoxidizedin air at950°C.

In order to ascertain whether significant differences in oxidation behavior could be

, due to certain microstructural differences, several of the alloys listed in Table 1 were

exposed in both the as-cast and homogenized conditions. In isolated cases, an as-cast alloy

. showed extremely high weight gains. However, the typical differences in isothermal

oxidation behavior were small, with the as-cast specimens showing slightly higher weight

gains than the homogenized versions of the same composition (Fig. 5). Therefore, in
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CN62 (As Cast)
-_......._---_-_CN52(H) 950°C8 -----CN53 (As Cast) ,
- -, -CN53 (H)
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Fill.5. Weight change versus time for as-castandhomogenized (H) Cr - Cr2Nballoys
oxzdizedin hir at 950°C.

general, such differences in starting microstructure did not appear to change the relative
effects of the observed influences of compositionalmodifications.

The results of visual examination of specimen surfaces after cooling to room

temperature following isothermal exposure at 950°C are given in Table 2. A significant

variation in spallationtendency was noted. Alloys with XM suffered extensive spallation,
i

while those with XO showed much less scale loss. An example of a specimen that

suffered substantial spallation (CN60, see Table 1) is shown in Fig. 6. Note the scale

cracking andmultiple layersof surface products.

Table 2. Summaryof visual observations of Cr-Cr2Nbspecimens after isothermal
exposure to air for 150to 180 h at 950°C.

' - '_,lloy % Area s"howing .... Appearance Of "'
.... Some Spa,!,,!ation..... Scale(s) __

CN52 25-50(a) upperscalegray; lower: green-gray
CN53 <10 gray
CN60 75 gray and dark gray
CN61 <lO(a) gray
CN65 100 many largegrayfragments;surfacedark gray '
CN73 100 many large grayfragments; surfacedark gray
CN74 25.50(a) upper scalegray; lower: green-gray
CN75 <10 gray
CN76 25(a) upper scalegray; lower: dark and light gray

......(a)Duplicatespecimens.....................
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Fig. 6. Scanning electron rnicrograph of oxidized surface of Cr - 12% Nb - 4% Re - 2% AI
- 6% XM after cooling from the isothermal exposure temperature of 950°C.

DISCUSSION

The alloys of the present study are in the hypoeutectic part of the Cr-Cr2Nb two-

. phase region. The eutectic (17 at. % Nb) is composed of a Cr2Nb matrix with a dispersion

of Cr-rich material and Cr-rich regions with very fine Cr2Nb precipitates. 1 It was

previously shown that the oxidation of Cr-6 and -12 at. % Nb alloys in air at 950°C led to

the formation of multilayer scales with an outer layer of chromia and inner products

containing niobium.8 A porous inner layer preferentially formed on a Cr-rich phase. 8 The

alloy with the higher concentration of niobium showed better oxidation resistance in terms

of weight gain and scale adherence. Because the increase in niobium concentration from 6

to 12% results in a higher volume fraction of the eutectic mixture, the poorer overall

oxidation resistance of the 6% Nb alloy appeared to be related to the greater abundance of

the Cr-rich phase. 8

The presence of the element denoted as XM refines the coarse eutectic structure of

" Cr-Cr2Nb and, in so doing, substantially improves the compressive strength and ductility

of the alloys. 10 However, the presen; results clearly indicate that this element has a

. substantial deleterious effect on the oxidation behavior of Cr - 6 and -12 % Nb alloys

(Figs. 1 and 2). The rates of weight gain, and spallation tendencies, of alloys containing

6% XM are significantly greater than those shown by any of the other compositions. For
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5.6% Nb - 6% XM alloys, the oxidation rates were approximately linear (Fig. 1). Indeed,

this set of XM-containing alloys appeared more susceptible to air oxidation than the Cr-

12% Nb-XM composition (compare Figs. 1 and 2). As such, this dependence on niobium

content is consistent with the results of the earlier study of binary 6 and 12% Nb alloys. 8

The conversion of the interconnected Cr2Nb-phase into a finer distribution (mainly for the

12% Nb alloy) 10 does not appear to be beneficial to oxidation resistance. Any

microstructural influence, however, is probably secondary - the rapid weight gains indicate

significantly greater reactivity of XM with oxygen such that the overall oxidation resistance

of these alloys is substantially reduced.

The marked detrimental influence of XM on the oxidation behavior of Cr-Cr2Nb

can be completely offset by the addition of XO (see Fig. 3). Liu, Horton, and Carmichael

have shown that XO strongly partitions to the Cr2Nb(Cr) phase and stabilizes the eutectic

structure. 10 Such a concentration of XO in the eutectic phase can decrease its susceptibility

to reaction with oxygen and, when combined with the observed morphology of the

Cr2Nb(Cr), positively affect oxidation resistance. However, it is believed that it is the

smaller concentration of XO in the susceptible Cr-rich phase that is actually the cause of

improved overall oxidation behavior of the XO-containing alloys. This element has a

known beneficial effect for chrornia-forming systems, and as the Cr-rich phase is thought

to be the more susceptible microstructural component 8 improvement in its oxidation

resistance can have a substantial effect on weight gains and spallation resistance.

Corroboration of the role of XO in preferentially improving the oxidation resistance

of the Cr-rich regions of Cr-Cr2Nb alloys awaits microstructural analysis of properly

prepared cross sections. However, there are specific results that tend to support such an

influence of XO. Figure 4 shows that there is little difference in the isothermal oxidation

behavior between XO-containing 6 and 12% Nb alloys (that is, between alloys with

different volume fraction ratios of the two phases). This is in contrast to previous findings

(described above and in ref. 8) and supports the hypothesis that XO is specifically

increasing the oxidation resistance of the Cr-rich phase. If the X O additions acted to

preferentially improve the oxidation resistance of the eutectic phase, differences in behavior

between 6 and 12% Nb alloys should increase, which is the opposite effect to what is

shown by the present data. Furthermore, while there is definite evidence that scale

cracking occurs for Cr-6 and -12% Nb alloys during isothermal exposure at 900 and

950°C,8, 9 the discontinuities in the thermogravimetric curves that typically indicate such

processes 11are not observed for the XO-containing alloys (compare the results for CN74,
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C75, and CN76 with those for CN4 and CN7). This finding suggests that the presence of

this element reduces the susceptibility for isothermal scale cracking normally observed for

" the binary Cr-Cr2Nb alloys. As much of the scale cracking and the spallation during

subsequent cooldown appeared related to the Cr-rich regions, 8,9 the presence of a small

- concentration of XO in the Cr-rich phase can therefore significantly improve the oxidation

of the alloys by reducing cracking and the resulting accelerated oxide growth and loss of

product.

As described above, it was previously reported that 12% Nb alloys were superior in

oxidation behavior to the 6% alloys. 8 Subsequent work with other alloys did not reveal

any compositional modifications that improved tile behavior to the point where they

matched or exceeded that of the 12% Nb binary composizion. 9 The present results show

that, regardless of the presence of XM, the effect of XO is to improve the overall oxidation

resistance (in terms of both w¢:ight gains and spallation, see Table 2) such that those alloys

containing this element show the best behavior of any Cr-Cr2Nb composition examined to

date. As the differences in the isothermal oxidation results among the three Cr- 5.6% Nb

- 6% XM - XO compositions are quite small (similar weight gains and rate constants for 4,

. 6, and 8% XO, Fig. 4), the choice of the appropriate XO level can be based on mechanical

properties (or other) considerations. 10

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The effects of several alloying additions on the high-temperature oxidation

resistance of Cr-Cr2Nb were examined on the basis of isothermal exposures to air at

950°C. Additions of either Re and AI or Fe, Ni, and AI had relatively little effect on weight

gains relative to the Cr- 6% Nb binary alloy. One alloying element that improved the

mechanical behavior of Cr-Cr2Nb alloys substantially increased the oxidation rates and

spallation susceptibilities of Cr - 6 and - 12% Nb alloys. However, the addition of another

element completely offset these deleterious effects. The presence of this latter element

resulted in the best overall oxidation behavior of all Cr-Cr2Nb compositions and provides

the opportunity to improve the mechanical properties of this alloy system without

necessarily compromising oxidation resistance. The effects of this element were

manifested as relatively low weight gains, substantially reduced scale cracking and

. spallation, and elimination of the dependence of oxidation behavior on niobium content

(that is, on the relative amounts of the Cr-rich and eutectic phases). Its beneficial influence

can be attributed to improvement in the oxidation resistance of the Cr-rich phase, which
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otherwise showed preferential susceptibility to degradation upon exposure to high-

temperature air.
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Overview

The purpose of this research is to help develop microwave-heated diesel engine

particulate filter/burner devices. The goal is to develop materials that will perform both as

filter and heater in such a device. A Cooperative Research and Development Agreement

(CRADA No. ORNL93-0172) between Martin Marietta Energy Systems (MMES) and the

Cummins Engine Company is in place that supports this work. The Department of Energy

(DOE) CRADA monies come from both the Fossil Energy AR&TD Materials Program and the

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy - Office of Transportation Technologies (EE-OTT),

Heavy Duty Transport Program.

Diesel engines will soon be required (1998) to emit essentially no particulate

exhaust into the environment. One of the approaches to prevent such emissions is to trap

the particles in a filter, then burn the trapped particles on a regular cycle. An approach that

has been proposed by Cummins Engine Co. is to build a system based on a ceramic filter

that can be heated with microwaves. We will fabricate such filters and determine how they

interact with microwaves to heat and burn the carbon particulates trapped in the filter

material.

We propose to develop a ceramic composite structure of SiC-coated ceramic fiber that

can be used as a diesel engine particulate filter. For commercial usage a particulate filter

must: 1) filter carbon particles from high temperature diesel exhaust gas at an acceptable

(low) backpressure; 2) survive thousands of thermal transients caused by regeneration

(cleaning) of the filter by oxidizing the collected carbon; (3) be durable and reliable over the

" life of the filter, which is in excess of 300,000 miles (10,000 hours of operation); and, (4)

provide a low overall operating cost which is competitive with other filtering techniques.
i.
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SiC-coated ceramic fiber was selected as the filter material because it can be readily

heated by microwave energy. Particulate traps must be regenerated by heating the carbon

particles to approximately 600°C to oxidize the carbon. Heating by microwaves is expected

to provide more uniform heating of the filter and result in a lower cost, more reliable

regeneration system. Previous methods of regeneration used diesel-fired burners or

electrical resistance heating for regeneration. Uneven heating and use of weak ceramic

materials resulted in cracking of the trap and loss of filtration capability. Fiber composites

have excellent thermal shock capability. Producing a filter by manufacturing a

fiber-reinforced ceramic paper has inheren_ advantages since it is possible to tailor the

filtration characteristics of the ceramic paper while maintaining a strain tolerant material.

The idea of using microwave heating combined with ceramic filters to trap and burn

carbon particulate emissions from diesel engines represents a large-scale, near term

consumer and industrial application of two technologies, microwave heating and chemical

vapor infiltration, developed under the AR&TD materials program. As such, it has the

potential to be an excellent example of technology transfer and cooperative research and

development between a national laboratory and U.S. industry. This approach represents

the front runner in the thinking of one of the nation's foremost diesel manufacturers.

Technical Pro_Tess

We propose to investigate the development of materials for diesel particulate filters.

We will devote our effort to evaluation of various candidate materials concerning: (1) their

interaction with a microwave field - i.e., how they heat; (2) their thermal shock resistance;

and, (3) corrosion of the filter caused by interactions with the emissions and the high

temperatures required to burn off the residues.

A CRADA betweenCummins EngineCompany and MMES was signedinAugust,

1993.Subsequenttothesigning,a seriesof kickoffmeetingsbetweenCummins and ORNL

personnelwere convened.A planofactionwas developedinvolvingCummins corporate

headquarters,theFleetGuardDivisionofCummins, and ORNL. FleetGuardisdeveloping

thefilterdesignbasedon theirexpertiseand experienceinmaking oiland airfiltersforlarge

dieselengines.ORNL isdevelopingtheprocessforcoatingthefiltermaterialswithSiC,

selectingthetypeofSiC coatingtobe used,testingand evaluatingthecoatedpapers
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regarding corrosion, microwave heating, etc. Cummins corporate is performing evaluation
i.

tests on the filters.

" During the first six months of this project, major strides have been taken to

establish the capability to perform the work and to initiate many of the tasks. A large-scale

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) furnace has been built and commissioned. The furnace is

six inches in inside diameter with an 24 inch-long central uniform hot zone. Five coating

runs have been made so far; these are summarized in Table 1. The SiC deposition

conditions were identical in all cases. An average of 2.3 _tm of SiC was deposited on the

fibers during these runs, based on weight gain of the fiber preforms and knowledge of the

starting diameters of the fibers. Three different fiber preforms were coated during each of

these runs. Four preforms of woven Nicalon® fiber were coated along with two proprietary

samples that were made by FleetGuard, designated Sample #12 and Sample #15. Several

of these samples have been forwarded to Cummins, who will have dielectric property

measurements made by an independent testing laboratory.

" FleetGuard Division of Cummins Corporation has designed and tested a number of

different ceramic paper compostions made from several different fibers, including Nicalon®

. silicon oxy-carbide, Saffil® alumina, Textron SCS6 silicon carbide, and proprietary silicon

carbide minifibers. These papers are being fabricated as 4 in. diam by 0.040 in. thick

disks. They will be tested for permeability and filtration effectiveness before and after CVD

coating, and for their microwave absorption properties.

In addition to the work on the filter materials themselves, work is being done to

understand the nature of the heating process for dielectric materials coated with conducting

films. All of the work involves measurement of the microwave absorption of a conductive

coating on a non-absorbing substrate. The main parameters that are being varied are

coating composition, coating thickness (up to 1 _tm), and the temperature at which the

measurements are made (ambient to as high as 1200°C). There are three elements to the

work: (1) SiC-coated ceramic fiber paper; (2) SiC-coated alumina substrates; and (3) gold-

coated alumina substrates.
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Table 1. CVD Runs Made In New Coating Furnace

Coating Dopant MTS H2 Deposition Pressure Comments

Run flow flow Temperature
(g/mir0 (1/m_a)

1 None 1.5 3.2 975°C 30 torr

2 None 1.5 3.2 975°C 30 torr

(Carbon layer put down before SiC; 100 cc/min propylene, 1 l/rain Ar, 30 torr)

3 Carbon 1.5 3.2 975°C 30 torr 360 ml/min CH4

4 Boron 1.5 3.2 975°C 30 torr 50 ml/min BCI3

5 Silicon 1.5 3.2 975°C 30 torr SIC14 as Si source

The rationale for the three part approach is as follows. (1) The SiC-coated ceramic fiber
i

paper is the ultimate material of interest for the particulate filter assembly. Its microwave

absorption and heating properties are of the most direct importance to the project. We will

need to examine the properties of the SiC-coated paper in the as-fabricated state, after heat

treatment in air (numerous cycles), and after collection of exhaust particles and subsequent

burnout(severalcycles).(2)The SiC-coatedaluminasubstrateswillgiveus an opportunity

tostudytherelationshipbetweenSiCcoatingthicknessand microwaveabsorptionina more

controlledmanner thanthataffordedby thecoatedceramicpaper.Itwillalsobe easierto

evaluatefeaturessuchasoxidationproductformationon suchsamples.(3)Finally,the

gold-coatedaluminasubstratesprovideus witha modelsystemtostudythemicrowave

absorptionpropertiesofthinconductingfilmson a non-absorbingsubstrate.A primary

advantageofusinggoldisthatitsconductivityasa functionoftemperatureiswellknown.

Therefore,theonlyvariableinthestudyofthemicrowaveabsorptionofthegoldfilmsis

thickness.So far,theprotocolformaking thedielectricpropertiesmeasurementshavebeen

determinedby an independenttestinglaboratory,usingsamplesofgold-coatedaluminaand

SiC-coatedceramicfiberpaperssuppliedby ORNL. Inthecomingmonths,samplesof

alumina-SiC,alumina-gold,and SiC-coatedaluminafiberswillbe tested.

(



2.15 MATERIALS SUPPORT FOR HITAF
b

K. Breder and V. J. Tennery

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this project is to compare structural ceramic materials proposed for

use in the air heater of a coal fired high temperature advanced furnace (HITAF) for power

generation. The work will provide necessary initial strength and statistical material

parameters for design of a prototype system. Two teams are currently funded by

Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center (PETC) under the Combustion 2000 program to

develop such a system. One team is led by the United Technologies Research

Corporation, and consists of UTC Turbo Power and Marine Division, Bechtel, Oak

• Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and a Joint Venture of Physical Sciences Inc. (PSI)

Technologies, Reaction Engineering International (REI) and University of North Dakota

Energy & Environmental Research Center (UNDEERC); the other team is led by Foster

Wheeler Development Corporation, and members are AiResearch Division of

. AlliedSignal Aerospace Systems & Equipment, Research CottreU, TRW, General Electric
and Bechtel. 1,2

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

The following key properties are being evaluated in the present task: fast fracture

strength at room temperature, ll00°C, and 1400"(2; statistical analysis in the form of a

Weibull analysis and necessary fractography; slow crack growth properties evaluated by

the dynamic fatigue method; and creep/creep-rupture effects measured through interrupted

static fatigue experiments. Initial corrosion experiments are being performed in

cooperation with UNDEERC, where ORNL is performing fast fracture measurements of

corroded specimens.

107
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Materials

Three materials have been compared. These are [I-SiC from Coors Ceramics

Company, N'I230 siliconized SiC from Saint Gobain Norton and Lanxide Dimox

SiCp/AI203 from Lanxide Corporation. The manufacturers'data on material properties

are summarized in Table 1. [3-SICis sintered silicon carbide with a fine grain structure

and high density. N'1230 SiC is siliconized silicon carbide and contains free silicon metal

(8 vol%) and some residual porosity. The SiCp/AI203 which is manufactured by the

Lanxide Direct Oxidation process (Dimox) contains 48 vol% SiCp, 38 vol% A1203 and

13 vol% Al-alloy, and some residual porosity. The SiC ceramics were tested as

machined while the Lanxide Dimox was reoxidized by the manufacturer after machining.

Table I.Propertiesof the selected materials.

i IIHlllll I II I I II I |a I III

Coors B-SIC Sintered Silicon Carbide (SIC). Coors Ceramics Company

99.9% SiC Density 3.1 g/cm 3
Thermal Conductivity 110 W/mK

Thermal Expansion 4.4 xlO"6PC
Fracture Toughness 3.0 MPam1/2

NT 230 Sili_;onized Silicon Carbide (SIC). Norton Saint Gobain
8 Vol% Si - metal Density 3.1 g/cm 3
90 Vol% SiC Thermal Conductivity 120 W/InK

2 Vol% Pores Thermal Expansion 4.4 xlO-6PC
FractureToughness 3.0 MPaml/2

Lanxide Dimox Aluminum Oxide with Silicon Carbide Panicles. Lanxide Coro

48 Vol% SiC Density 3.4 g/cm3
38 Vol% A1203 Thermal Conductivity 60 W/mK

13 Vol% AI - alloy Thermal Expansion 6.8x10 -6 PC
1 Vol% Pores FractureToughness 4.5 MPaml/2I I IllllI

Fast Fracture

The fracturestrengthofceramicmaterialsismostcommonly measuredinfour-

pointflexure)Inthistestaspecimenof4x3x50mm issubjectedtobendingina fixture

providinganinnerspanof20mm andanouterspanof40mm. The specimenisloaded

tofracturewhileloadanddeflectionaremonitored,andtheflexurestrengthiscalculated
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. according to standard beam theory. The flexure method offers the possibility of testing a

large number of samples at a reasonable price, and since the load train arrangement is

relativelysimple, severalspecimens may be testedsimultaneously, i

Weibull Analysis

Weibull analysis is the statistical tool most commonlyused to analyze fracture data

for structural ceramics. 4 Due to the brittle nature of ceramic materials, the fracture

strength of a set of specimens may vary as much as 100% from its average strength,

necessitating a statistical analysis of the data. The Weibull analysis is a weakest link

theory stating that a given volume of a ceramic material under uniform stress will fail

from the most severe flaw. The probability of failure is given by:

f ofm_o
Pf= 1-exp[- V (_--) ], (1)

where

• Pf is the failure probability,
V the specimen volume,

of the fracture strength,

m the Weibull modulus, and

0 o the Weibullscaling factor.
The Weibullmodulusm is used as a designparameterfor ceramicsand describes

thespreadin the strengthdata.The Weibullscaling parameter0 ois relatedto the average
strength of the sample. It is desirable that a structuralceramichave a high m anda high

0o- The Weibull parametersaredirectlyobtainedfromstrengthdata by, for instance,the
maximumlikelihoodmethod:5

Z[lno(o) m] 1 Z(lno)- - (2)
. z(om) m N

0 o [2;(N-m )t 1/m
• = -- (3)
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where

a is the fracturestrength,

N is the numberof specimens, and

m andO0 are the WeibuUparametersasdescribed above.

Staticand DynamicFatigue

The term"fatigue"as usedfor structuralceramicsis differentfromthatcommonly

used for metals.Forceramicsthe term fatigueis used to describe the decreasein strength

due to thecombined action of static stressand degrading environment.The mechanism

which causes this is known as slow crack growth (SCG) and is the growth of small

preexisting cracks or voids at stress levels less than those needed to cause catastrophic

failure.This happensbecausethe individual atomicbond strengthis decreaseddue to the

specific environment.Eventually,a small crackwill grow to a size large enough to cause

catastrophic failure at the given stress level. In order to predict the lifetime for
components in a given environment,the velocity at which cracks grow at a given stress
must be known.6

A staticfatigueexperimentis performedby loadinga specimento a given stressin

the given environmentand recordingthe timeto failure.This typeof testcan be extremely

time consuming(> 1000h) and severalspecimensareneededat eachconditionin orderto

obtaintherequiredstatistics.A commonway to acceleratethe testis to performa dynamic

fatigueexperimentin which the specimensare loaded to failureatseveralgiven stressing

rates and the fracturestrengthis recordedas a function of applied stressing rate.7If a
material is susceptible to SCG, the fracturestrength will decrease as a function of

decreasing stressingrate,and by applying the following fracture mechanics framework

on the measureddata, the SCGparametersmaybe determined. The crack velocity during

slow crack growth is often describedin a powerlaw form:

V=A (-_!pj_n (4)t K,c)

where
q

Kapplis appliedstressintensity,
KICis the critical stressintensity,
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. V is the crack growth velocity, and

A and n are materials constants.

Combining this wRh the Griffith criteriafor fast fracturestrength:

a i = Y KICc -1/2 (5)

where

6 i is the strength,

c is the crack length, and

Y a specimen geometry andcrack shape parameter.

The time to failure under constant applied stress may be obtained: ,

n-2 -n
tf=B o i of (6)

where

2X c
B = is a material constant,

(n-2)AY 2

e

and

tf is time to failure

of is fatigue strength

Oi is fast fracturestrength (inert).

In the case of the dynamic fatigue experiment,theequationscombineto give

tf - B (n+l) _._ Ofn (7)

and
n+l n-2 .

of_gue - B (n+l) o i o (8)

" where

is appiied stressing rate

- and the fatigue parametern is obtained by plotting logof vs log_r.
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Combining the dynamic fatigue equations with the Weibull statistics we can then

estimate the predicted lifetime:

Hence, it is seen that the estimated time to failure is a function of the slow crack growth

parameter n and the Weibull parameters m and _o for the inert strength distribution.

Interruptedstatic fatigue is a method to supplement the dynamic fatigue data. The

specimens are held at a load known to be a certain percentage of the actual fast fracture

load at the given environment, and after a given time the test is interrupted and the

remaining strength is measured by loading the specimen to failure. In this manner limited

information about the tendency for a material to creep is also obtained.

Fractography

The Weibull theory assumes that all failures used to generate the Weibull

parameters are similar in nature, i.e., stem from the same type of flaws. This may not

always be the case, most notably there will be a difference in flaws stemming from the

powder pressing and sintering process and flaws stemming from machining and handling

of the components. The purpose of performing careful fractography is to identify the

different sources of failure origins, and take that information into account by

appropriately censoring the WeibuU distribution. Further, fractography is a necessary

tool in assessing the SCG behavior. If strength degradation as a function of time is

observed, the microscopical investigation can aid in determining the mechanisms for_the

degradation, whether SCG or other strength degrading mechanisms are operative.

Exposure to Coal Ash

As a first measure of the materials resistance to coal ash corrosion, coupons of the

ceramics were exposed in a muffle furnace at UNDEERC. The materials were exposed to

two coal ash types; Wyodak and Illinois 06 at I093°C and 1370°C for 300 h. After

exposure the corrosion behavior was evaluated by microscopy at UNDEERC s, and the

coupons were then machined into flexure bars and the residual strength measured at room
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temperature at ORNL. The fracturestrength and failure mechanisms were then evaluated

as a function of exposure environment and exposure temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fast fracture as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 1. The Weibull

distributions of the three materials are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 for room temperature,

1100°C, and 1400°C, respectively. The measured strengths as a function of stressing rate

are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for the three materials at 1100°C and 1400°C, respectively.
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Figure 1. Fast fracture strength as a function of temperature for the three ceramics.

NT230 at 1400°C was the only material-temperature combination which showed

any strength degradation over time and the SCG parameter n was calculated to be equal to

18 according to Eq.8. The Lanxide Dimox material could only be tested up to stressing

" rates of 0.01 MPa/s at 1400°C because at the slower stressing rates creep became so

pronounced that the four-point flexure fixtures no longer could accommodate the
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specimens. Also at the 0.01 MPa/s stressing rate the creep was measurable, see Fig. 7

for the load deflection curves. The strength values calculated according to beam theory

are there,fore overestimating the strength of Lanxide Dimox at this condition.
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Figure 2. Weibul distribution of the room temperaturefast fracture strength for the three
ceramics.

The fractography results confirmed the dynamic fatigue results. In general the

failure mode for Coors _SiC was fast fracture from pores in the microstructure, and this

did not change as a function of stressing rate or temperature. Lanxide Dimox failed in

general from metal rich areas, but at 1400°C at the slower stressing rates, creep became

pronounced and the specimens failed due to accumulated creep damage. NT230 was

delivered to ORNL in two batches, probably with a slight difference in Si - content. At

room temperature and at 1100°C the failure mode for both batches were similar; fast

fracture from pores in the microstructure. At 1400°C there was a clear difference between

the two batches in the fast fracture test; one batch failing from a combination of pores and

metal rich inclusions, the other failing from pores as was observed at the lower
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. temperatures. At the slower stressing rates where strength degradation was observed, the

specimens failed from metal rich areas that had grown in size during the test, and the

batch difference became insignificant. A thorough documentation of the fractographic

investigation will follow in the final report.
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Figure 3. Weibul distribution of the 1100°C fast fracture strength for the three ceramics.

The strength as a function of temperature for the three ceramics under

consideration is as expected for these materials. The Coors [l-SiC showed no strength

reduction at the temperatures under consideration, while the two other materials exhibit a

drop in strength at the temperatures where the metal in these materials soften and melt.

The Weibull analyses of the three ceramics reveal some important differences. At room

temperature both the Weibull modulus and characteristic strength are comparable for the

three materials, as can be seen in Fig. 2. At the elevated temperatures, however, it is seen

that the Weibull modulus stays relatively unchanged for Lanxide Dimox and Coors [l-

SiC, while for NT230 a gradual reduction of the Weibull modulus is seen. At 1400°C the

Weibull modulus m = 2.8, an unacceptably low value for a structural material. The
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reasons for this can be found by investigating the microstructures and by performing

careful fractography. The lower Weibull modulus at 1100°C and 1400°C for N'I230 is

due to the variability in the size of pores in the material and due to the fact that the N'I230

was delivered in two batches with slightly different amounts of Si in them. The effect of

the Si - content is most pronounced at 1400°C as seen in the fast fracture results. A

thorough discussion of these effect will be included in the final report. The dynamic

fatigue experiments, shown in Figs. 3 and 4, show that there is no strength reduction

with time at 1100°C for any of the ceramics. At 1400°C a pronounced strengthreduction

is seen for NT230. This strength reduction is clue to the subcritical growth of pore-like

cracks, often containing metal rich inclusions.
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Figure 4. Weibul distribution of the 1400°C fast fracture strengthfor the three ceramics.
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Figure 5. Strength as a function of stressing rate at 1100°C.
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As a result of the fractographicinvestigation,thefast fractureWeibulldistribution
obtainedat 1400°C was censored,resultingin a changein the Weibull modulusfrom2.8

to 7.4. This is illustratedin Fig. 8, where the Weibulldistaibutionsfor NT230 at all the

stressingratesat 1400°C are shown. A similarcompilationof Weibull graphsis shown

in Fig. 9 for NT230 at 1100°C.

By combining the SCG parametersn and B obtained from the dynamic fatigue

experimentswith the WeibuUdata obtainedat the faststressingrate, Eq.9 can be utilized

to predictthe lifetime of a specimen at a given stress level. This is illustratedin Fig. 10
for NT230 at 1400°C where it can be seen that for the uncensored set of NT230 the

lifetimewill varywidely from0 to 28 h,dependingon the desiredlevel of certaintyof the

prediction. Censoringthe data,which resulted in better Weibull parameters,will also
improveboth thelifetimeand theuncertaintyof the predictionthat is made,see Fig. 10.
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The materialswhich were exposed to coal ash at UNDEERC were fracturedat

room temperaturein four point flexure. The resulting fracturestrengths are given in

Table 2 and illustratedin Fig. 11.

The coal ash exposure experimentsshow several important things. The present

experiments were intended as an initial set of conditions to compareseveral materials,

coal slags and temperatures.By exposing the ceramics to static coal slag in a muffle

furnace,significantly differentlevels of corrosionattackwere observed,and reductionin

strength values were observed for some of the combinations of ceramics, coal ash and

temperature. The subsequentfractographyshowed thatthe materialswhichexperienceda

strength reductionalso had a change in failure mode and that the coal ash in some cases

" producessevere corrosion pits. The materialswhich had strengths that were unaffected

by the exposure (the two Lanxide grades) failed in a similar mannerbefore and after

exposure. A thorough discussion of the coal ash corrosion mechanismscan be found
elsewhere8.
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Figure 9. Weibull analysis of the dynamic fatigue data for NT230 at 1100°(2.

FUTURE WORK

The results described above indicate that the candidate ceramics have different

corrosion behavior under different conditions. Therefore, a continuation and expansion

of the coal ash exposure experiments are currently being developed. Previous

researchlO,II has shown that the corrosion behavior of ceramics is dependent on the type

of coal, the temperature and the active deposition mechanisms for the system in question.

The research being planned will expose ceramics to coal ash of different chemistries while

simultaneously being mechanically stressed. Parallel research will expose the ceramics to

the selected coal ashes and temperatures, and the remaining strength will be measured

both at room temperature as above and at the exposure temperature. The temperatures

will be chosen to match the expected temperatures in different sections of the ceramic air

heaters. The results are expected to provide designers with information on life time

predictions for selected combinations of ceramic materials, coal ashes and temperatures,
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. as well as providing furtherinformation on the mechanisms for coal ash corrosion of
!

ceramics.
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Figure 11. Retained fast fracture flexure strength in percent of the as received strength.
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS SUPPORT

R. L. Miller

Activities in environmental analysissupport included assistance to the Morgantown

and Pittsburgh Energy Technology Centers (METC and PETC) in reviewing and preparing

_ documents required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for several projects

selected for the Clean Coal Technology (CCT) Program. A key milestone was the

completion for PETC of the final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Healy

Clean Coal Project (HCCT) in Healy, Alaska. This work is notable because it is the first

site-specific EIS completed for the CCT Program. Another important activity was the

preparation for METC of a draft Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Externally Fired

Combined Cycle (EFCC) Project in Warren, Pen_lvania. Also, the final EA was

completed for the Gasification Product Improvement Facility (GPI_, a proposed project

near Morgantown, West Virginia, which is part of METC's R&D Program. In addition,

ORNL staff members published a Technical Mem.orandumentitled "Potential Effects of

Clean Coal Technologies on Acid Precipitation, Greenhouse Gases, and Solid Waste

Disposal" which documents the findings of three "white papers"prepared for DOE/FE.
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3.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT TO THE _ COAL

" TECItNO_Y PROGRAM

R. L. Miller

Work during this period focused on the completion for DOE's Pittsburgh Energy

Technology Center (PETC) of the final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the

Healy Clean Coal Project (HCCP). The project, proposed by the Alaska Industrial

Development and Export Authority (AIDEA) and selected by DOE in the thirdsolicitation

of the Clean Coal Technology (CCT) Program, would be located in Healy, Alaska, about

4 miles north of the nearest border of Denali National Park and Preserve (DNPP). The

proposed project is a new 50 megawatt coal-fired power generating facility that would be

collocated with an existing 25 megawatt conventional pulverized-coal unit owned and

operated by Golden Valley Electric Association. The new facilitywould feature integration

of advanced combustion and flue gas cleanup technologies to reduce emissions of sulfur

dioxide (SO2) and oxides of nitrogen (NOD.

Impactsto airquality, surfacewater, groundwater, and ecological and socioeconomic

resources from construction andoperation of the HCCP were evaluated andresults indicate

that, for most resource areas, the, impacts are not expected to be major. Of primary

concern, as predicted by analyses based on computer models, is the degradation of air

quality and vis_ility expected in portions of DNI'P because of HCCP operation. Maximum

concentrations of air pollutants resulting from the HCCP demonstration are predicted to

use up to 40% of the air quality degradation allowed within DNPP. A vis_le plume from

NO, emissions viewed from the valley containing the DNPP Visitor Access Center is

predicted to occur during about 1% of the daytime hours per year.

In response to National Park Service (NPS) concerns about the consequences of

potential visibility impacts on DNPP, DOE facilitated negotiations between the project team

and NPS which broke an impasse and resulted in a Memorandum of Agreement which was

signed in November 1993. The cornerstone of the Agreement is the planned retrofit of the

existing unit to reduce emissions of SO2 and NOr The Agreement is a '_in-win-win"

outcome for the three parties: DOE can demonstrate the new technologies, AIDEA can

build a new power plant, and NPS can safeguard the pristine environment of DNPP.
q

Subsequently, DOE released the final EIS in December 1993 and issued a Record of
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Decision in March 1994 to provide federal funding support for the construction and

operation of the HCCI'.

Work also began on the preparation for DOE's Morgantown Energy Technology

Center (METC) of a draft Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Externally Fired

Combined Cycle (EFCC) Project in Warren, Pennsylvania. Proposed by the Pennsylvania

Electric Company (Penelec) and selected by DOE in the fifth solicitation of the CCT

Program, the project would be sited at one of the two units at Penelec's Warren Station.

The EFCC Project proposes to replace the two existing boilers at Unit 2 with a new "power

island" _eonsisting of a staged coal combustor, slag screen, ceramic heat exchanger, an

indirectly fired gas turbine, and a heat recovery steam generator. Subsequently, Unit 2

would operate in combined-cycle mode using the new gas turbine and the existing steam

turbine simultaneously. The gas turbine would generate 22 megawatts of electricity so that

Unit 2 output would increase from the existing 48 megawatts generated by the steam turbine

to a total of 70 megawatts. Operation of a conventional flue gas desulfurization dry
i

scrubber as part of the EFCC technology is expected to decrease SO2 emissions by 90% per

kilowatt-hour of electricity generated, and NOr emissions are anticipated to be 60% less per

kilowatt-hour of electricity generated because of the staged combustor. Because the EFCC

technology would be more efficient, less carbon dioxide (CO2) would be emitted to the

atmosphere per kilowatt-hour of electricity produced.

Potential resource areas of concern associated with the project include surface water

resources, ecological resources, and archaeological resources. In particular, the potential

effect of the heated discharge of once-through cooling water from the turbine condensers

on aquatic life in the Allegheny River is being evaluated. Also, archaeological investigations

have identified signilicant prehistoric, protohistoric, and historic occupations on the Warren

Station site. There has been an ongoing investigation at this site, which is fenced and

located east of the proposed project site near the eastern boundary of Warren Station. A

cultural resources survey recommended no further investigation of the proposed

constnwfion site because it has already been extensively disturbed and graded. However,

it is expected that a plan would be developed for dealing with unanticipated finds during

cons_on. Finally, Penelec has committed to installing liners at the active ash disposal

area and ash ponds to minimize potential impacts to the groundwater.
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In November 1993, ORNL staff memberspublisheda Technical Memorandum

entitled"PotentialEffectsof CleanCoal Technologieson AcidPrecipitation,Greenhouse

Gases, and Solid Waste Disposal"which documentsthe findingsof three "whitepapers"

preparedfor DOE/FE. The reportfoundthat futurenationwideenvironmentaleffects of

CCTsdepend uponwhich(if any)specifictechnologieseventuallyachieve high acceptance

in the commercialmarketplace.In general,the repoweringtechnologiesand a smallgroup

of retrofit technologiesshow the most promise for reducing SO2 and NOx emissions

(precursorsof acidprecipitation),CO2emissions(a majorgreenhousegas),andsolidwaste.

Repoweringtechnologiesare those that replace a majorportion of an existing facility.

These technologiesnotonlyreduceemissionssubstantiallybut also mayprovidefor the use

Ofa differentfuel form,increasefacilitycapacity,extendfacilitylife, and/orimprovesystem

efficiency. Retrofit technologiesare those that reduce emissions of SO2 and/orNOx by

modifyingexistingfacilitiesor theirpresentfeedstocks.

Projectionsof nationwideSO2 reductionsin the year 2010 as a consequence of

widespreadcommercializationof CCTs(comparedto projectionsin the absence of CCTs)

rangefrom29% to 48%forspecificrepoweringtechnologies;correspondingNO_reductions

rangefrom 14%to 17%. The upperboundfor CO2reductionsin the year2010 as a result

• of widespreadimplementationof CCTs is only enough to reduce global "greenhouse"

warmingpotential by about 1%. However,CO2emissionscome from such a varietyof

sourcesaroundthe globe thatno singletechnologicalinnovationor nationalpolicychange

could realisticallybe expected to reduce these emissions by more than a few percent.

ParticularCCTs can lead to either increasesor decreases in the amount of solid waste

produced.However,even if decreasesarenot achieved,muchof the solidwaste fromCCTs

wouldbe dryandthereforeeasierto disposeof than current-generationscrubbersludge.



3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT TO METC R&D PROJEC'IS

R. L. Kroodsma

" During this period, the final Environmental Assessment (EA) for the proposed

Gasification Product Improvement Facility (GPIF) at the Fort Martin Power Station

(FMPS) was completed for DOE's Morgantown Energy Technology Center (METC). The

(3PIF would use coal to produce a fuel gas that would be combusted to provide steam for

electrical generation in one of the two units at the existing coal-fired FMPS located near

Morgantown, West Virginia. The proposed project would develop, demonstrate, and

enhance commercialization of an advanced technology for gasification of coal.

The GPIF would include two subsystems that would be constructed in two

consecutive phases. Phase I includes the construction and demonstration of a gasifier and

the burning of the fuel gas to produce steam for electrical generation by the FMPS. In

Phase II, a facility for cleaning the fuel gas from the gasifier would be constructed and

demonstrated duringcontinued gasifier operation. High sulfur coal would be burned during

• Phase II to thoroughly test the gasifier's and hot gas cleanup system's ability to limit sulfur

- emissions.

Environmental impacts to resource areas resulting from construction and operation

of the GPIF were evaluated and results indicate that the impacts are not expected to be

major. The GPIF is expected to produce a clean fuel gas while minimizing the emissions

of air pollutants. Surface water but no groundwater at the FMPS site would be withdrawn

for the GPIF. GPIF consumption of Monongahela River water would represent about

0.34% of the river's low flow and 0.02% of average flow. Groundwater and surface waters

receiving drainage from the FMPS ash disposal pile, where GPIF ash would be disposed,

should not be impacted by the GPIF because the leachability of contaminants in the GPIF

is expected to be less than that in FMPS ash. The proposed GPIF site is already a

disturbed area adjacent to the existing FMPS and does not provide important habitat for

plants or animals. Socioeconomics would not be appreciably affected because of the small

• size of the proposed project and its small expected employment of only about 20 to 25

people during construction and operation. Following the completion of the final EA in

• March 1994, a Finding of No Significant Impact was issued by DOE in March 1994 which
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concluded that the proposed project is not a major federal action significantly affecting the

quality of the human environment.



3.3 OIL RESEARCH PROGRAM ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT

R. L. Miller
i

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this task is to provide environmental technicalassistanceto the Departmentof

Energy's Office of Fossil Energy in supportof the Oil ResearchProgram. Supportincludesthe

preparationof analysesfora ProgrammaticEnvironmentalAssessment(PEA)andproject-specific

documentation.

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

There was no substantial activity during the reporting period, since comments on the draft

ProgrammaticEnvironmentalAssessment have not been received.
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3.4 ACTION DESCRIPTION MEMORANDUM FOR METC R&D PROGRAM

J. T. Ensminger
t

INTRODUCTION

The obJective of this task is to provide technical and analytical support to the Fossil R&D

Programat the DOE Morgantown Energy Technology Center (METC). Specifically, an Action

Description Memorandum(ADM) has been preparedthataddressesthe potentialenvironmental

impacts of the overall program. The METC Fossil R&D Programconsists of over300 individual

proJectsthatfall into eight program areas. In general, the individualproJectsare relativelysmall

(median funding level of $1 million), short=term(median durationof about three years), and

widely dispersed geographically. The ADM will be the basis for DOE's decision on the

appropriatelevel (Categorical Exclusion, EnvironmentalAssessment or EnvironmentalImpact

Statement)of NEPA documentationfor the METC Fossil R&D Program.

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

There wasno substantialactivityduring the reportingperiod, since comments on the draftAction

Description Memorandum have not been received.
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3.$ SUPPORT TO THE WILSONVILLE COAL LIQUEFACTION R&D FACILITY

N. E. Korte
Q

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Support to the Wilsonville Coal Liquefaction R&D Facility involved a hydrogeologic site

characterizationconductedatthe formerAdvancedCoal LiquefactionResearchandDevelopment

(ACLR&D) facility in Wilsonville, Alabama.The work was conductedby personnel from Oak

Ridge National Laboratory'sGrandJunctionoffice for the Departmentof Energy's Pittsburgh

Energy Technology Center (PETC). This characterizationwas performed due to completion of

ACLR&D facility operationsandplanned facility dismantlement. Characterizationinformation

was requested by PETC to provide baseline environmental informationfor use in evaluating

needs and in subsequent decision-makingfor furtheractions associated with the close-out of

facility operations. This hydrogeologicassessment reportincludes a brief overview of potential

" risks to the public andthe environment.

The hydrogeologic assessment was not routine because of the unusual structural

" complexity of the subsurface. Bedrockdrilling andgeophysical surveys demonstratedthatboth
i

an overturnedfold and a strike-slipfault are presentbeneaththe site. Moreover, the site is also

underlainby limestone that contains solution cavities. The latter fact was of particularconcern

because of the enhanced potential for contaminants to migrate both long distances and into

beneficial groundwaterresources.

Drilling and sampling of shallow boreholes demonstrated the presence of soil

contamination under virtually all of the site's formerly operating units. The contamination

consists chiefly of petroleumhydrocarbons,includingseveralpolynucleararomatic hydrocarbons

(PAHs). Chlorinatedsolventcontaminationwas also found in some areas. Of more concernwas

the fact thatchlorinatedsolvent contamination was found in the groundwaterin wells thatwere

completed in the limestone formationunderlying the site. As noted above, the limestone is a

" productive formation with numerous solution cavities that could provide a framework for

enhanced transportof the contaminants. A buried drum site at the old hill areaof the ACLR&D

" facility was also identified by this drilling and sampling program. Extensive remediation,

conducted by the site owner, has alreadybeen completedat the drum site.
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Thus, while contaminationat the ACLR&D site is extensive, a preliminary review of

potential receptorssuggests that the site does not pose an immediatethreat to humanhealth and

the environment. Access to the ACLR&D site is restricted, and its proximity to E.C. Gaston

Steam Plant precludesanything other than industrialuse. While contamination in the bedrock

aquifers is a concern, the available data indicate that there are no water supply wells

downgradientof the contamination. Indeed, thenearestwatersupply wells are clearlyupgradient

of the site at a distance of 1 to 2 miles.

In addition, remedial options were suggested that might be considered for the former

Advanced Coal Liquefaction Research and Development (ACLR&D) site in Wilsonville,

Alabama. The applicability of remedial options is complicated by the diverse nature of the

contaminants,which include both highly volatile and relatively non-volatile compounds andby

the complex natureof the site's hydrogeology. Soils at the site are very fine-grainedlimitingthe

use of in situ venting and flushing techniques. E.xsitu volume reduction methods such as soil

washing and solvent extraction, are also not well-suited to fine-grained soils. Remediation

approachesare also complicated by the fact that site activities have contaminated the limestone

aquifer system underlying the site. Solution cavities exist in the limestone. The cavities, in

conjunctionwith the complex folding andfaulting that has occurred also limit the applicability

of many potential remedial techniques, This review concludes that site excavation, with

subsequentremovalor on-site treatment,will significantly reduceandmayeliminate contaminant

ion, but will be subject to much uncertainty with regard to the ultimate depth and cost of

excavationand treatmentor disposal. An in-situ soil reactorconcept, otherwise known as deep-

soil mixing, is believed to represent the best approach for providing the most cost-effective

reductionof contamination. Treatmentof contaminatedgroundwateris not recommendedfor the

fine-grained zones because of the low yield of the aquifer. Treatment of the contaminated

limestone system is not possible without a better definition of the flow direction and

characteristicsof the system.



4.BIOPROCESSINO RESEARCH

C.D.Scott

w

Fundamentalbioprocessingresearchhas concentratedon theuse of biocatalystsin organic

mediaandon advancedbiofe_torsystems. Coalconversionresearchhas continuedonthebiological

solubilizationof coalusingchemically-mc_fled_ inorganicsolvents.Biophotolysisisalso

beingstudiedfortheproductionof hydrogen.
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4. I FUNDAMENTALBIOPROCESSINGRESEARCH

T. C.Scott

ORNL RESEARCH

Effectivereactormodeling,design,andimplementationrelyuponknowledgeof bedexpansion

andsegregationtendencieswithparticlesof varyingsize anddensity. In thepastyear, Mohammad

AsifandJamesPeten_natWashingtonState University (WSU)haveproposedmathematicalmodels

to predictboth transientandsteady.stateperformanceof a liquidfluidizedbedof coal. ORNLhas

providedadditionaldata to ourcollaboratorsat WSU andhas overseenefforts to demonstratethe

predictive capabilities of the mathematicalmodelsin termsof predictingsteady state bed height,

Uamimt_ fluctuations,endparticle-sizedistributions.Wehavealso initiatedexperimentation

usinga taperedfluidizedbedto enhanceparticlefluidization,designedandconstructedlaboratoryscale

reactors for coal bioconversionandSOJNO, removalstudies,begunprojectplanningfor SOJNO,

removal,and havecontinuedcollaborativeeffortswithARCTECHInc.

DemonstratingthePredictiveCapabilitiesof MathematicalModels forCoal Bioconversion

ORNL has providedadditionaldata to ourcollaboratorsat WSU regardingtheexpansionof

largecoal particlesin liquidfluidizedbeds.We havealsooverseentheuse of this andpreviousdata

to demonstratethe predictivecapabilitiesof the mathematicalmodels in termsof predictingsteady

state bed heights, transientpressureprofiles,andparticle-sizeddistributionsin responseto varying

systemparameters.Seethenextsectioninthisreportfor adetaileddiscussionof thiswork.

CoalExpansionin a TaperedFluidized.Bed

Previously,we describedthe design,modeling,andcomtructionof a taperedlowersection for

our 4 ft experimentalcohmm. It was describedhow this taperedsection would allow complete

fluidizationof a largersizerangeofcoal particlesdueto the increasedsuperficialvelocity at the lower
w
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portionsof thecolumn,Thetaperedsectionincreasesindiameterfromi cmat itsbaseto 2.54at30

cm from the bottom,andhas pressuretaps placedevery5.5 cm along its length.It is hoped thatthis

taperedsubsectionwill alleviatethepackingof largerparticlesthatoccurredinthestraightreactor

section. Expansion,pressureprofile,andmicroscopicvisualizationexperimentsareunderwayin this

redesignedcolumnusingTexas Ligniteratherthan theIllinois#6 bituminouscoal used in previous

experiments.Thus,theseexperimentswill test thepredictivecapabilitiesof ourmathematicalmodel

by alteringboth there,actorgeometry,andtheparticlesize anddensity.Resultsof theseexperiments

will be reportedat a laterdate.

ConstructionandDemonstrationof SmallScaleReactors
forCoalBioconversionandFlueGasRemoval

Severalsmallscale reactorshavebeendesigned,fabricatedandtested forpossible use in both

coalbioconversionand SO,/NO,removal studies.Thesereactorsare 1 fl high, I in. i.d.jacketglass

colunmswith severalalterationsto facilitatereactoroperation.A 125 ml serumbottle is firmlyseated

atthetopofthe reactorforthecollectionandmeasurementof reactoroff gas. Mesh screensareplaced

at thecolumnentranceandexit to containreactorsolids (coal particlesor biocatalystbeads). Solids

may be fluidizedby introducingor recyclinga feed streamof liquidor gas, or a combinationof the

two.Sevcnlseptumcontrolledandvalvedportshavebeenplacedinthe reactorinletand exit lines to

allowasepticsampling,feedingor inoculation.Thereactormaybe loadedanaerobicallyusing "quick

disconnect"fittings,by sparginggas throughthe linesand thereactor,and by introducingmediavia

apressurizedvessel.

Severalmockexperimentshavebeen undertakento"shakedown'°reactorloadingandoperation

priortothearrivalofthe microbialpopulationsforuse inthe specificresearchprograms.A wide size

rangeofcoal hasbeenfluidizedinwater,usingbothgas andliquidrecycleto fluidize thebed andusing

bothIllinoisNo. 6 andTexaslignitecoalasthesolid.A mockexperimentof coal fluidizationwithgas

productionwasnndertakenusinga smallchargeof IllinoisNo. 6 coal, Zymomonas mobilis (a bacteria

thatprodm_ ethanolandcarbondioxidefromglucose),andliquidmediacontainingboth glucose and

yeastextract.Thereactordemonstratedease of operationandgas collectionwhenoperatingineither

thegas orliquidrecyclemode. Interestinglyhowever,a microbialcontaminanteither introducedwith

the liquid inoculumor pre-existingon the unsterilizedcoal began to thrive in the reactorafterthe

glucoselevelsfellto zero.Thiscontaminantproduced5 g/Lof lactic acid as well as othervolatile fatty
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. acids iincludingacetic acid,butanol,andbutyricacid all withouta directcarbonsource.It may be

possible that this contaminantutilizedyeast extractas a carbonsource, but theyeast extract was

initiallypresentonly at 5 g/L,and additionalcarbonmusthavebeen incorporatedto accountforthe

massofVFA's producettWehaveisolatedthiscontaminantand areconductingadditionalincubations

ofthis bacteriawithcoalinorderto discernifit is capableof utilizingcoal as a carbonsource forVFA

production.

Initiationof CRADAwithEngineeringResourcesIncorporated(ERI)

CollaborativeresearchwithERIhas begunin "AdvancedBioreactorsforGaseousSubstrates."

ERI will have the leadrole in researchregardingthebioconversionof coal synthesisgas into liquid

fuels, m_dORNLwill leadin efforts toremove SOxandNO=constituentsfromcoal fluegas. Initial

discussionsbetweeninvestigatorsat ERIandORNLhaveaddressedthe utilityof presolubilizingthe

gaseous substrates prior to the introductionto the fermentationreactor,and the feasibility of

maintaining an anaerobicenvironmentin these reactors. ORNLhas initiateda literaturesearchto

investigatehowparticularbacterialstrainshaveachievedSO_/NOxremoval in the past, andhas begun

theacquiisitionof thesestrains.

COALGASIFICATIONSTUDY WITHARCTECH

Ccdlaborativerese,ar_ with ARCTECHInc.has continuedregardingthebiogasificationof low

rankcoals. The currentemphasisis on theconversionof coal derivedliquidsto both gaseous and

liquid products. ORNLhascompletedfabricationand initialtestingof several l-ft reactorswhich

allowcoalbioconversionwitheitherliquidorgas recycle. A non-proprietarymicrobialconsortiafrom

ARCTECHwill be tested in proof-of-conceptexperimentswith our reactorsystems.

FUTUREWORK

Workwillcontinuein thestudyof bedexpansionin a taperedfluidizedbedwith coal particles

differingin densityfromtheparticlesused to establishour mathematicalmodels. With this data,we
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will attempttovalidatethemodelonbotha macroscopicandmicroscopicscale. Microbial strainsfor

both coal bioconversion and SO/NO, removal will be established and analytical techniques for these

pm;ects will be developed.

MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF AN ADVANCED BIOREACTOR FOR COAL
SOLUBILIZATION

Introduction

The application of bioeatalysts to the solubilization and/or liquefaction of coal enables coal

processing at modest temperaturesand pressures in a relatively mild chemical environment (Scott el

al., 1993). Liquid fluidized bed reactors may be used in such a biocatalytic process due to their

efficient mass trmspcgt,ease of gas disengagement, and capability to operate in a continuous fashion

•,_th high throughput. Unlike conventional fluidization process, the biosolubilization of coal in a

fluidized bed reactorexhibits an unique feature, i.e., particles of widely different sizes will be present

in the bed as thecoal particles aregradually solubilized. That is, as the coal particles solubilize, they

wig graduallyIxxon_ smallerin diameter.Thus, at somepoint,thesmall particleswill elute from the

bed. In addition, the continuous operation of the solubilization process will require that the coal be

replenished in the bed in a continuous fashion. As a result, the mathematical models developed to

describe conventional fluidized beds can not be directly applied to such biocatalytic fluidized bed

reactors.

In order to achieve the efficient design, assessment, operation, and scaleup of such a reactor,

detailed knowledge of bed expansion and segregation tendencies, reactor axial pressure drop, and

particle size distribu*Aonas a function of axial position and flowrate are required. Particle size

distribution is of particularlyimportance since the specific reactivity of the particles will be a direct

functionofparticle size. Also, to effectively design such a fluidized bed reactor, an accurate prediction

of the bed height is mandatory. However, previous studies of panicle size distribution within a liquid

fluidizedbed (JmnaandRichardson,1983; Patwardhan and Tien, 1984) are limited to the distribution

of cumulative volume fraction for the fluidization of a binary solid mixture. On the other hand, most

of the studies concerning bed heights were either based on the fluidization of mono-sized panicles

(Chen et aL, 1988; Fan et al., 1963) or of a binary solid mixture (Gibilaro et aL, 1986).
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. Inourpreviouswork(Asifet al., 1993a-c),a mathematicaldescriptionof a liquidfluidizedbed

thatis basedontheparticlemass transportmechanismsof dispersionand convectionwasdeveloped.

Thismathematicaldescriptionis fullypredictivein nature.Additionally,we have demonstratedthat

thisnmdelcanbeusedto predictboththe transientandsteady-statebehaviorof liquidfluidizedbeds

of coalparticles,asobservedusingdifferentialpressuretransducers. However,the directcomparison

ofpredict_ andmeamm_particlesizedistributions,asdeveloped in the bed, andof the heightof such

beds has not been accomplished.Thus, in this report,the experimentallydeterminedparticlesize

distribution is directlycomparedwith the predictedparticlesize distribution. This particlesize

distribution is a fun,:tionof the axialposition andflowrateof liquidthroughthe bed. In addition,

con_arisonsbetweenthepredictedandmeamuedbedheights in a fluidizedbed containingnonreactive

coalparticlesof widesize distributionareprovided.

ModelDescription

Previously,Asifet al. (1993c) followedthe approachfirst developedby Kennedyand Bretton

(1966) todevelopa particulatetransportequation.Inthis approach,a mass balance is usedto account

formasstransportbybothdispersionandconvection. For a particulatesystem such as that employed

in the coalfluidizedbed,thismass balanceequationcan be writtenas:

B_f OC' CtBP-U_C, (1)
@C,

wherethecoal chargeis dividedintosub-fractions(denotedby subscript'T')basedon size, # is the

bulkdensity,andC, is the fractionalvolumetricconcentrationof particlespecies l, D, its dispersion

coefficient,U, its velocity.

Equation(1) is the governingmass-balanceequationfor the particlespecies i presentin the

fluidizedbed. Itssolutionrequirestheevaluationofthe particlevelocity, U,, andthe particledispersion

coefficients, D,, foreach individualparticlespecies. The particleclassificationvelocity, U,,can be
,o

evaluatedusingthe followingexpression:
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where e is thebed void fraction,n_ is the indexof RichardsonandZakicorrelationwhichhasbeen

experimentallyevaluatedin the previouswork by Asif et al. (1993c), U, is the particleterminal

velocityandQois the liquidflowrate.

Based on severaldifferentsets of experimentaldata, Asif and Petersen(1993b) proposeda

conelationwhichwouldallowtheevaluationof theparticledispersioncoefficient,De. Theircorrelation

provides a relationshipbetween the particledispersioncoefficient andrelevantparticle andfluid

p_es. Thisrelationshipthencouldbeusedto calculatetheparticledispersioncoefficientforeach

of the particle species presentin the bed. However,we found thata betterrepresentationof the

experimentaldatawasobtainedifa singleparticledispersion coefficientwasevaluatedand appliedto

all particlespecies. Thedispersioncoefficientso calculatedwas basedon theharmonicmeanparticle

diameterof thesamplemixture. Thisharmonicmean diameteris calculatedusing:

nt

dm" fol,, (3)
emm.

f-I _t

wheren_is the particlenumberof species i and d, is the diameterof thisspecies.

Materialsand Methods

Coalexpansionexperimentswereperformedby KaufmanandLittleat ORNLand havebeen

describedindetailinpreviousreports.Briefly,a glass columnof 25.4 mm internaldiameterand 1.22

m lengthwasusedforcarryingoutfluidization. A coarseglass fritdistributoratthe columninletwas

usedto ensure uniformdistributionof liquidacrossthe cross-sectionof thecolumn. The distributor

wasprecededby a calmingsectionto dampen the pump-inducedflow fluctuations.A disengagement
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sectionfollowedthe test section of the fluidizedbed. During thefluidization,0.5%aqueoussolution

ofthe surfactantTween80 (polyoxyethylene)wasusedtoavoidparticleaggregation. A small quantity

of a fluorescentdyewasaddedin the waterto carryout in situ fluorescencevisualizationand particle

counting. The detailsof this non-invasive florescence visualizationtechniqueand the experimental

apparatushave been described by Kaufman and Scott (1993).

Fourdifferentfractionsof coal were employedin this study. On Fig. 1, thevolume fractionof

particlesin aOven sizerange is provided as a functionof particlesize for eachof these fractions. In

all studies, Illinois No. 6 bituminouscoal wasused.

Results and Discussion

The governingequations[Eq.(I)]weresolvedusinga FORTRAN 77softwarepackage,

PDECHEB, developedby BerzinandDew (1991)ona DEC 3000/400computerusingDEC

FORTRAN77 and doubleprecisionarithmetic. To achievethese solutions,eachof thecoal samples

weredividedinto sub-fractions(from 16up to 26) andeachof thesesubfractionswasdefinedwitha

partialdifferentialequation. The resultingsetof nonlinear partialdifferentialequationswere solved

simultaneously. Model predictionsof theparticlesize distributiondevelopedin the bed and of the

predictedbedheightwereobtained andarecomparedwithexperimentaldata.

ParticleSize Distribution

At a fluidization velocity of 0.016 era/s, the modelpredictions of the number fractionof

particles are calculatedas a functionof particlediameterand bed height. The particlenumberof

individual species per unit bed volume was evaluated from the model predictionof the solid

concentrationusing the following relationship:

C,(z)
/'/ml(Z) - ._...__

6d3 (4)

• Then,thenumber fractionof individualparticlespecies wasevaluatedas:
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Fig. 1. Size distribution of the various coal samples used in this study.
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where N is the total numberof particle species in the system.

In this case, the solid fraction consisted of a mixture of 80g of group 1 coal and 40g of group

2 coal (referto Fig I forsize distributionsof these coal samples). In Fig. 2, the predicted steady st,_tc

particle size distribution is presented as a function of particle diameter and axial position. For

comparisonpurposes, the corresponding experimental data, obtained using the non-invasive particle

distribution visualization technique developed by Kaufman and Scott (1993), as represented by the

filled spheres, are also shown.

The predictedparticledistributicoprovidesan excellent representation of the experimental data.

Both the modelpredictionsand experimcti_ data show that the number fraction of larger particles is

. higher in the low portion of the bed and progressively decreases towards the upFer part of the bed,

while the numberfractionof smallerparticlesis higher inthe higher bed regions and gradually deceases

towards the lower portion of the bed. On the other hand, the number fraction of particles of the
m,

intermediate sizes exhibits a maximum in the middle bed regions.

Because 3-D data, suchas thatshown in Figure2, is difficult to interpret quantitatively, contour

plots of the predicted and experimental profiles are shown in Figure 3. Comparison of these contour

plots demonstrates that the model predictions provide a similar overall trend with the experimental

data.The only discrepancy is that model predicts a lower number fraction for the particles in the size

range of 100-130 pm thanwas observed experimentally at bed heights from 40 to 60 cm. This could

be causedby theexpaimmtal error,i.e., the overlays or agglomeration of small particles in this region

could result in the erroneous detection of larger particles by the fluorescent visualization technique.

Prediction of Bed Heiehts

An acctu_ prediction of the bed height can add important information in the development of

the model for a fluidized bed. Also, this issue plays important role in the present context of coal

biosolubilization where the movement of the top surface of the fluidized bed will depend on many
o

factors including liquid flowrate, particle segregation, and particle size. In the case where the bed
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height is a functionof time, it is convenientto evaluatethe bed heights by the introductionof the

following transformation:

:.L(t)x (6) •

wherex is the fractionof bedheight(0_. Thiswill give:

o¢(:_)I o¢(=,0
m

oz L(t) _ (7) ,

oc(z.O oc(x.O x ,u.oc(x.t)
Ot i_t L(t) dt _x (8)

With thehelpof this transformation,Eq. (1) can be writtenas:

'%-- ')-uc,

This is the generalmass-balanceequationand can be utilizedto predictbed heights.

Fourdifferentgroupsof lllinois No. 6 coalwith wide rangeof particlesizes wereused inthe

experiments performedat ORNL. The characteristicsof these samples together with both the

zxpmmmtaldataandmodelpredictionsof bedheights atvariousflowratesare listedin Table 1. The

experimentaldataarealso comparedwith model predictionsin a parityplot shown in Figure4. The

agreementbetweentheexperimentaldataand model predictionis excellentovera widerangeof bed

heights.

The dataof group3 needsadditionalexplanation. Inthis case, the experimentalsystemwas

operatedatseveraldifferentsuperficialvelocitiesbefore the bed heightdatawerecollected. At the

highestofthese, themodelpredictedthat some of theparticleswouldelutriatefromthe bed. Thus, in

ordertohave a morerealisticcomparison,themodel was used to predictthe amountof material

thatwou_delutriatefromhe bedduringthisoperation. Then,bedheights were calculatedbasedon the

amountof coal that wouldremainin the bed afterthis elutriationstep wascompleted.
e,
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TableI. Experimentaland predictedbedheightsat variousflow ratesfordifferentsamples

Group Size, tim Symbol in Flowntt_, Bed Heiaht, em

Figure4 em/a Experiment Predietion

I 106-125 !"1 0,053 39.3 38.8
L I i i i

(50 g) 0.034 31.9 30.9ii i i ii i

0.074 53.2 49.6i

0.027 28.5 28.1

0,079 52.7 52.7
i

O.O44 35.5 35.O
I I I II I I I IIII

2 106-125 • 0.071 71.8 77.3
i iillil ii i ii

i

(80 8) 0.043 56.6 55.8iiiii i ii iii ill i 11111 i[ ii

0,075 78.5 81.!
l IIII I

0.032 49.6 48.6
i ii ill i J Jllll i ilJll iiiii i ii i iiiii i ii IIIllll I IIIIlil

3" 106-!50 O 0.023 50.4 48.9
iii ii i i

(100 g) 0.016, 44,5 43:4

0.026 53.2 51.2

. 0.019 48.1 45.8
i i i

0,03 55.6 54.3

0.035 58.6 58.3
i i ill i i i

0,1141 63.4 63.4
i i

0,047 66.8 68.8
i ill era,,,,, ,,

0.03 55.6 54.3
i i ii i

0.054 69.2 70.5ii

0,028 54.5 52.7,,

0.058 72,8 73.8
i ll,,,ii

0,031 55,5 55.I
i|i,i

0.071 85.4 85.5

4 22-132 • 0,0018 34.4 35.0
,ll

v

(1011g) 0.0037 42.3 41.6

0.0057 50.3 48.4
i i

It

0.0109 68.2 67.2
i ij i lllll u llll

• Pre-elutriatedat 0.054 cm/s for 10hrs.
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. Notation

. C_ fractional volumetricconcentrationof particlespecies t

dr particlediameterof speciest, nun

d, particleme,an diameterof the samplemixture,nun

D_ dispersioncoefficientof particlespecies1,ma/s i

L heightof fluidizationbed,m

L, totalcolumnheisht,m

J, mass flux of species I inthemixingregionof thebed,kg/m:s

n indexof Richardson-Zakicorrelation

aV total numberof particlespecies

Q0 liquidflowrate,m3/s

$ surfaceof thebedsystem,m2

U, velocity of particlespeciest, rrds

U. surfaccmovementrate,m/s

U_ terminalvelocity of particlespeciesl, m/s

V volumeof the fluidizedbed,m3

x fractionof bedheight

z distancealongthemixingregionin thebed,m

Greek letters

e bedvoidage

p bed bulkdensity,kg/m3
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BIOLOGICALCATALYSTSIN ORGANICMEDIA

C. D. Scott

ORNL ResearchonEnzymesinOrganic Media

Theprimaryeffortinthis taskis themodificationof enzymesto increasehydrophobicityand,

thus,solubilizationinorganicsolventswhilemaintainingbiocatalyticactivity. Researchhas continued

onenzymemodificationby reactionwith methoxypolyethyleneglycol thathas beenactivatedwithp-

nit_! carbonate(PEG-n),andworkwasstartedon newapproachesin whichreductivealkylation

wasusedandinwhichextremelylow concentrationsof a surfactantwas used. Someadditionalwork

hasalso beencarriedouton the mutationof organismsthat producehydrogenaseto enhancetheir
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. tolerance to organic solvents andthus produceenzymes that should be more compatiblewiththe

organicsolvents.

e

Organicl_iquide

i

Sevnml_ solventshavebeenusedasthereactionmediuminthis study. These included

relativelypolar c_mpom_ such as pyridincdime_lysulfoxide (DMSO), and dimethylformamide

(D_, andhydrophobicsolvents such u tolueneandbenzene. All solvents werereagentgradeand

obtainedfromAldridgeChemicalCo.,J. T. Baker,Inc.,FisherScientific,or Sigma ChemicalCo.

ModelEnzymes

This quarter,threeproteinaceouscompoundswere used as the model materialfor testing

_on. Twoofthesewerecrudehydmgenasepreparations,one isolatedfromProteus

mlgarls atthislaboratoryendtheotherfroma hyperthemmphilicorganism,Pyococcusfurtosus, that

wassuppliedunder_ byProfessorM.W.W.Adamsm°theUniversi_ of Georgia. Theother

was cytochromec, a heine.containingproteinpurchasedfromSigma Chemical Co.

1__nzm_Modificationby_RfductiveAlkylation

Theuseof PEG-nforenzymemodifr._tioncontinuestobethereferenceforothermodification

techniques.The techniquesforPEG-nmodificationhavebeenpreviouslydescribed._

It has been previouslyshown that thereactionof aliphaticaldehydeswith aminogroupsin

proteinsinthepresenceof a reducingagentsuch as sodiumborohydrideresults in alkylaminoprotein

derivativeswhich aremoreresistantto heat inactivationthan theirunmodifiedcounterparts.= This

previous researchwas aimedat enhancedheat toleranceof the enzymes in an aqueous mediaso

relativelylow molecularweightaldehydeswere used in orderto maintainhighwatersolubility. We

havenowinvestigatedtheuseofhigher-molecular-weightaldehydesfor thistype of reactionto further

increasethehydroplmbicityoftheenzyme.Thisrequireda modificationto theoriginaltechniquesince

these aldehydeshaveverylow solubilityin water.
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To test this approach, both cytochrome c and the hydrogenase from P. vulgoris were used

separately at a concentration of I to 15 mg/mL in 10 mL of an aqueous solution containing 20%

ethanol and a 0.2 M borate buffer at a pH of 7.5 to 8.5. The ethanol was required to allow the

solubility of 10-40 mL/mLof aklehydes such as decyladehyde. The reaction was carriedout at 30C

for 60 min. Approxinmteb,2 mg of sodium borohydridewas added to the reaction mixture at the start

of the test and after 30 min.

Heptalddwde andhcxaldchyde (AldrichChemicalCo.) were used in initial experiments as the

modifying agents. Although interactions did occur, furtherexperiments showed that decylaldehyde

(Aldrich Chemical Co.) was much more effective at enhancing solubility in organic solvents. (This

would be expected since decylaldehyde is much more hydrophobic than the lower-molecular-weight

aldehydes.) The reaction solution was then lyophilized and contacted with 10 mL of benzene at

ambientconditions for I h. Benzene was used since it is very hydrophobic and we have found that it

represents the most severe test for solubility of modified enzymes in organic solvents.

Results from the tests with decylaldehyde showed that approximately 0.5 mg/mL of the

nmdified hy_ anda comparable amountofmodified _me c were solubilized in benzene. q

The hydrogenase,afterrecovay from the benzene by drying and solubilization in aqueous buffer, had

about 25% of the original activity.

Enzyme Modification by Surfactant Complexation

Proteins can be dispersed in organic solvents by the action of anionic surfactants such as

Aerosol OT (AOT) thatsurroundthe protein usually contained in a small amount of water. The polar

part of the surfactant molecule is oriented toward the protein-water phase while the nonpolar part

contacts the organic medium. We have previously shown that large amounts of enzyme can be

in_ into the organic phase by use of a sufficient amountof the surfactant to produce reverse

micelles (microdroplets that contain one or more protein molecules). This is actually a dispersion

ratherthan a true solubility, so direct contact with solid surfaces (coal) was shown to be very poor.

It has been suggested by Professor J. Dordick3 that individual protein molecules may form

hydrophobicion-pairedconlplexes with the surfactant at extremely low surfactant concentrations (less

than the critical micelle concentration) and, thus, have an enhanced solubility in the organic. This

should result in a modified enzyme somewhat similar to the other techniques that we have tested.
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Tests were made using cytochrome c (20 mg/mL) in 7mM phosphate buffer at a pH of 7.0.

ApproximatelyI mLofthe cytodm3me c solutionwas gently agitated with 5 mL of benzene containing

10 or 20 mM AOT at ambient conditions for I h. The mixture was then allowed to settle for phase

separationandaftercentrifugation,samples of both liquidphases were scanned by a spectrophotometer

over therangeof 200 to 600 nm. The _ peak at 410 nm that is specific for cytochrome was used

to quantitatesolubility. It was found that a small amount of cytochrome c was solubilized in benzene

with the 10raM solution of AOT, but an even larger amount (a total of 0.73 mg in the 5 mL of

benzene) was solubilized when 20 mM AOT was _ed.

A smaller amount of hydrogenase was solubilized under similar operating conditions. The

effect ofpH was also investigatedfor this enzyme with essentially no solubilization at a pH of 9.0 and

0.032 mg solubilized at a pH of 7.0. Additional tests will have to be made to establish optimum

operating conditions and effects of the modification on enzyme activity.

Enh_ EnzymeActivity by Microbial Mutation

A limitedamountofwork has continued on the mutation ofP. vulgaris in contact with DMF

or DMSO in order to enhance enzymatic activity in organic media. Mutations are by the classical

techniqueof irradiationwith uv light. The organism has been shown to grow in 10% DMF or DMSO

and to survive in_ion culture with up to 2ff.4 of these organics. Irradiationtests arenow being

carriedout with the microorganisms in 5% agar plates with the low wavelength fraction of a 4-W uv

lamp smpmded 6 in. above the plate. Under these conditions, all of the organisms are killed with 45

s of irradiation, greater that 90% are killed at 25 s, and about 60% are killed at 10 s. Tests are

continuing with 25 s irradiation, with the microorganisms contained in the 5% gel agar that also

contains 10%DMSO.
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OXIDATIVE PROCESSES RELEVANT TO THE CONVERSION OF COAL
CATALYZED BY ENZYMES IN ORGANIC SOLVENTS

E. Magner and A. M. Klibanov

In this report, we describe our continued efforts to explore the catalytic potential of heme

proteins innonaqueous solvents. Ourinvestigationsduringthis reporting period have focused on using

theoxidizing abilities ofcatalase's compound I to carry out novel oxidation reactions in such solvents.

C__ I is generated by the reaction of bovine liver catalase with tert-butyl hydroperoxide (tert-

BuOOH) (1). The enzyme _m be re_ by reactionwith a second molecule of tert-BuOOH (2).

Here we show

kl

E + ROOH ..... > EO (compound I) + ROH (1)

k2

EO + ROOH ..... > E + ROH + 02 (2)

k,

EO + X ..... > E + products + 02 (3)

that compound I of catalase also can be used to oxidize a number of substrates X (3), some of them

enantioselectively. We also report on experiments carried out to measure the redox potential of the

heine protein _Wtochromec in nonaqueous solvents.

A variety of substrates were screened in orderto test for their reactivity with compound Iof

catalase. All reactions were initially carried out in tetrahydrofuran in order to avoid oxidation of the

solvent by compound I(see last report).The reaction was carried out using 1 mg ml"_enzyme, 15 mM

tert_ _uOOH, in tetrahydrofuran which contained 2% (v/v) aqueous buffer and 5% (v/v) of the

apF."opriate substrate. Since reaction of substrate X with compound I will increase the production of

tert-BuOH compared to that produced in the absence of X, the substrates (listed in Table 2) were

initially screened by following this increase in the rate using capillarygas chromatography.
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Table 2. Rate of production v of tert.BuOH in tetrahyrofuran
in the presence of different substrates

Substrate X v/nmoles min'_mg"_

sec-Phenethyl alcohol >270 •
2,4,6-Trimethyl phenol > 150"
2,3-Butanediol > 140"
1,4-Butanodiol >310"
1,3-Butanediol > 190"
N,N-Dimethylaniline > 130•
Benzaldehyde 50
Toluene 50

Styrene 50
l-Octene 50
None 50

• These values represent a lower estimate of the initial rate which was too fast to be measured
accurately under the conditions used.

" The sec.Phenethyl alcohol was examined first to determine the feasibility of its oxidation in

an enantioselective manner which would be of preparative interest. V,/!_,mthe corresponding ketone,

" acetophencme,was monitored,no detectableamotmtofthe productwas observed. Apart from oxidation

to acetophenone, there are two other possible oxidation sites on sec-phenethyl alcohol, namely

hydroxylation of the methyl or phenyl groups. As these hydroxylation products were not readily

available, it was decided to use simpler substrates to test what oxidations can be catalyzed by

compom_ I. Using benzyl alcohol, stoichiometric oxidation to benzaldehyde was observed (relative

to the concentrationoftert-BuOOH), demonstrating that oxidation of an aromatic alcohol by catalase

is feasible. Phenol and cresol were also tested as substrates, however both of them were oxidized by

terr-BuOOH even in the absence of catalase (it should be emphasized that for all of the other

substrates, the presence of catalase is required to observe production of tert.BuOH), Thus while an

enhanced rateof productionof tert-BuOH is seen in the presence of sec.pbenethyi alcohol, it was not

possible to readily identify the oxidation product.

• Attention was thenswitd_ to anotherchiralsubstr_, 2,3-butanediol. As with sec.phenethyl

alcohol, each enantiomer of the alcohol, as well as the expected oxidation product (3-hydroxy-2-

" butanone), is readily available. Tests were made at 30°C and a pH of 7.0 in tetrahydrofuran with 1

mg/ml of catalase and 5% (v/v) butanediol. Production of 3-hydroxy-2-butanone levels off after 200
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min under_ conditions,yielding an enantioselectivity ratio of 14 in favor of the 2S,3S enantiomer

(definedby the ratioof productformed from each enantiomer). With the meso form of 2,3-butanediol,

production of 3-hydroxy-2-butanone was also observed indicating that the orientation of the second

hydroxy group does not affect the rate of the reaction

While the occurrence of enantioselective oxidation of 2,3-butanediol by catalase is

encouraging, the rate of the reactionis slow for preparativepurposes (12 nmoles min"Img"). The

reactionwas carriedout in a numberofsolvents in orderto see if it could be increased. The fastest rate

was observed in acetonitrilc (Table 3), and this solvent was used in all subsequent experiments.
[

Table 3. Rateof the enzymatic production v of 3-hydroxy-2-butanone from
2S,3S-butanediol in different solvents

Solvent y/nmoles min"m_"_

Acetonitrile 40

Tetrahydrofuran 12
2-Butanone 8

_dine <4
Nitromethane <4

Ethyl acetate <4

Raising the concentrationof tert-BuOOH does not affect the rate of formation of 3-hydroxy-

2.butanone. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the reduction of compound I (reaction (2)) by

tert-BuOOH is relatively slow in comparison to its formation (reaction (1)). Increasing the

concentration of catalas¢ from 2 to 25 mg ml"jalso increases the rate of production of 3-hydroxy-2-

butanoneonly slightly (from40 to 56 nmolesmin'Jmg'_).This again demonstrates that the rate-limiting

step in the reaction does not involve formation of compound I.

In order to ascertain the generality of our findings, enzymatic oxidation of the R and

S enantiomers of 2-octanol and 2-butanol was also examined. Both enantiomers of 2-octanol are

oxidized to 2-octanone, with the initial rate ofits production being 25 and 12 moles min'_mg"_ for

the R and S enantiomers,respectively. Similarly, with 2-butanol, no significant enantioselectivity was

observed,withthe rates for the R and S enantiomers being 60 and 80 moles rain-_mg "_,respectively.
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Theseresultsindicatethatin orderforenantioselective oxidationby catalase to occur,an additional

functionalgroup,suchasthe secondhydroxygroupinbutanediol,mustbe present.Futureworkwill

concentrateon identifyingsubstrateswhichcanbe oxidized by catalaseboth in an enantioselective

mannerandat a sufficientlyfast rate.

Inpreviousreports,wedescribedexperimentsdesignedto measuretheredoxpotentialof a

redox proteinin nonaqueoussolvents. The bulkof this work was carriedout with myoglobin.We

attemptedtomeasureitsredoxpotentialinnonaqueomsolvents by measuringthe equilibriumconstant

forthereactionbetweenmyoglobinand a redoxdye, tetracyanoquinodimethane(TCNQ). Itdidnot

provefeasibleto measuretheredoxpotentialof myoglobinin

Mb(Fe(ll))+ TCNQ<---> Mb(Fe(III))+ TCNQ"

this manneras reducedmediatorwas producedwhen TCNQwas addedto a suspensionof boththe

reducedproteinandtheoxidizedprotein.Productionof TCNQ' on additionof TCNQ to a suspension

of theapoproteinconfirmedtheexistence of analternativeoxidationsite on myoglobin.

Onswitchingto ¢ytochromec,productionofreduta:dmediatorwas again observedin toluene.

However,whenthesame_t wascarriedoutin acetonitrile(250 ttMcytochromec011), 10mM

TCNQ,0.1M LiCIO,25°C,aerobicconditions),no TCNQ'was produced.A similarexperimentwas

thencarriedoutwithreducedprotein(100 ttMcytochromec01), I mM TCNQ, anaerobicconditions),

andtheproductionof TCNQ"was followedwithtime.No TCNQ' was producedover2 d. A similar

resultwas obtainedusinghigherconcentrationsof the mediatorand the protein, 10 and0.5 mbt,

respectively.As noTCNQ"was produced,it is possiblethat theequilibriumconstant for the reaction

betweencytoduemec0I)andTCNQis very lowandthatthereversereaction,reductionof cytochrome

c0II) by TCNQ",mayoccur morereadily,This possibilityis currentlybeing investigated.
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DIRECT INTERACTION OF MICROORGANISMS WITH COAL (TEXAS LIGNITE)

K.C.Srivastava

Task I. Determination of Optimal Conditions for Solubilization and Fermentation

Severalexperimentswere conductedto study the effect of different pHs of the culture medium

on attachment of microbial cells to the coal particles and biogasification of Texas lignite. The

experiments were carriedout in 60-mL vials containing 40 mL 0.2% SNTM (inoculated with 10% of

Mic- 1 consortium) and 10% Texas lignite (pulverized). The control vials did not contain coal. The

initial pH of the medium in both control and experimental vials was adjusted with 1 N HCIor 1 N

NaOH to the following pH values: 6.5; 7.0; 7.5; 7.8 (no correction); 8.0; 8.5; and 9.0. Every 7 d, the

control and experimental vials were monitored for total gas production, gas composition, COD,

protein, andVFA analyses, as well as changes in pH. The samples from the experimental vials were

observed for attachment by epifluorescence microscopy (Olympus BH2). At higher solids Ioadings i

(10% TxL andhigher),even thoughthepH ofthe medium was corrected up to 8.5 -9.0, within an hour

after the startof the experiment, the pH of the reaction mixture decreased and varied between 6.3 to

7.6. The changes in the pH of the medium affected the attachment of microbes to the TxL particles.

The lower andhigher pHs did not show significant influence on the attachment. The highest number

of attached microbial cells was observed at pH 7.8.

This pH allowed not only the best conditions for highest attachment of microbes (as average

number of cells) to the coal particles, but even after shaking the samples for 1 h at 150 rpm, the

number of the bacterial cells left on the coal surface was relatively high. These data reconfirm our

hypothesis that Mic- 1 forms a biofilm on the TxL particle surface. Correction of the initial pH of the

medium to 7.8 increases the number of attached bacterial cells to the coal particles.



4.2 ADVANCEDBIOREACTORSYSTEMSFORGASEOUSSUBSTRATES:
CONVERSION OF SYNTHESISGAS TO LIQUID FUELS

AND REMOVAL OF SOx AND NO×FROM COAL COMBUSTION GASES

E.N. Kaufman

A CooperativeResearchandDevelopmentAgreement(CRADA) betweentheBioprocessing

Reseaur,h andDevelopmentCenteratORNLandBioengineeringResources,Inc.,has beenestablished

tostudythebioconversionof coalsynthesisgas-to-liquidfuels andthe biologicallymediatedremoval

of SOxandNOxfrom coal fluegases. This reviewserves as a summaryof previousworkin this area

and outlines our proposedresearch tasks for this project.

Our largecoalreservesmaybe usedto provideprecursors for alternativeliquidfuels through

indirectliquefaction.Insuch a process,coalis thennocbemicallyconvertedto synthesisgas consisting

mainly of carbonmonoxide,hydrogen, and carbon dioxide. Conventionalcatalyticupgradingof

synthesisgas intoalcoholsor otheroxychemicalsis subjecttoseveralprocessingproblems.Additional

" constituentsin thesynthesisgases(e.g.,H2SandCO)arepotentpoisonsto conventionalcatalysts and

must be removed in costly preprocessingprocedures. Theseinorganiccatalysts forupgradingalso

requirestrictCO/H2ratiosto maintaina particularproductdistributionandyield. Thismaynecessitate

costlygasreoompressionandshiftreactionconversionprocedures. Conventionalcatalyticconversion

is performedat hightemperaturesand pressures,whichincreasesprocessingcost and raises safety

issues.Finally,productspecificityis oftenpoor,resultingin a largeproductspectrum,decreasedyields,

and increasedseparationcosts.

Recentlyisolated andidentifiedbacterialstrainscapableof utilizingCO as a carbon source

and converting CO and H2 into mixed alcoholsoffer the potentialof performingsynthesis gas

conversionusingbiocatalysts,s Whilebiocatalyticconversionwithsuchmicroorganismsis generally

slowerthanthatachievedwithinorganiccatalysts,suchmethodswouldoffer severaladvantagesover

conventionalsynthesisgas upgrading. Feed-gascomponentsthatwouldpoison conventionalcatalysts

do notinterferewith the bioconversionin sulfur-tolerantstrainsof the microorganisms,and enzyme-

' mediatedreactionsin biocatalyticconversionsare not boundto strictsubstrateratios.Thus, synthesis

gaspreprocessingwouldbe eliminated.FurrY, manyenzymaticreactionsare essentiallyirreversible.

" Thiswouldhelpeliminateproductstabilityissues that arise in conventionalcatalyticupgrading.

165
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Finally, biocatalyticreactionsmay take place at or near ambient temperatures andpressures, reducing

bothcapitalandoperatingexpenses.

Clostridium l.]undahlitcatalyzesthe conversionof CO, H2, and CO2 into acetate and ethanol. 2

The chemical environment can be modified to either optimize bacterial growth or to favor ethanol

production. This microbial strain has been used in n two-CSTR scheme in which growth is favored

in the primary reactor, and ethanol production is favored in the secondary reactor.3 The ethanol

production rate in this stepped reactor mode was 250-300 mmol g.I cells d"1 with a product

concentration of 0.3%.

The most common method of flue gas desulfurization is the use of disposable sorbents, such

as limestone. This process results in the production of large quantities of gypsum, which poses

additionaldisposal issues. This process also ignores the removal of the oxides of nitrogen. Promising

technologies forsimultaneousSO, andNO, removalutilizeregenerable sorbents as in the copper oxide

or NOXSO process. These methods yield concentrated streams of SO2, H2S, andNO2, which must be

converted into a useful or disposable product. Microorganisms such as DesulfovJbrio desulfiaricans'

and Pseudomonas denitrtflcans s have been shown to interact with SO, and NO,, respectively.

However . :_,_;hlyefficient and economical bioreactor systems for possible use in flue gas processing

have not been demonstrated.

The efficientbiocatalytic use of gaseous substrates is constrained by several factors that are

often interacting.The solubility of the substrate in the liquid phase is very low. Mass transport of the

substrate from the gas phase into the liquid media andto the solid biocatalyst may also be reaction-

limiting. High cell density in the reactoris desired for complete and timely substrate conversion, and

plug-flow hydrodynamics is desired for these same reasons. These design requirements are often

interrelatedand self-defeating. Mixing to enhance mass transport erodes plug-flow performance and

may affect cell viability. Packed or immobilized biocatalytic systems, while favoring high cell density

andplug-flow performance, may be mass transport-limited in their substrate conversion. It is evident

that efficient and commercializable liquid fuel production from synthesis gas will require the design

of novel gas-phase bioreactors that combine high cell density with high product yield and high rates

of substrate flux to the biocatalyst.

This plannedreseau_ addresses the furtherinvestigation of optimal bacterial strains, growth

media, and kinetics for the biocatalytic conversion of coal synthesis gas to liquid fuel such as ethanol ,i

and the reduction of gaseous flue gas constituents. However, the primary emphasis will be on the
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. developmentof advancedbioreactorsystems coupledwithinnovativebiocatalyticsystems thatwill

provideincreasedproductivityundercontrolledconditions.Thisshouldresultin bioprocessingoptions

that have both technical and economic feasibility, thus ensuring early industrialuse. Predictive

mathematical models will be formulatedto accommodatehydrodynamics,mass transport, and

conversionkinetics and providethe data base fordesignandscaleup.

The 3.yearresearch and developmenteffort is dividedinto five generaltasks:

Optimization of Biocatalyti¢ Kinetics - Small laboratory-scaletests will beconductedto identify

promisingbacterialstrains,straincombinations,and optimalmediacompositions.
!

Development of Well-Mixed Bioreactors - Most previous investigationshave utilizedwell-mixed

reactors,andoureffortswill begin at this point. The effects of substrate and systempressure,as well

as the effects of mass transport,will be investigated.

Development of Columnar Reactors - The BRDC'sexperiencewith columnarreactorsutilizing

immobilizedcells has demonstratedincreased productivitywith continuousoperationand decreased

operatingcosts. Bench-scaleexperimentationwillbeperformedfor bothcoal synthesis gas conversion

andflue gascleanup.Optimaloperatingconditionswillbe established,andhydrodynamics,kinetics,

andmass transport phenomenawill be investigatedto enablereliableprocessscaleup.

PredictiveMathematicalModeling- Predictivemathematicalmodelshavebeenestablishedto allow

reliablescaleupof both ethanol fermentationand coalsolubizationattheBRDC. Usingparameters

obtainedin bench-scalestudies,predictivemathematicalmodelsincorporatinghydrodynamics,mass

transfer,and biochemicalkineticswill be establishedandevaluated.

IndustrialDemonstration - At leastone of the two bioprocessingapplicationswillbe designedand

operatedat an industrialsite to determinetruetechnicaland economicfeasibility.
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4.3BIOLOGICAL CONVERSION OF COAL

C,D.Scott

m

INTRODUCTION

The feasibilityof usingbiologicalcatalystsfortheconversionof coal to useful liquidfuels has been

investig_xl.Biologicalreagentspotentiallyu_fhlinthisapplicationincludeintactmicroorganisms

in _ or mixedcultureandisolatedenzymes. The majoremphasishasbeenon the investigationof

theuseof modifiedenzymesinorganicmediato enhanceliquefaction/solubilizationof coal.

RESEARCHRESULTS

Theliquefaction/solubilizationof low rankcoal suppliedby a coalcompanywasstudied and

therewassomeadditionalworkwithmodelcompounds.

Biocatalysts

The recentemphasishasbeenon a continuedstudyof hydrogenasefromthe thennophilic

organism,Pyrococcusfur/osus, (obtainedfromProf.M. W.W. Adamsof theUniversityof Georgia)

andsomeadditionalworkwiththehydrogenasefromthemesophilicorganism,Proteus vulgarts, a

crudeenzymeextractpreparedinourLaboratory.As previouslyindicated,it is necessaryto use an

electron transportmediatorsuch as cytochromec (obtainedfrom Sigma Chemical Co.) with the

hydrogenasesforoptimumresults.

Alltestswereconductedwithdryorganicsolventsandtheenzymeswere chemicallymodified

to increasetheirhydrophobicityand,thus,enhancetheirsolubilityintheorganicmedia. Two types of

chemicalmodificationwereused. Thebasecase was withmethoxypolyethyleneglycol activatedwith

, p-nitrophenylcarbonate(PEG-n),using a techniquepreviouslydescribed,t A second and newer

approachwasbyreductivealkylationusingdecylaide, deandsodiumborohydridein an alcohol-water

bufferusing a techniquedescribedin therecentquarterlyreport for the AR&TD programentitled

"FundamentalBioprocessingResearchforCoalApplications."2
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Orsanic Solvents

Variousorgm_ solventshave beenused as thereactionmediumfortheseenzymereactions.

Although mixedsolvents have also boo previouslyused, this quarteronly pyridine,toluene, and

benzene were used. These solvents essentiallycover the rangeof hydrophobicityof theexpected
I

reductionproductsofcoal. AllsolventswerereagentgradeandobtainedfromAldridgeChemicalCo.,

J. T. Baker,Inc.,or FisherScientific.

Tests with theModelCompound

Additionaltestsweremadewiththemodelcanpetn_ l-[4-(2-phenylethyl)benzyllnaphthalene

(_ TCIAmerica),inordertotestthe effectivenessof a newchemicalmodificationtechniqueforthe

_, reductivealkylatio_ _ fromP. vulgarisandcyctochromec weremodifiedby this

techniqueas indicatedabove endsolubilizedin tolueneat a concentrationof 0.5.1.0 mg/mL. The

modelcompoundwas addedat a concentrationOf0.5 mg/mL. The tests were madein closedshake

flasks containingmolecularhydrogenin theheadspaceat 30_ for24 h.

Liquidsamples were takenperiodicallyandanalyzed by gas chromatography(GC) using
.i

operatingconditionspreviouslydescribed3 at whichtimeadditionalhydrogenwas addedto thehead

space. As inpast tests, therewas a significantdecreasein theconcentrationof themodelcompound

ofup to 27%+ 7%with theenzymesprcscnt. Referencetests madewithout the enzymesresultedin

a slightapparentincreaseinthemodelcompotuxtconcentrationwith a variationof + 4%. As indicated

by theGC analyses, thesame typesof reductionproductsas seen inprevious testswereobservedin

thesetests? This was additionalconformationof the enzymeenhancementof thereductionprocess.

CoalConversionTests

Some additionaltests were madewith enzymes that were modified with eitherPEG-n or

reductivealkylationin organic media. The coal used was a Texas lignite that was suppliedby the

PhillipsCoal Company,Richardson,TX (see Table4 for theproximateandultimateanalysis). The

coal was size-reducedto .270+325 mesh and both thermophilicand mesophilichydrogenaseswere

evaluatedintests madein shakeflasks at30°C under a H 2 atmosphere for 24 to 72 h using I to 2
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• Table4. Proximateandultimate analysisof Texas Lignite*

w

_'mlysis Wt%

Proximate(dry)
Ash 21.9
VolatileMatt= 43.0
FixedCarbon 35.I

Ultimate Analysis (dry)
Carbon 53.4
HydroBen 4.7
Nitro6_n 1.2
Chlorine 0
Sulfur 1.3

Oxygen 13.5

" *Analysisprovidedby PhillipsCoal Company

mg/mLof mixedenzymes0sydrogenaseandcytochromec modifiedby thePEO-nmethod). Pyridine

andbauzm_wereusedinseparateteststo detaminetheeffects of polarand nonpolarorganicsolvents

andboth mesophilicand thermophilichydrogenaseswereused in separateexperiments.

As in thepast,the_ testsalwaysproduceda greaterincreasein thesolubilized

material(as indicatedby an increasein the solutionlight absorbance)whencomparedwith tests in

whichthe solventalonewas used. Afkerthesetests, thereactionsolutionfrom thetest was analyzed

ontheGC usingthesameoperatingconditionsthathadbeendevelopedfor the modelcompoundtests.

Therewas an increasein thenumberof chromatographicpeakswith one majorpeak(with expected

molecularweightof about250)3andseveral minorpeaks.

• Theligniteused inthese tests is of particularinterestsince therearelarge reservesavailable

andthematerialis currentlybeing marketedforenergyuse. Theindustrialfirminvolvedalso is quite

" interestedinthe resultsof the research.
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4.4 REMOVALOF HETEROATOMSAND METALS
FROMHEAVYOILSBY BIOCONVERSIONPROCESSES

C. D. Scott

Biocatalysts, either appropriatemicroorganismsor isolatedenzymes, will be used in an

aqteo_ phaseincontactwith theheavyoil phaseto extractheteroatomssuch as sulfuror nitrogenor

heavy metals from the oil phase by bioconversionprocesses. Somewhat similarwork on coal
i

processing will be adaptedand extended for this application. Bacteria such as Sulfolobus

acidocaldariusorfun_ suchas Paecilomyces sp. TLiwillbe investigatedfor the oxidativeremoval

of organically-boundsulfurand a recentlyisolatedsoil bacteriawill be studied for the reductive

removalof sulfur. Microbialbiomass suchas thatfromMicrococcus luteus will be investigatedfor

metalremoval.At a latertime,bacteria that interactwith organicnitrogenmay also be studied. This

type of interactionwill be carriedout in a bioreactorutilizing a new concept of emulsion-phase

contactingin whichtheaqueousphaseis fu'stdispersedin theorganicphaseand thenrecoalescedfor

removalof the contaminantsand recycledback to the reactor.

Thiswillbea cooperativeresearchanddevelopmentprogramwithsupportand participation

, by themembersof the PetroleumEnvironmentalResearchForum,an industrialconsortiumof several

oil companies.Theindustrialinvolvementwill be via a CRADAand will includedirectparticipation

ofindusUialR&Dstaffsaswellasjointoversightof theeffort. Afterverificationof the bioprocessing

concepts on a laboratory-scale,the end-productwill be a demonstrationof the technologyat an

industrialsite. This shouldresultin rapidtransferof the technologyto industry.

The CRADA has beensigned andworkwill begin soon.
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4.5 RENEWABLE HYDROGENPRODUCTION FOR FOSSIL FUEL PROCESSING

E. Greenbaum

SUMMARY

The key goal of this mission-orientedresearchproject is the developmentof a real-world

engineering process for the productionof molecular hydrogen(and oxygen) by photosynthetic water

splitting. Theunicellular algae that we have used for these experimentsare known to be particularly

ruggedandshouldlend themselveswell to the desiredprocess. Duringthe currentreportingperiodwe

have workedwith Chlamydomonas cold swain CCMP1619providedby the algal culturecollectionof

the Bigelow Laboratoryfor OceanSciences, WestboothbayHarbor,Maine. This alga was originally

isolatedfromLake Bonney,an ice-coveredlake in Antarctica.

An importantdiscoverymadeduringthe currentreportingperiodis that Chlamydomonas cold

strain CCMP1619 is capable of producinghydrogenand oxygen in a photosynthetic water splitting

reaction. It is also capable of survivingandfunctioningunderharsh conditionsand lends itself to our

desiredprocess. Thedata obtainedwith this alga arecontained in Figs. 1and 2 of the quarterlyreport.
s

One unusual observation (Fig. 1,0-3 h) is that at 20°C, Chlamydomonas cold strainCCMPI619 has

a much higher rateof thermallyactivated (nonlight-dependent)hydrogenproductionthan its normal

wild-typecounterpart.

TechnicalProgress- Chlamydomonas Cold StrainCCMP 1619

Background

Photosynthetic algal watersplitting for hydrogenand oxygen production is a promising

approachto theconversionof sunlightintousefulchemicalenergy. Duringthe currentreportingperiod,

weexaminedtemperatureeffects on hydrogenandoxygenproductionintwo Chlamydomonas strains,

CCMP1619and wildtype 137c. CCMP16!9 was isolatedfroman ice-coveredlake in Antarctica and

was grown at 4°C. We have observed that hydrogenase,whichcatalyzes reductionof protons in
i.

hydrogenproduction,can be inducedin bothstrains. Temperaturehada significanteffect on the rates

of hydrogenaseinductionand onthe kineticsof hydrogenproduction.
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" Expe_¢nta! Technique

FortymLof alga samplescontaining5 _tgchl/mlwere loadedintoa reactionchamberwhose

temperaturewas controlled by a temperature-regulatedwater bath. The hydrogenaseenzyme was

inducedbyremovingoxygengas with heliumflow throughthe liquidsample. Productionof molecular

hydrogenandoxygenweredetectedwith a flow detectionsystem describedpreviously(1). Figs. l and

2 illustrateproductionof hydrogenandoxygenin the CCMPI619 strainat 20 and4 °C, respectively.

Forthe first 3 hoursfollowing oxygen removal,the samples were kept in darknessfor hydrogenase

induction.

ResultsandDiscussion

Itis knownthat hydrogencan be producedviadehydrogenationof carbohydrates.Therateof

hydrogenproductionreflects_ activatedelectron-transportand hydrogenaseactivity. Hydrogen

productionindicatedthat the metabolismandhydrogenase inductionat 20°C wasover30 times faster

than its rateat 4°C and was 6 times fasterthan that of the wild-type 137c strain at the same
o

temperattue(Figure3). These resultsdemonstratedthat CCMPI619 is highlysensitiveto "elevated"

temperature(at leastcomparedto its naturalgrowthtemperature.)
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Fig. 3 Productionof hydrogenandoxygen by Chlamydomonas strain 137c at 20°C underCO2-free
helium atmosphere.
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After3.3 hoursofhydrogenaseinduction,simultaneousproductionof hydrogenand oxygenby

photosynthetic watersplitting was observedat both temperaturesduringperiodic2-hour intervalsof

actinicillumination(1.5 x 1016quanta, s"1. cm:'). Thekineticsof photodependenthydrogenand oxygen

productionat 20°C (Fig. I) differ dramaticallyfrom thoseat 4°C (Fig. 2). At 20°C, onset of actinic

light(upwardarrow)ledto asharpburstofhydrogen followedby a quick and large decreasein hydrogen

production. At the end of the first illuminationperiod,the total rateof hydrogen productionwas even

slower than that in the first dark periodpriorto illumination. Whenthe actinic light was turnedoff

(downwardarrow),hydrogenproductiondroppedonly fora veryshortwhile and then rose quickly again

apparently due to onset of "dark"hydrogenproduction. The darkactivation and light inhibitionof

hydrogen production clearly indicatedthat light can switchoff the "dark" hydrogen pathway, These

kineticcharacteristicsof hyd-,,genproductioncan also beobservedrepeatedlyin subsequent light-dark

cycles. Themaximumra_ o!_[_ydrogenproductiondecreasedsomewhatin late illuminationcycles. The

decreasein the maximum_'at¢,el"hydrogenproduction demonstratedthe instabilityof the cold strain

CCMPI619 at 20°C.

At 4°C, however,photosyntheticwater-splittingactivityis stablein CCMPI619. Incontrast

to the kineticsat 20°C, the fast onset of actinic illuminationat 4 °C led to a hydrogenburst followedby

a dip,then a continuousincreasein the productionrate (Fig. 2). Thissmall dip,whichoccurredsoon

afterthe onsetof illumination,mayresult fromthe light inhibitionof "dark"hydrogenproductionwhich

was apparentlylimitedbythe enzymatic activity at 4 °C. The increasein photoproductionof hydrogen

afterthis dipis moreinteresting,sinceit indicatesthatsomelight-dependentphysiologicalprocessseems

to enhance hydrogenproductionin addition to the inductionof hydrogenasethat may occur slowly in

darkness at 4°C. The maximumrateof hydrogen productionincreasedsignificantlyin the successive

illuminationcycles (Fig. 2).

At bothtemperatures,oxygen was producedonly in the lightperiodsas expected. The rateof

oxygenproductionreflectsthe activityof photosyntheticwatersplitting. Theoxygenproductioncurves

at the two temperatures(Figs. 1 and 2) show thatwater-splittingactivityof CCMP16!9 increasedwith

time at 4°C while it decreasedwith time at 20°C. This result is consistent with hydrogen production

data. It again indicated that the activity of CCMPI619 at 4°C is more stable than that at 20°C.

Currently,we have been developing an in vacuo hydrogenproductionsystem. Cold temperatureis

desiredin such a systemwhere lowerwater-vaporpressure is required. CCMP 1619maybe useful in

the developmentof thisnew photobiologicalreactordesign.
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The wild type Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 137c strain responded to temperature change also.

Figs. 3 and4 present its hydrogenaridoxygen productioncurvesat two different temperatures. At 20°C,

its darkhydrogen inductionwas apparently faster than that at 4 °C, Maximum rate (50 nmol/h) of dark
,¢

hydrogen production during the first 3.3 hours at 20°C was about 3 times faster than that (16 nmol/h)

at 4°C. Upon onset of actinic illumination (upward arrow) at 20°C, both hydrogen and oxygen

production quickly rose to their peak rates and then decayed dramatically(to about 50% of maximum

production rates).

Similar kinetics have been observedpreviously in a study with carbon dioxide (CO:), by Cinco,

et al. (2). Inthatstudy, the decay of photodependent hydrogen production was mainly explained by the

competitionwith the Calvin cycle for reductant generated from water splitting. In the currentwork, the

samples were constantly purged with CO2-free helium gas and the Calvin cycle was suppressed due to

depletion of CO2 in the reaction medium. Therefore, the decay of light-activated hydrogen production

observed in this study cannot be explained by the competition with the Calvin cycle. There must be

something else other than Calvin cycle that is limiting hydrogen production during illumination.

Interestingly, very little of such a decay was observed at 4°C (Fig. 4).
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Both hydrogen and oxygen production at 4 °C were fairly steady in each illumination period,
l

resulting in nearly square-like curves that were very similar to those of CCMPI619 at the same cold

temperature(Fig. 2). This result indicated that the decay of photoactivated hydrogen production can be

largely prevented with cold (4°C) temperature, Furthermore, the maximum production rate at 4°C

increased in the latterilluminationcycles, and they were about 2 times faster than those by CCMP 1619

at the same temperature. According to data analysis, the integrated yield of oxygen and hydrogen

photoproductionin the lattercycles at 4°C was similarto that at 20°C. Photocvolution ofhydrogen and

oxygen can be performed well by 137c strain at 4°C.

Conclusion

As a conclusion, Chlamydomonas cold strain CCMP 1619 is highly sensitive to warm (20°C)

tompcratm¢,although photoproductionof hydrogen and oxygen by CCMP1619 can be achieved stably

at 4 °C. Within 3.3 hours at 20°C, its dark hydrogen production can be induced to reach 300 nmol/h,

which is 30 times as fast as its rate (about 10 nmol/h) at 4°C and which is 6 times faster than that (50

nmol/h) of strain 137c at 20°C. The hydrogen production can be controlled by light and temperature.

Warm temperature stimulates dark hydrogen production, while cold temperature (4°C) can largely

prevent decay of hydrogen and oxygen photoproduction in both strains CCMPI619 and 137c.
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" 5.1 ANALYSIS OF FBC DETERMINISTIC CHAOS

C.S. DAW

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Status Summary

Analysis of fluidizedbed dataand development of improved analysis algorithms has continued

during this reporting period. The onset of chaos in an experimental bubble column and slugging

fluidized bed have also been demonstrated and studied extensively. The chaotic instability of the

slugging fluidized bed has been used in a closed control loop to greatly inhibit the degree of slugging.

. Fluidized Beds

Experimentalmeamu'enumtofvoidage and pressuresignals fromfluidized beds at the University

of Tennessee,MorgantownEnergy Technology Center,Foster Wheeler Development Corporation, and

Babcock and Wilcox Alliance Research Center have continued. Analyses of these data led to the

publication of four new papers (1.4). The fourth paper (4) has been accepted for publication in the

AIChE Fluidization Symposium Series in 1994.

Pressuremeasurements from the University of Tennessee and Morgantown have been used to

investigate a new potential diagnostic, the characteristicnonlinear signatures of solids agglomeration.

Itis anticipatedthat itwill be possibleto develop characteristicindicators of incipient agglomeration that

canbe used forwarnoperators of impending problems. It may also be possible to implement feedback

loop control to eliminate agglomeration based on such indicators.

Experiments at the University of Tennessee with a bubble column (bubbles of air in viscous

. liquidssuch asglycerine)have demonstrated conclusively the onset of a period doubling route to chaos

as the air flow is increased. There also appear to be intermittent windows of,periodic behavior

interspersed in the chaotic region. The basic features of the observed dynamics are very similar to the
T

bubble model simulation developed previously with J.S. Halow (5) and seem to confirm its essential
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correctness, We anticipatethatit should be possible to adjustthe model parameterssuch that the e

observedbehavioris almostexactly mimicked.The generalagreementbetweenthe bubbleexperiment

and model also seems to confu'mthat therearemanypointsof similaritybetweenliquidbubblesand

bubbles in fluidized beds, because thedynamics of the model were based solely on observationsof

fluidizedbeds. A paperis now beingwrittenon the bubbleexperimentfor submissionto a refereed

journal,and a requestto presentproposalhas beensubmittedto the 1994 AIChENationalMeetingin

SanFrancisco.

Fluidizedbedexperimentswithlarge(GroupD) particlesattheUniversityof Tennesseeindicate

that the transitionaway fromsluggingwith increasinggas flow occurs via an intermittencyrout©to

chaos. Also as d partof theseexperiments,it hasbeen conclusivelydemonstratedthat it is possibleto

usethechaoticinstabilityof slugging bedsto destroythe slugs. Thebasic idea is to injecta smallblast

of air at a carefullychosenlocationandtimesuch thatthe formingslug is destabilizedandcollapses.

Because the inherentinstabilityof the sluggingbed itself is beingutilized, theamountof airused to

perturbthebed can be extremelysmall;e.g., less than 1%of the fluidizationair.

Using the basic conceptsof chaos controltheory (see reference6 for example) it shouldbe

possible to define the optimumtiming andsize of the airpulse for destroyingslugs. Wc arc now

collaboratingwith Celso Orebogi and Eric Kostelich at the Universityof Marylandto define the
q

appropriatemethodology. If this conceptcanbc fully demonstrated,it is anticipatedthatitcouldhave

majorcommercialvaluein reducingthe detrimentaleffects of sluggingin fluidizedbed reactorsand

combustors.
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$.2 TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO
PETC.USAID COLLABORATIVE COAL PROJECTS

It. P. KPASHNAN

BACKGROUND

TheOakRidgeNationalLaboratory(ORNL)is providingtechnicalassistanceto PETCinthe

implementationof collaborativecoalprojectsin Indiaundera cooperativeagreementbetween theU.S.

Agencyfor InternationalDevelopment(USAID),andthe Governmentof India(GOI).

In May 1983, the GOI and the USAID initiated the Alternative Energy Resotac,es

Development(AERD) Projectwith a coal conversioncomponentcomprisingof six collaborativecoal

. projects.

(I) Evaluationof freeboardperformanceina fluidizcdbed combustor(FBC)

(2) Scale-upof an atmosphericfluidizedbedcombustionboiler

(3) Rheology,stability,andcombustionof coal.waterslurries

(4) Bencficiationof freecoals in densemediacyclones

(5) Hotgas cleanupandseparation

(6) Coldgas cleanupandseparation

The PETC, USDOE undera ParticipationAgency Service Agreement (PASA) had the

mana_t responsibilityforimplementingthecollaborativecoalprojects. In the FBCprojects,ORNL

andBharatHeavyElectricalsLtd.(BHEL),Trichy,India,were designatedas the leadinstitutionsfor the

collaborativeefforts.

Thesuccessfulcompletionof theabovecoalprojectsin June1987 led to a stronginterestby

the participantsintheAERDcoal conversionprojectsto continuethe involvementof USAID andthe

USDOE/PETC inthe followingcoal projectsundertheAERD,Phase2 coalconversionactivities.
(1) Developmentof PollutionControlStrategiesforAbatementof NO_andSO2Emissions from

Coal-FiredPowerPlants

(2) SlaggingCombustorDevelopmentforHigh-AshIndianCoals

187
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(3) Characterizationof IndianCoals forCombustionandGasification

(4) ResidualLifeAssessmentand LifeExtensionof Coal-FiredPowerPlants

(5) Environmentaland NaturalResource Analysisof CoalCycle s

ProjectsI through4 wereimplementedby BHEL,Trichy,incollaborationwithORNL,PETC,

and the TennesseeValley Authority(TVA). EnvironmentalAnalysisof Coal Cycle (Project5), was

outby theTaraEnergyResearchInstitute(TERD,NewDelhi. Technicalassistancewas provided

by ORNL, PETC,andthe EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPIU)in the screening,selectionand

sdaptionof the air/waterqualitypredictionmodels.

TheAERDPhase2 projects,withtheexceptionof the FuelsEvaluationTest Facility(FETF),

wascompletedinJune1992,whentl_officialagreementbetweenUSAID andtheGovernmentofIndia

(OO1)ontheAERDprojectended.Theaccomplishmentsin the completedprojectswerereportedin the

ORNLFossilEnergyScmi.Am_ualReport,April1992 - September1992. PETCandORNLcontinued

toproivdctechnicalassistancefromtheU.S. on an "as needed"basis to BHELduringtheerectionof the

FETF.

Under anothercooperativeagreementbetween USAID, New Delhi and GOI, theEnergy

ManagementConsultancyandTrainingProject(EMCAT)was initiatedin June 1991. Thepurposeof

EMCATis toin_ technology,/'mancing,and managementinnovationsin theIndianenergysupply

andend-use sectors. The supplyside comonentis administeredby the Power FinanceCorporation

(PFC).

UnderEMCAT,a_ative agreementbetweenUSAID,New Delhi,andPETC,wassigned

inApril1993foramodeldemonstrationonconditionassessmentandremaininglifeestimationofcoal-

firedpowerplantatautilitysiteinIndia.PETC andPFC havethejointmanagementresponsibilityfor

thisprojectORNL,theTennesseeValleyAuthority(TVA),specialtycontractors/consultantstoTVA,

and the ElectricPower Research Institute(EPRI) will performthe condition assessment model

demonstrationat theIndianutilitysite. Fromthe Indianside, theBHEL, the NationalThermalPower

Corporation(NTPC)andtheDamodarVolleyCorporation(DVC) will providethe technicaland logistic

support.Thestudywillbe performedin tehDVCUnit 2, 140 MW(e) coal-fired stationatChandrapura

in the State of Bihar,India. The plantwas commissionedin October1964 andis equippedwith a

CombustionEngineering(CE)boilerand a GeneralElectricsteamturbine. Bums and Roe, USA was

thearchitectandengineeringcontractor.The conditionassessmentWIUbe carriedout by the Tennessee

ValleyAuthoritywithtechnicalsupportfromequipmentvendorsandspeciality service contractorsfrom
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the United States. The on-site demonstration will expose the Indian collaborating institutions on state-

of-the-artpower plant condition assessment techniques and procedures so that they can effectively plan,

manage, and execute future assessments. Training of Indian engineers in the TVA plants will be

provided on the equipment and the diagnostic monitoring techniques prior to the actual demonstration

in the DVC plant.

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Fuels Evaluation Test Facility

Erectionof the FETF was completedin December 1993. On January 24, 1994, the FETF was

inaugurated by Dr. S. W. Churl, Director, PETC. A site visit was made by OPdqL March 3-5, 1994.

Commissioning of the individual equipment (fans, coal feeders, oil burners, pumps and air preheater)

includinginsulation and leak tests on all the pipe lines have been completed. External cladding for the

pipe lines were being installed and preparations for the drying of the furnace refractorywith oil f_ring

were in progress. The schedule for the fast coal fire and shakedown was prepared during the site visit.

Mr. Scott Smouse from PETC will travel to Trichy in April 1994 to participate in the coal fn'e

stabilizationtests. Testing of Indiancoals and data gathering will begin in June 1994. The FETF is the

first pulverized coal test facility in India and will simulate a commercial boiler with respect to fning

pattern,temperatureresidence time, flue gas composition, and velocity. Continuous flue gas monitoring

for SO2.NO_,CO, O7,total hydrocarbons,particulatesand flyash resistivity will be possible in the FETF.

DVC Power Plant Condition Assessment

On August 1993, a team (USAID, NTPC, BHEL, PFC, PETC and ORb/L) visit to the DVC

ChandrapuraThermal Power Station (CTPS) was arranged by PFC to gather the technical information

on the DVC plant. CTPS is located in Bokaro in the State of Bihar, about 300 miles north of Calcutta

on the Calcutta-New Delhi rail link. DVC was established in 1948. The history and development of

DVC is similarto thatof TVA in the United States. DVC is modeled after TVA, and several DVC staff

have visited and/or havebeen trained atTVA duringthe formative years of DVC. Mr. S. P. Guha, Chief

Engineer, CTPS was our host. The plant staff was very cooperative and lead the team on a detailed
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walkdown tour of the facility. The tour covered theentireplant and includedthe coal crushingand

pulverizingoperations,the boiler andturbineareas,the feedwaterand condensersystem, the electrostatic

precipitators,and the instrumentation andcontrol room. Videotapes were prepared during the tour to

assist withcommunications with TVA and the United States technical experts whowill be responsible

for the actual life assessment of the plant. Prior to the site visit, two questionnaires, one prepared by

NTPC and BHELjointly, and one prepared by TVA, Chattanooga,were sent to DVC. Details on the

plant design and equipment including sectionaldrawings, the plant operating history, the frequencyof

forced outages, maintenance practices, fuel supply and fuel quality, feedwater analaysis, and other

pertinentoperationaldata were requested in these questionnaires. The data are nowbeing reviewedby

TVA, ORNL,NTPC, and BHEL. The total installedcapacityof CTFS is 780-MW consistingof three

140-MW units (Units, 1, 2, and 3) and three 120-MWunits (Units 4, 5, and 6). Units 1, 2, and 3 are

of imported design (Combustion Engineering/GeneralElectric, USA) whereas Units 4, 5, and 6 are

indigenous (Associated Babcock Ltd./Bharat Heavy ElectricalsLtd., India). Units 1, 2, and 3 were

commissioned between October 1964 and July 1968. Unit 2 has been identifiedfor the life extension

demonstrationstudy. Thegeneralfeatures of the plant are provided in Table 1. Although, the unitsare

designed for 140 MW(e) output, the present capability is only 105 to 115MW(e). Except for a brief

periodduringthe early stages of plant commissioning,none of the units have beenrun for an extended

period at their full rated capacity. Surprisingly,the number of tube failures that have occurredin the

boilers to date are well below the average rate of failure for units with similar servicelife. DVCstaff

has provideda detailed list of the problems experiencedin the plant. The major concerns appearto be

frequent breakdown of the coal pulverizing system, flame instability, and isolatedincidents of boiler

explosion,allof whichare relatedto poorcoal quality. Other major concernsare breakdownof the high

pressure feedwater heaters, repeated bearing failure in the feedwater pumps, blade failure in the low

pressure turbine, and excessive vibration of the high pressure turbinebearings. Problems in the coal

crushing, sizing, and feeding are, by far, the main causes for the low plant load factors. The feedcoal

containsexcessiveamountof extraneousmaterial(rocksandshale) and is of non-uniform size. The coal

is also low in heating value. A combustion performance evaluation of the Unit 2 boiler during the

November-December1993 time frame was recommendedby the team. The intentof this exercisewas

to fix the combustion related problems early on in the lifeassessment program, so that the unit can be

operated at its full rated capacity, prior to the shutdownforconducting the life assessment.
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Table 1. Equipment and plant parnme_rs for Units I through 3 of'the DVC

Equipment Description

Steam CombustionEngineering(CE),USA,Umgmtiallyfu'ed,nationalcirculationtype.C_: 960,000 i
gaterstt_ Ib_h;steamcondition1995psi/lOOOOF/lOOO°F

Turbines GeneralElectric(GE), USA. horizontaltandem compoundrcheat-turbine;steamcondition: 1800
pd/10OO°F/lOOO°F
Numberof SUtges: 26
RPM: 3000

Generator:. GeneralElectric,USA, Double pole,50 cyclet/s 15000 volts, 165 MVA. Powerfactor0.85, Hydrogen
cooled

Primary HammerHill, PettibaneMullikenCo., USA.Capacity500 tmm/h
musha

mills 5 Numbersineach unit. CE RaymondBowl Mill of suctiontype, crushingcapacity19 tom/h;fourmills
arerequiredforfull-loed operationandone mill is spare

Bumen 20 Numbers,tilting tangentialtype;oil supportfor flamestabilizationat low load

Airprebeater CE.Lunptrom, regenerativeheater

Boilerfeed Worthington(France)for Units I and 2 and IngersollRand,USA, forUnit3; threepumpsforeachunit:
lannps Capacity: 1240 gallonsperpump

Head: 5800 It
Motor: HP2300

- Induceddraft BuffaloForge,USA, two perunit
fan Capacity: 7759m_/minat 25 c_s watercolumn

Motor: HP 1000
RPM: I000
Flow control:Inletandhydraulicspeedcontrol

Forceddrsfl BuffalorForge,USA, two perunit
fan Capacity: 5635m3/minat 25 cntswatercolumn

Motet: HP450
RPM: 1000
Flow c_nttol: Inletvanesandoutletdampen

Feedwater AlcoProducts,WorthingtonCorporation,USA; two high-wesmreheatersandfourIow-wessurebeaten
heaters

Ash-handling Allen-ShermanHoffCo., USA. flyashby vacuumand bottomash asslurryby hydroejeclion
equipment

Eha:trmtafic JoyManufacturingCo., USA. (Units I and2) and ResearchCottrell,USA. (Unit3). UnitsI and 2 ESPs
precipitators havebeenreplacedrecentlywithFlaktIndiaLtd.ESPs

Combustion Control,Bailey Meters,USA, Pneumatic
controls

PlantOperational Coalconsumption: 80 tons/hin each unit
parang',en Plantheatrate(design): 8098 BTU/kWh

DesignCoal: Fixedcarbon34.9%; Ash40%; Moisture6%; Volatilematter19.1%;
Heatingvalue

" HardgroveGrindabilityIndex:55
Specificcoal consumption:0.7444 Kg/kWh Specific oil consumption: 33-36 ml/kWh

Excessair 18%at full load
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A sevenmemberteamof engineersfromBHEL, NTPC,DVC andPFCvisited TVAduring

October-November 1993, for four weeks to obtain "hands-on"trainingon the turbine-generator

conditionassessment. The majorportionof the trainingwas conductedat theTVA Widows Creeks
o

Plant during the outage. Site visits to otherTVA plantsand the machineshop facilities in Muscle

Scboals, Alabama,were also organizedfor theteam.

InNovember-December1993,TVA leda team for an on-site assessmentof the plantduring

operation.Unit2, whichis designedforapoweroutputof 140 MW(e), wasoperating105 MW(o). The

loss in capacity,as mentionedearlieris primarilydueto the poorcoal quality. The "as-Cued"coalhas

an ash content of about46% and a volatilematterof 12%. The "designcoal" is 36% ash and 14%

volatileon amoistm_freebasis. F_re, the"as-fired"coalhas an excessivequantityof rocksand

shaleeventhougha fairamountof theextraneousmatteris manuallyhandpickedon theconveyorbelts

feeding thecoal bunkers. Other factors that arecontributingto the lowerplantcapacityare lackof

properinsmunentationandcontrol,frequentbreakdownof thecriticalequipment(coal pulverizers,coal

feeders,feedwaterheaters),air ingressin the furnance,excessiveleakageof airfrom the airpreheater,

low windboxpressure,andoverloadingof theinduceddraftfan. TVA recommendedthatsome of these

problems be fixed and that a performancetest be carriedusing a batchof de-shaledcoal in orderto

establishthemaximumpoweroutputthat can be achievedinthepresentsystem. Accordingly,thetest

wasconductedby BHELandNTPC in January1994. However,the poweroutputdid not improveand

the test resultswerereviewedby TVA and ORNLin February-March1994. Several inconsistencies

have beennoted in the test data. The generalconsensusnow is that thecapacityof the coal mills is

inadequate for the degradedcoal and not enoughcoalis beingfed to theboilerto achievethedesign

output. To correct this situation, some of the majorequipmentmay need modification and/or

replacement. TVA has agreed to preparea bid specificationpackagewhichwouldfocus on both the

equipmentand operationalparametersforDVC to implementinorderto recoverthe lost capacity.

Discussionspertainingto theworkscopeandrequirementsfor theconditionassessmentwere

completedby TVA andORNL duringthevisit to CTPS,PFC,BHELandNTPCfacilitiesin February

17-March4, 1994. ThetemnconsistedoflL P. Krishnan(ORNL),LaneyH.Bisbee (StructuralIntegrity

Associates),B. W. Roberts(TVA), P. S. Chang(TVA), H. G. Best(TVA), and R. S. Love (TVA),and

Dr.ILViswanathan,ElectricalPowerResearchInstitute(EPRI). Followingtravelbetweenthe USA and

India,the conductof business beganon February21, 1994, in Hyderabad,India.

TheBharatHeavyElectricalsLimited(BHEL)CorporateR_earchand I_velopment Division

is locatedinHyderabad.WhilethisorganizationprovidesR&Dsupportto theentireBHEL productline,
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the emphasis is on turbines, generators, transformers, and transmission. The following BHEL key
B

personnel were involved in the discussions: L. Nagarajnn, J. P. N. Sastry, S. K. Bhave, P. V. Sastry, K.

M. Chowdary, P. K. Sinha, K. Rajendran, and K. V. Muthukrishnan.

Upon our arrivalon the morning of February 21, a video and slide presentation was given on

the BHEL product line and the corporate R&D Division. A tour of the following facilities and

laboratories was then given:

. Insulation/High Voltage

- Aerodynamics and Flow Modeling for Rotating Equipment

- Non-Destructive Examination

- Tribology

- Experimental Stress Analysis

- Metallurgy

- MechanicalTesting

- SimulatedComponentTesting

The teamthenreviewedtheobjectivesofthetripandthesupportrequiredfromtheBHEL

Hyderabadfacility.DiscussionsontheworkscopespreparedbytheU.S.teamfortheturbine,generator,

boiler,andpipingwereheldwiththecorporateR_D staff.Itwas agreedthatduringtheDVC CTPS

• demonstration in July-August 1994, the BHEL Hyderabad unit will support the turbine and generator

assessments in the areas of metallurgy, NDE, stress analysis, and fracturemechanics evaluations.

The team departed Hyderabad on the evening of February22, 1994 and spent the night in

Calcutta. On the morning of February 23, 1994, a visit was made to the headquartersof the Damodar

Valley Corporation(DVC) in Calcutta. In additionto the U.S. team, participants in the meetings at DVC

headquarters were: Major General Sharad Gupta, Chairman, DVC, N. N. Sur, P. K. Chakraborty, B.

Batabyal, and T. N. L. Agarwal.

The wo"rkscopesfor the turbine,generator,boiler, and piping were briefly discussed. Attention

was then focussed on the outage schedule windows which were compatible with TVA's domestic

obligations. The two possibilities were July 25-August 19, 1994 and the January-February 1995 time

frame. The earlier date has the potential heat and monsoon problem, and the later date extends the

completion goal of the project. Major General Gupta was of the strong opinion that the earlier date

should be adopted. This was agreed to by all parties with the intent to establish pre-shutdown and

shutdown dates during the visit to CTPS.
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The durationof the stay in Calcuttawascut shortbecauseof a local str/kewhich hadbeen

called for the followingday. The team departedby trainfromCalcuttaand arrivedaroundmidnight.

In additiontothe U.S.team,participantsat the meetingsat CTPS includedPFC, DVC, CTPS

staff,BHEL,andNTPC. A list of attendeesis contained in Appendix A. On the morningof February

24, 1994,the team toured the powerplant, includingthe coal preparationfacilities. In the afternoon,a

meetingof the entiregroupwas held to defmethe objectivesof the team while at CTPS. Afterwards,

thegroupdividedinto teams which focussed on specific issues. The following teams wererepresented:

- Turbine-Generator

- Boiler

- Piping

- Balanceof Plant (BOP)

- Non-DestructiveExamination (NDE), and

- Capacity/PlantPerformance

Thesameformatof groupmeetingby teamswas followed in the morningand afternoonwork

sessions on subsequent work days (February25.26, 1994). The hot walkdown of the piping was

completed during the visit to CTPS. Appendix A contains most of the significant results fromthe

meetings atCTPS. The followingis a briefsummaryof someof the decisions reached:

1. The plantindicatedtheneedfor20 days priorto commencementof assessment activitiesfor

cooldown, disassembly, scaffolding, etc. Accordingly, the following timetable was

established:

- June28, 1994;Collectionof preshutdowninformation.

- July 5, 1994; Shutdown.

- July 25, 1994; Commencementof condition assessment activities by TVA,

DVC, BHEL, and NTPC teams.

- August19, 1994;Completionof condition assessment with recommendations

on issues requiring attention during the present outage. Essentially all U.S.

teampresenceonsite will be completedon or prior to this date.
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- Restartdate forplantnot established.

. December 12, 1994', Initial draft of condition assessment reportjointly

preparedby TVA, DVC, BHEL,andNTPCteams.

2. All organizationsinvolved in the conditionassessment identifiedthe numberof people

comprising their teams as containedin AppendixA. The U.S. team will contain 14-1g

participants.

3. No agreementwas reachedon specific "balanceof plant" systems to be included in the

assessment.TheTVAcontractwithDOEallocatedabout10percentof total fundingforthis

activityand all systems cannotbe includedat this funding level. Mr. Dingrafrom PFC

expressedastrongpreferencefor"InstrumentationandControls". The U.$. team expressed

a preferencefor those componentsdirectlyaffectingthe capacity/performanceissue (coal

feeder, pulverizer,exhauster,airheater,induceddraftfan). The finalizationremainsto be

negotiated.

4. While detailsof thetestingweredifferent,the capacity/performancetests runin December

1993 andJanuary1994 indicateverysimilarresultsin poweroutput. PeterChangbelieves

thereis simplyan inabilityto feedenoughcoal to achievedesignpowerwith the"degraded"

coalavailable.He agreedto preparea specificationaddressingtherecoveryof lost capacity

" withinthenexttwo months. Thisspecificationcouldbe used in a bid packageto equipment

suppliersinan attemptto regainthe lost capacity.

5. No pipingisometric,orthogonal,or individualspoolpiecedrawings were availableat theplant.

Gibbs and Hill consultingengineeringfirm in New York, NY designed the piping and

Mannesmannin Germanysuppliedthe pipingmaterial. A "bestc,'fort"was madeto establish

dimensionallayouton thepiping.Hangersettingsandnameplateinformation,wherelegible,

were obtainedduringthe hot walkdown. An effort will be made to obtain additional

informationfromGibbsand HillandfromMannesmann.

OnFebruary22, 1994,PeterChangwas accompaniedby a representativefrom BHEL,

fora visittothe boilerfacilityatTrichy anddiscussionson the performance/capacityissues

with theTrichystaffmembers.He rejoinedthe TVAteam in Delhion themorningof March

1, 1994. On February27, 1994, the other TVA team memberswere toured throughthe

DamodarRiverregionandthecoal fieldsneartheCTPSsite. The entireconditionassessment

" team,still onsite,had lunchwiththeDVC ChairmanMajorGeneralGuptaand theCTPS

ChiefEngineerMr.Agarwal. Accomplishmentsduringthe timeat theplant were reviewed
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as well as plans for the assessment activities in the July-Augustperiod. The teamthen

departedby carfor Dhanbadandtraveledby overnighttrainto Delhi.

The team visited the NTPC research and developmentcenter in New Delhi. Dr. R.

Viswanathan,EPRIjoined in thesitevisit. TheNTPC R&DCenterhastestingfacilitiesandstate.of-

the.artequipmentto caterto theneedsof all theNTPCpowerstations. Thecenterprovidestechnical

supportto theNTPCplantsin boileroperations,preventivemaintenance,nondestructiveexamination,

waterchemistry,pollutioncontrol,ashdisposaland utilization,andcontrolsandinstrumentation.NTPC

will provideequipmentand manpowersupportin these areasduringtheDVC conditionassessment.

The last two days of theU.S. teamvisit were spenton wrap-upmeetingswithPFCand the

EMCATprojectsteeringcommitteein thePFC offices. Theworkscopeand scheduleswerediscussed

andfinalized.ItwasagreedthatTVAandORNLwill look intothepossibilityof leasing the equipment

thatarcnotavailableatBHELorNTPC andwhicharerequi_'edfor theconditionassessmentin August

94. Procurementactionfor these equipmentwill be initiatedby BHELand/orNTPC in thecoming

months. TVA will providethespecificationsfor the equipment.

The trainingprogramfor the boilerandNDE engineersfromIndiain the TVA plants was

reviewed. Thetentativedate for the trainingwas set for April 10-May20, 1994. ORNLand TVA

agreedto sendPFC a detaileditineraryon the trainingprogram. TVA indicatedthatat leasttwo coal-
s

fu'edplantswill be availableduringthis windowforconductingthehands-ontraining.
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AppendixA



Table 1. Turbine Assessment Work Scope

Component Status Assessment

Major Required for Duration

Component Subcomponent Assessment Scope Assessment (h)

High Outer Insulation None 2
Pressure Cylinder Bolting: Bolts removed and clean
Turbine (UH and LH) -stretch 4
..... -NDE 4

Gland Areas: Cylinder removed
-cracks 2
-watererosion 2

Horizontal Joint: Cylinderremoved
-watererosion 1

Inner Opeaing clearances Upper half inner cylinder removed 8
Cylinder Bolting: Bolts removed and cleaned
(UH and LH) -stretch 4

-N-DE 4

Gland Areas Cylinder removed
-cracks 2
-watererosion 2

Diaphragms & Nozzle Block Diaphragms andnozzle removed and
-NDT cleaned 4
-area checks 12
Horizontal Joint:
-water erosion Cylinderremoved and cleaned 1

NDT of Cylinder (includes replicas) 8
Cylinderremoved and cleaned

Rotor Rotating Blade Inspecti_ Rotorremoved and cleaned 4
(HP-RH) Rot_ NDT (includes replicas) Rotoxrez_ed and cleaned 16

Rotor Boresonic Rot_ removed and cleaned 32
Rotor Rnn-out Rotorremoved and cleaned 8



• ! • s _ g

Component Statm Ass_mmmt

Major Required for Duration

Component Subcomponent Assessment Scope Assessment _h_

High Pressure Front Clemances Frontstandardopened 8
Turbine Standard Oil pump Frontstandard opened 1
(cont.) Control devices Frontstandardopened 2

Safety devices Frontstandard _ 2
Number Ibearingandthrustbearing Frontstandardopened
Movement Frontstandard opened 2

Control Clearances Valves opened and cleaned 4
Valves Stem run-out Valves opened and cleaned 4

NDT (incb-_lesreplicas) Valves opened and cleaned 8

Main Clearances Valves opened and cleaned 4
Stop Stem run-out Valves opened and cleaned 4 .
Valves NDT (including replicas) Valves opened and cleaned 8

Rdw.at Outer Insulation None 2

Turbine Cylinder Bolting: Boltsremovedandcleaned
(UH and LH) -stretch 4

-NDE 4

Gland Areas: Cyfinderremoved
-cracks 2
-watererosion 2

Horizontal Joint: Cylinderremoved
-water erosion 1



Component Status ,tammmem

Major Required for Duration
Component Subcomponent Assessment Scope Assessment _

Reheat Inner Opening Clearances Upper halfimgr cylinder removed 8
Turbine Cylinder Bolting" Bolts removed and deat_ 4
(contd.) (UH and LH) -stretch 4

-NDE 2

Gland Areas Cylimler removed 4
-cracks 1
-water erosion 1

Diaphragms phmgms removedandcteamt S
-NDT
-area checks

H_ Joint: Cylinderremoved and cleaned
-water erosion 16

NDT of Cylinder (includes replicas) Cylinderremoved and cleaned 12 g

#2 Bearing Clearances Pedestal opened 8
Pedestal Movement Pedestal opened 1

#2 Bear/ng Pedestal_ 2

Intercept Clearances Valves opened andcleaned 4
Valves Stem run-out Valves opened andcleaned 4

NDT (includes replicas) Valves opened andcleaned 8

Reheat Clearances Valves opened andcleaned 4

Stop Stem run-out Valves opened andcleaned 4
Valves NDT (includes replicas) Valves _ andcleamxl 8



Componem _ ADe_mest
Major Required for

Compo_t Subcompone_t As_ces__ Scope _ (h_j ,,,

Low Exhaust Insulation None 2
Pressure Hoodand Bolting: Boltsremovedandcleaned
Turbine Cross-over -stretch 4

-NDE 4
GlnndAreas: C_im_erremoved

2
-watererosion 2

Di_hmgms Cylinderremoved
oNDT 1
-areachecks

H_tal Joint:
-watererosion

t,d*

Inner OpeningClearances Upper_ cylinderremoved 8
Cylinder Bolting: Boltsremovedandcleatmd
(UH andLH) -stretch 4

oNDE 4
GlandAreas Cylinderremoved
-cracks 2
-watererosion 2

_gns D__ removedandcl_
oNDT 4
-AreaChecks 12
Hm'izomalJoint: Cylimlctremovedandcleat_
-watererosion 1

NDT of cylinder(includesrepficas) Cylinderremovedandcleaned g
Areacheckdiaphragmsandnozzle _ andnozzlerm_ed and 12

cleaned



Cempoum_SuLtus
Major Required for Duratiem

Component Subcomponent Assessment Scope Assessment _1

Low Pressure Rotor Rotating Blade Ir_ R_oexremoved and deaned 4
Turbine Rotor NDT (includes replicas) Ro_ removed and cleaned 16
(contd.) Rotor Bmesonic Rotor removed and clcm_ 32

Rotor run-out Rotor removed and clem_ 8

#3 Bearing Clearances Pedestal olgtgd g
Pedestal Movement Pedestal opemai 1

#3 Bearing Pedestal opened 2

Turning Clearances Gear disassembled 4
Gear

O
t_
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. Table 2. Generator Component Assessment Work Scope
Q

Assessment

Major Sub Component Status Required for Duration
Component Component Assessment Scope Assessment (h_

Stator EndWinding Ties, Blocking, Inner,outer end shields removed. 6

Winding Bracing Support Braces,
Winding Movement, Distortion Generator Field (Rotor) removed.

Cooling Vent Check forevidence of barvibration, Inner,outer end shields removed. 3
Slots excessive radial clearance in slots, etc.

Generator field (rotor)removed.
I

Endwinding Insulation girthcracks, Inner,outer end shields removed. 4
• Insulation Corona damage Generator field (rotor)removed.

• Electrical Dielectric absorption (Pl) testing, each Inner,outer end shields removed. 1

Testing phase at 2500 VDC Generatorfield (rotor) removed.

• Dielectric absorption (PI) testing, each Inner,outerend shields removed. 1
phase at 10,000 VDC Generator field (rotor)removed.

DC step high voltage testing Inner, outer end shields removed. 1.5
Generator field (rotor)removed.

Insulation highvoltage proof testing Inner, outerend shields removed. 2
Generatorfield (rotor)removecL

Winding resistance, Kelvin bridge testing Inner,outer end shields removecL 1
Generatorfield (rotor)removed.

Power factor testing Inner,outer end shields removet£ 2.5
Generatorfield (rotor)removecL

Capacitance Measurententof each Inner,outer end shields removett 1
winding. Genmatcr field (rotor)removed.
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Assessment

Major Sub Component Status Required for Duration
Component Component Assessment Scope Assessment (h)

All generator RTD's, Megger check at 100 Inner,outerend shields removecL 1
VDC. Generator field (rotor)removed.

Stator Electrical GeneratorRTD's. Resistance Inner,outerend shields removed. 3

Winding Testing measurements. Generatorfield (rotor)removed.
(contd.) (contd.)

Stator Iron Iron Laminations EL-CID testing Inner,outerend shields removed. 8
Generatorfield (r_or) removed.

r

Cooling Vent Boroscope check of vent slots Inner,outer end shields removecL 6
Passages Generatorfield (rotor)removed.

Fretting, Visual inspection of iron Inner,outerend shields removed. 2
Rust. Generatorfield (rotor)removed.

. Iron Thru-bolttorque testing Inner,outer end shields removed. 8
Loosemess Generatorfield (rotor) removed.

• Wedges Random hammertapping check Inner,outer end shields removed. 2
" Generator field (rotor) removed.

Electronicwedge mapping Inner,outer end shields removed. 8
Generator field (rotor) removed.

Wedged migration Inner,outer end shields removecL 1
, Generator field (rotor) removed.
3

Greasing indications Inner, outerend shields removed. 2
Generator field (rotor) removed.

t Gen. Field Forging Bofosonic inspection Rotor removed from _. 12

Wedge check, shifting, heating Rotor removed from generator. 4
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• Assessment

Major Sub Component Status Required for Duration

_onent Component Assessment Scope Assessment

. Cooling vent inspection with boroscope Rotor removed from generator 4

, Retaining Visual inspection Rotor removed from generator 3
• Rings

Gen. Field Retaining Zyglo inspection Rotor removed from generator 6

(contd.) Rings

Balance Check for tightness, map location Rotor removed from generator 3

Weights
4

Electrical Megger test, 10 minute Pl, 250VDC Brushrigging removed. 1
Testing Safety precautions

, AC impedance test Brush rigging removed. 2
Safety precautions

Brushrigging removed. 1. Kelvin bridge testing
" Safety precautions

Fan Assembly Check bolts for tightness Endbells removed from generator 2

EndWindings Visual inspection, boroscope inspection Rotor removed from generator. 2

EndBracing Visual inspection, boroscope inspection Rotor removed from generator 2

Collector Visual inspection. Even wear check Brush rigging removed. 2

Rings Exciter assembly removal preferred

Brush rigging removed. 6Runout testing
Exciter assembly removal preferred

Journals Visual inspection Exciter assembly removed 1

Runout check Exciterremoved 6
,:{j



. Assessment

Major Sub Component Status Required for Duration

Component Component Assessment Scope Assessment (h)

Hydrogen Entire Pressure Hydrogencooler removal 8
Coolers Assembly

Tube Sheets Visual inspection Hydrogencooler removal 3

° Hydrogen Pressure test Hydrogen cooler removal 6
' Coolers

(contd.)

Cover Visual inspection. Gasket condition, Hydrogen cooler removal 4

Assembly corrosion, etc.

Pressure Entire Air pressure test, helium trace gas. Generatorfully closecL Purged of 1-12. 24

Testing of Assembly Check for leaks aroundendbeUs, valves,
Gen. leak detectors, etc.
Enclosure

" Gen. Stator Bushing Seals Visual condition Generator purged. Safety procedures 1
Side Bushing invoked.
Box

Enclosure Environmental condition. Oil/water GeneratorpurgecL Safety procedures 1
accumulation? invoked.

Bushing Check for cracking, chipping, oil film Generatorpurged. Safety procedures 1
Porcelain invoked.

* Bushing If insulated: flaying, signs ofheating Generator purged. Safety pr(xaghnes 1
Terminals invoked.

t

If exposed bolted terminals: check for Generator purgecL Safety procedures 1
• magnetic bolts, loose bolts, heating, invokecL



Assessment

Major Sub Component Status Required for Duration
Compor,._t Component Assessment Scope Assessment (h_

* Gen. Bus Work Check for magnetic bolts; heating, oil Generatorpurged. Safety procedures 1

Bushing Bus Condition film, corrosion, rustoxide, etc. invoked.
Enclosure

Enclosure Presence of oil/water, overall appearance Generatorpurged. Safety procedures 1
Environment AL invoked.

° Condition

Generator Flexible Bus Fraying,breakage, corrosion Generatorpurged. Safety procedures 1

Bushing Bus Straps invoked.
Enclosure

(contd.)

. Gen. Bushings Porcelain chipping, breakage, oil film, etc. Generatorpurged. Safety procedures 1
Condition invoked.

Exciter Field Gen. Bushings Power factor testing. 4
Rheostat & Electrical Testing
Control
Cabinet

Emerg. Lube Emergency Batter condition. Specific gravity Access to battery room I0
Oil & Turning Backup Battery measurements. Cell voltages. Float

. Gear Motors Condition, voltage level. Equalize voltage check.
Capacity Cell plate state.

Lube Oil DC Megger motor, 10 minute Pl test, visual Motor isolation fromprimaryvoltage 3
Motor Condition check source

Turning Gear Megger motor, 10 minute Pl test, visual Motor isolation fi'om primary voltage 3

. DC. Motor check, source
Condition
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Assessment

" Major Sub Component Status Required for Duration
Component Component Ass__sment Scope Assessment (h)

• Auxiliary Gen. CT CKT Electrical megger & turnsration test Currenttransformercircuit isolation 6
• Electrical

Protective
Circuits

CT terminals conditions Current Transformercircuit isolation 6

. Gen. PT CKT Electrical mcgger test Potential transformer circuit isolation 4

Auxiliary Gcn. Reactor Electrical mcgger test Reactor isolation from neutral Y 2
Electrical XFMR generator circuit
Protective

Circuits
(contd.) g

Gen. Lightning Electrical power factor testing. Visual Lightning arrestorcircmt isolation 2
Arrestors condition

GerLField Verify proper field groundrelay Circuit isolation. Safety procedures 8
GroundRelay operation, setting. Verify operation of invoked.
Circuit Checkout auxiliary relay operation megger back

toward field to verify cable runintegrity.
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Table 3. Equipment List for Turbine/Generator Inspection
D

' U.S. Supplied: India Suv_lied:

Automated ELCID All Standard GeneratorTest Equipment.

: ElectronicWedge Mapping MEGGER

Power Factor Test Device Hi - POT

• Steam Path Audit Tools ETC

: DiaphragmRoundness Tool



m

Table 4. Turbine/Generator Manpower List

Turbine Generator

PFC - I

BHEL 3 6

NTPC 2 I

TVA 2 I

Note: (I) Supportby DVCwill bereqtdredfor
movingequipmentandelectricalhook-ups.

(2) AssessmentactivityfromJuly25-
, August 19, 1994
q tO

_t
• O

i

e

III
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Table 5. Boiler Assessment Work Scope

4

Assessment Duration Plant Support

• Component Section Scope (h) Required

, Waterwalls Walls UT 5 elevations 16 Scaffold, grind 790 pts.
UT condition drivenpts. 8 Grind 650 pts.

e UT lower slope 4 Scaffold, grind 258 pts.
e

Visual inspection 16 Clean
Metallurgical samples Remove, replace 3 each

• Visual cold side corrosion 4 Remove, replace insulation

Platens LIT3 elevations 8 Scaffold, grind 240 pts.

UT wall penetrations optional 4 Grind 100 pts.
• Visual inspection 4 Clean
- Video ID inspection 16 Cut 16 tubes _',-,

Metallurgical samples Remove, replace I each

Steam Cooled Walls Visual inspection 8 Clean, some scaffold
Walls PT/MT bifurcates 4 Access, clean, 4 pts.

UT condition drivenpts. 8 C_n'ind500 points

Reheater Pendant Visual inspection 8 Scaffold, clean

Pendant LIT3 elevations 4 Grind441 pts.
Int. R.H. LITfor oxide:scalethickness 4 Grind441 pts.

. Metallurgical sample Remove, replace 1 sample

Attemperator Attemp. Visual/videoaUemperator 4 Cut, replace access

. Econom/z_ Hori_ Visual inspection 4 Remove, replace shields
UT for tube thickness all bends 8 Grind 384 pts.
Visual/video for ID pits (Pittings) 4 Cut 4 tubes

Walls UT condition driven pts. 8 Grind360 pts.

B
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Assessment Duration Plant Support

Component Section Scope i[h) Required
e

Horizontal Horiz. Visual inspection 4 Remove, replace shields
Superheater LITfor tube thickness all bends 4 Grinding 300 pts.

Metallurgical sample Remove, replace I sample

Pendant Pendant Visual inspection 8 Scaffold, clean
Platen PT/MT dissimilar metal welds 8 Clean 50 welds

LIT.for tube thickness 4 Grind480 pts.
Platen UT for oxide scale 4 Grind480 pts.
Superheater LITcondition drivenpts. 4 Grind 500 pts.

Metallurgical samples Remove, replace3 samples

Attemp. Visual/video attemporator 4 Cut, replace access

High-Temp - PT/MT 10%of tube stub welds 24 Access, remove insulation,
Headers Clean "

HSH PT/MT 20% of tube stub welds 24 Access, remove insulation, clean
• Outlet

RI-I Inlet

• All Visual OD, diametric check 16 Access, remove in._ clean
Video ID for cracking 16 Cut 3 _,ubestubs/header
Check location, sag, twist 8 Access
PT/MT saddle welds 8 Access, remove insulation, clean

#
. RH Replica I at Girth weld, I near girthweld (HAZ)

Outlet 2 at HAZ near tube

UT Shear Wave end caps
RH/HSH Visual ID, partition plates, alloy analysis 4 Remove drum internals remove handimle caps

• Outlet
. Header

; Low Temp Steam PT/MT girthwelds 4 Remove insulation, clean
Headers Drum



+' Assessment Duration Plant Support
Component Section Scope (h) Required

Low Temp Econ. Visual OD/video ID for cracking 4 Remove insulation, cut 3 tube stubs
,. Headers Inlet PT/MT inlet saddle weld 4 Remove insulation, clean

" (contd.) PT/MT 20% header stub welds 4 Remove insulation, clean

Econ. PT/MT outlet nozzle weld 2 Clean, remove insulation/ff appficable
• Outlet Visual OD 2 Clean, remove insulation
• PT/MT 10%header stub welds 4 Clean, remove insulation if applicable

to
trot



Table 6. Non-Destructive Examination NDE Work Scope

ChandrapuraUnit 2 - NDE Group.

Principal Investigations: L. Bisbec, StructuralIntegrity (MET :NDE)
K. M. Chowdary, BHEL-Hyderabad (MET).

P. S. Subrahmanyam, BHEL-Tricky (NDE)

Objective" To identify the procedures, personnel, equipment, plant support, drawings, material specifications .
re,quircd to perform the condition assessment on Unit 2 CTPS.

MajorComponent: Turbine/Generator Work Scope form Turbine/Generator Group .

NDE

Subcomponent Method Surface Prep Equipment Equip. Avail. --,

Bolting WFMT, PT Brush MT. machine, coils, PT BHEI.,-H

Cylinders WFMT Grind Brush MT. yoke BHEL-H

Diaphragms WFMT Sand Blast MT. machine, coils BHEL-H

Nozzle Block WFMT Sand Blast MT. machine, coils BHEL-H

Valves:Bowl:Scat WFMT, PT Brush, N.A. MT. yoke BHEL-H '
PT consumables BHEL-H

Blading:Airfoil WFMT Sand Blast MT machine, coils BHEL-H

Lugs PT Sand Blast PT conmmmbles BHEL-H ,

L&T Edges ECT Sand Blast ECT:Probes SI/TVA (BHEL-H)

Tenons UT Sand Blast Manual/Auto UT SI/TVA (BHEL-H)

Be__rin_s UT N/A ManualUT BHE_H
!

sp f

i I
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Chandrapura Unit 2 - NDE Group (continued)

Major Component" Turbine/Generator

Subcomponent NDE Method Surface Prep. Equipment _Equip.Available

Rotors:Periphery WFMT Sand Blast MT machine:coils BHEL-H
Bore Visual Honed (BHEL) Bocescope BHEL-H
Bore MT Honed (BHEL) Bo_:MT machine BHEL-H
Bore UT (1) Honed (BHEL) Automated UT WEST DYN
Bore LIT(2) Honed (BHEL) Manual LITw/focusing SI:BHEL-H
Bore UT (3) Honed (BHEL) Manual UT BI4EL-H

Retaining Ring Hardness N/A Hardness tester BHEL-H
Magnetic/Non UT (1) N/A Automated UT WEST DYN
Magnetic UT (2) N/A Manualsczmn_.UT SI _,

LIT(3) N/A Manual LIT BHEL-H

Metallurgical Harness N/A Hardness Tester (Microdur) BHEL-H
Evaluations AHoyIdentification Ground Texas Nuclear BHEL-H

Replication N/A Microscope SI
Replication N/A Consumables SI

Re£1ication N/A Basic E_m__. BHEL-H

Equipment RequiredFromUSA
1. ECT (Eddy Current)for blading.

2. Boresonic equipment:automatedor focused with digital data systen_
3. Ultrasonk system for retainingrings.

4. Blading tenon inspection systen_
5. Portable microscope.
6. Replication consumables (flapper wheels, acetate, tape, diamondpaste)



ChandrapuraUnit 2 - NDE Group (continued)

Major Component" Turbine/Generator.

Required Component Data: Data to be Provided by

Rotor: Number of stages, number of blades per stage, DVC Plant/TurbineGroup
rotorlength,borediameter

Blades" Lashing Lug or Wire DVC Plant/TurbineGroup
Tenon/Shroud Type DVC Plant/Turbine Group
Attachment Type DVC Plant/Turbine.Group

Bolting" Number of boRs DVC Plant/TurbineGroup
Size ofbolts DVC Plant/TurbineGroup

Retaining Ring: Dimensions DVC Plant/Turbine_Group to
Material DVC Plant/TurbineGroup e,

Geometry DVC Plant/TurbineGroup

Compilation of all turbine/generatorNDE procedmes BHEL-H "

Proposed List of Inspectors with Qualifications:
L

Alloy Analysis 1 Person BHEL-H
Replication 2 Persons BHEL-H NTPC:Observers 3
NDT 4 Persons BHEL-H
Dimensional 2 Persons BHEL-H
Bore 2-4 Persons BHEL-H

BI__L Tota__! 11 Minimum NTPC Total" 3
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ChandrapuraUnit 2 - NDE Group

Major Component" Boiler Workscopc of Boiler NDE Group

Subcomponent NDE Method Surface Prep Equipment Equip. Avail.

Tubing UTT Sand Blast/Grind Digital Logger (3) TVA/SI
Video Probe Cut Tubes Video-Probe TVA/SI
UT-oxide Sand Blast/Grind Testpro/Lifecode SI

PT/MT Sand Blast MT Yoke, PT BHEL-T

Hi-Temp Headers WFMT/PT Sand Blast MT Yoke, PT BHEL-T
Diameter Sand Blast Micrometers BHEL-T
Video-Probe Cut Tubes Video-Probe TVA/SI

Alloy Analysis Grind Tekas Nuclear BHEL-H
Replication N/A Replication BHEL-T
UT Sand Blast UT Shear Wave BHEL-T ._

Steam Drum Alloy Analysis Grind Texas Nuclear BHEL-H
WFMT/PT Grind/Brush MT Yoke, PT BHEL-T

Economizer WFMT/PT Sand Blast MT Yoke, PT BHEL-T
Header Alloy Analysis Grind Texus Nuclear BHEL-H

Video Probe Cut Tubes Video Probe TVA/SI

Eauip_mentto be procured/leased from USA
1. D-Meter with data logger (3 required)
2. Video probe system.
3. Oxide _ UT system.
4. Consumables
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ClmndrapuraUnit 2 - NDE Group.

Major Component" Boiler (continued)

RequiredComponent Data:

Tubing" Dimensions, Material
t

Headers" Dimensions, Material

Proposed__List of NDE !n_peetors with Qualifications:

Alloy Analysis l (Same as Turbine)

R_pGcafion 2 b

NDT3 (UT/MT/PT}
BHEL Total" 5 NTPC Total" 2



ChandrapuraUnit 2 -NDE Group

MajorC_t" HighEnergyPiping WodcscopeAssumed

Subcc.,-:pocent NDE Method Surface P_rep Equipment ' Equip. Avail.

MainSteam:HotReheat WFMT SandBlast MT Yoke '. BHEL-T

HangerLugs WFMT SandBlast MT Yoke .BHEL-T

Welds UT Sand Blast UT Shear BHEL-T
Replication N/A Replication BHEL-T
DigitalUT N/A S_.Tcstpro _SI
l_mA_ng

Willdo five girthweldsperpipingsystemplus headeroutletweld.
l.,,m

Equip_t to be procured/leased

I. DigitalUT imagingwithmanualpipe scanner.

2. Consumables.

RequiredIMP."
_pmgs_es
Piping Dimensions
High Stressl.,ocadons
PipingMatm_.

U._of_:
WFMT2 (I NTPC, I BHE_T)
UT Shear 2 l.,ev¢lII (1 NTPC,I BHEL-T)
R_.ation(Cov=odByBo_ Gto_)

BHELTotal-2
NTPCTotal"2

i
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NDE Group- DVCRequirements:
I

Facilities- Office space for dataevaluation, computers,andmicroscope,preferablyairconditionedfor
u_ecomputers.

J

PlantSupport
personnel:- In additionto theplantsupportfor scaffolding _:_ndblasting,grindingandinsulation removal,

the NDE teamswill requirethe following.

Turbine+NDETeam ' 1 Electf::_e_-_
3 Unskilled Workers

., .... BoilerNDE Team. ' 1 Electrici_ ..... '
• I

5 Unskilled

PipingNDE Team ' 1 Electrician
3Unskilled

Li_ting & Power" Lightingmust be suppliedin thepenthouse, andnumerousl_wer points must be
suppliedin the penthouseand atthe locationsof turbinecomlxmentinspections.In
addition,lightingandpowermustbe suppliedatthe followingpipinglocations:

. MainSteamWYE
• HotReheatWYE
• MainSteam Stop Valves
• HotReheatInterceptValves
• SteamChest(MainSteam ControlValves)
• PlantMustSupply2, 110-220V Transformers.

All scaffolding,sandblasting,grinding,tubecutting,insulationremoval,and cleaningis identifiedin the
specificworkscopesfortheturbine,bowl,andpiping. However,thepenthousemustbe,cleanedof ashprior
to the startof inspections.

Facilities- Storagespacefor a largecolumnof NDE equipmentmustbe supplied. Thespaceshouldbe
a minimumof 5 × 5 metersin size. Thisspacemustbe locked,no personnelwill workinthis
area.
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ChandrapuraUnit2
G

RecommendedbIDEEduipmentbyComponent:(forBHEL/NTPC Procurement).

. Turbme/C_erq_or:
I. BoresonicSystem, Wcstdyne $150,000
2. RetainingRing UT System,Westdyne $50,000
3. TenonUT System,Manual $10,000
4. ECTof BladeEdges,Probes $3,000

Boiler:
1. LITOxide/Lifecode $50,000

" "2.. Video-ProbeSystem - ...... "$35,000 " ." "" "
3. D-Meter"DataLogger $5,000

Pivine:
1. ManualPipeScanner,UT Imaging $20,000

Mctallur__:
1. PortableMicroscope $15,000
2. Consumables $3,500
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Chandrapura TPS - Hot Walkdown of Unit 2 Main Steam
and Hot Reheat Piping

The hot walkdown was conducted by Kothanda Raman (BHEL) and Bob Love (TVA) with
assistance from J. P. Singh (DVC). Due to the absence of any drawings or specifications being provided
for this walkciown,field _ts were takenanddatacollected from hangerNameplates. At the same
time visual inspections of hangers and components were made to determine the general condition of the
hangerson the two systems. The hot position was recordedand will be combined with the cold walkdown
data (in July-August 1994) to complete the stress analysis.

Fromthe hotwalkdown inspectionboth hangersystemsappearto be in an acceptable condition with

. few hangers outside their range (i.e. bottomed out or topped out).
m

The plan of action is as follows:

(1) Submit suspect high stress areas to DVC before leaving the plant to facilitate insulation removal
forNDE inspection. TVA/BHEL observed that marking indicated in the drawings are high stressed points
and require NDE Inspection.

(2) Immediately upon r_turnto USA TVA will contact the Burns and Roe (Architect Engineers) and
the piping supplier to determine if specifications and drawings are available.

(3) At_ coldwalk down inAugust 1994, datathatare collected will be combined with hot walk down
data. The stress analysis will be completed based on the "best data" collected to estimate the expected life
of the system and condition of the piping system.
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List of Attendees at the DVC Plant

I. R.P. Krishnan,ORNL
, 2. L.H. Bisbee, StructuralIntegrity

3. PeterS. Chang,TVA
4. H.G. (Jerry)BeAt,TVA
5. R.S. (Bob) Love,TVA
6. BlaineW.Roberts,TVA
7. K.M. Chowdary,BHEL
8. U.K. Das, BHEL

. - 9. - K.R. Bhardwaj,BHEL o .
10. R. Easwaran,BHEL
I I. K. Rajendran,BHEL
12. P. 5. Subramanian,BHEL
13. V. Raja,NTPC
14. P.K. Chakraborty,DVC, Nodal Officer
15. P.S. Dhingre,PFC
16. JohnZachariah,BHEL
17. V. Kothandaraman,BHEL
18. NagapatiHedge,NTPC (R_D)
19. D.D.N. Verman,NTPC(I_D)
20. P.K. Dee, NTPC(Engg.)
21. H.K. Sandhir,NRPC(Opn. Services)
22. S.S. Prasad(Maint.PlanningCell),DVC, CTPS
23. A. Biswas (Maint.PlanningCell)DVC, CTPS
24. P.P. Singh(Boiler& Auxiliaries),DVC, CTPS
25. A.K. Sarkar(Boiler & Auxiliaries),DVC, CTPS
26. S.D. Roy (CoalMills), DVC, CTPS
27. R.K. Gupta(TurbineAuxiliaries),DVC, CTPS
28. G.K. Upadhyay(TurbineGenerator),DVC, CTPS
29. J.P. Singh(TurbineGenerator),DVC, CTPS
30. T. Singh(CoalHandlingPlant),DVC, CTPS
3 I. S. Jha (CoalHandlingPlant),DVC, CTPS
32. A.Niranjan(CoolingTowers),DVC, CTPS
33. G.P. Singh(CoolingTowers),DVC, CTPS
34. S.N. Shukla(Operations),DVC, CTPS
35. M.K. Majumder(Operations),DVC, CTPS
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5.3 MILD GASIFICATION PRODUCT CHARACTERIZATION
/g

C. S. DAW, R. L. GRAVES, A. L. COMPERE

BACKGROUND

From previous studiesit is knownthatmild gasificationof coal producesliquidsthat are

potentially useable as diesel fuelor dieselfuel diluentsc_.2l.However,theyield andqualityof these
B D

" " liquidsaswellksthe &gr_ ot upg/'adingiequiredcanVarysubstanfially_withthe processseverity"(i.e., "

thedegreeofdevolatili-zation).Charis similarin thatthe degreeof devolatilizationdirectlyaffectsits

¢(aubustionproperties.The economicviabilityof anymild-gasificationprocess is thus determinedby

tradeoffsamongproductyield,upgradingcosts, andend-userequirements:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Thepurposeofthisinvestigationisto developbasiccharacterizationdatafor the liquidandchar

products of mild gasification. Such dataare neededto evaluatekey relationshipsamongprocess

conditions,productyield,andproductend-usevalue.Of particularinterestis the suitabilityof the liquid

(with minimalupgrading)as dieselfuelandthe suitabilityof the char as boilerfuel, althoughnon-fuel

uses of theseproductsarealsoconsidered.

Representativesamplesof mild-gasificationliquidsandcharsarebeing obtainedfromindustrial

groups involvedin the developmentof candidateprocesses. Thesesamplesare subjectedto a variety

of characterizationtests including:

-- chemicalandphysicalanalysesof the charand liquids;

-- combustiontestingof the liquidsin a dieselengine;and

-- combustiontestingof thecharsinlaboratoryreactors.

In general, ORNL is tasked to carryout the more detailed, unconventional laboratory

characterizationssuchas protonNMR(nuclearmagneticresonance),FTIR(Fouriertransforminfra.red)

spectroscopy, and neutronactivation. Standardlaboratoryassaysare carriedout either by ORNL or
v

major mild gasificationteams. Theuse of the liquids as engine fuels, with either blending or mild

upgrading, is still of interestso those evaluationshave been continued. Although there are several

high-valueproductsthatcanbederivedfromthe char,itsuse asfuelremainsa potentiallylargemarket.

225
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In addition, it is anticipated that char combustion will supply a major fraction of process heat in

coaunacialmild.gasificationprocesses.Hencea basic understandingof the charcombustionproperties

is important.

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

A finalreportsummarizingtheresultsof highpressurecharcharacterizationtests andPFB
._ • 9,. •

- performancesimulationsbased0/i the resultingcharacterizationparameterswas Completedand

issued to the DOEprojectmanager. Thecharsevaluated in this phase of the projectwereone UCC

(CTC)charandtwo IGT chars.

Additionalcharcombustioncharacterizationworkwas initiatedunderan R&Dsubcontract

withwith BabcockandWilcoxforfour newchar samplesobtained from MaumccResearch. The

char sampleswerereportedlyrepresentativeof processderivedfuel madefromthe ShelI/SGI

(ENCOAL)process. Theparentcoals wereSarpyCreel;,Knife River,Buckskin, and Usibclli coals,

respectively.Thecurrenttests arebeingconductedat atmosphericpressurein the B&W/EPRIFuels

CharacterizationFacility. Problemswith leaks in the combustionreactorhavedelayedcompletionof

the characterizationtests. It is anticipatedthatthe tests will be completedby June, 1994.

Progress

Basedon the datain Table 1, therehas beenconsiderableprogress in decreasingthe

amountof residualaromaticsin coal-derivedliquids. With theexceptionof the Knife River

sample,all of the aromatic/aliphaticratiosare below O.15. The Sarpy Creeksamplehad

particularlylow aromatic/aliphaticratios.

In runningthe scans, a peculiarityof these fuels was noticed. The Knife River, andto a

lesser extent,the Usibelli sample, appearto have a significantaliphatic carbon- carbondouble

bond content.
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, Table 1. Aromatic and aliphatic coP,tent of coal derived liquids

Fuel source Aromatic Aliphatic Ratio
qt

,=,,,, , ,,,,, ,, ,, ,,,,,,, , ,,,n, ,, ,,,, ,, ,

Buckskin 19.6 160.7 O.122

Knife River 40.8 139.1 0.294

Sarpy Creek .. .. . 10.7 .... 173.4 0.062
• . . oa

Usibelli 18.5 144.3 0.128

ii1_ i _ i i i iiii i ii1.1 i iii i i i

Simulated distillation curves for the four coal-derived liquids are shown in Table 2. As a

group, these materials are somewhat higher boiling than are conventional diesel fuels; final

boiling points are above that of the n-C_ alkane used as a standard. These distillation

characteristics are strongly influenced by the method used to condense and collect the liquids and

may not be entirely inherent to the mild gasification process conditions.
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Table2. Simulateddistillationof coalderivedliquids

Sample J

% Off Buckskin KnifeRiver, SarpyCreek, Usibelli,
°C °C °C °C

, i i,,

IBP 170 166 173 171

• ,. ..5. .. - " 191 " 83" 201 193" '"
10 210 193 223 214

15 224 209 241 232
20 239 218 256 248

25 252 231 271 263
30 266 241 289 279

35 283 254 306 299
40 300 267 324 316

45 317 285 342 336
50 336 305 357 355 '

55 353 326 373 374
60 369 349 387 391

65 385 370 399 409
70 401 388 414 427

!

75 418 408 429 441
80 434 429 443 453

85 451 448 457 467
90 472 472 478 483

_v

95 503 507 510 513
FBP 561 566 569 589

w
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6. FOSSIL FUELS SUPPLIES MODELING AND RESEARCH

¢
6.1. STRATEGIC PETROLEUM RESERVE PLANNING AND MODELING

, P.N. Leiby and Donald W. Jones

INTRODUCTION

The Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPIt) is a government-owned stockpile of crude oil

intended to serve as a buffer against possible oil market disruptions. The overall purpose of

this project is to develop and apply improved models for SPR long-run planning. Current

project efforts emphasize developing new modeling tools to explicitly and flexibly portray oil

market uncertainty and SPR planning risk.

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Recent efforts have completed a risk-based SPR planning model, called DIS-Risk.

The DIS-Risk Model is a risk-analysis oriented implementation of the DIS-SPR model used in

the 1990 DOE/Interagency SPR Size Study (DOE90). I It allows the reproduction of DOE90

study results, while permitting extensions and the analysis of specific, risk-related outcomes.

" For example, the risk analysis approach allows reports on the expected frequency of

disruptions and SPR use, and on the probability of SPR exhaustion. It also displays the

probability distribution of SPR economic benefits. The analyst or decision-maker may weigh

expected net economic benefits (the decision criterion of the DOE90 study) against other

performance measures such as the reduction in the probability of large losses.

The model structure and performance has been documented in Leiby and Jones

[1993]. 2 This report summarizes the DIS=Risk model equations and confirms its consistency

with the DOE90 Size Study methodology. It also reports on experiments with the model to

evaluate its sensitivity to important parameters, and to explore its ability to address questions

of interest.

Model experiments indicate that the Net Present Value (NPV) of social benefits from

the SPR increase rapidly as the assumed riskiness of the world oil market increases.

However, under all sets of assumptions considered, the SPR net government revenue is still

" negative. That is, stockpiling costs exceed discounted expected sales revenues. This is

consistent with the notion that strategic oil stockpiles are not profitable from a purely private
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perspective, even under assumptions implying a high risk of disruptions. Thus, the

motivation for the SPR must be its external benefits to the economy as a whole, i.e., its )

ability to moderate oil price spikes.

Much of the uncertainty in SPR planning concerns the likelihood of oil market

disruptions. The simple examination of 90% confidence intervals around the expected value

of SPR benefits highlights the asymmetry of outcomes. The worst that the U.S. could do by

expanding the reserve (and, conversely, the best that it could do by a planned program size

reduction) is limited to the difference between the current price of oil and its discounted price

at the presumed salvage date. However, the confidence intervals suggest that the realized (not

expected average) benefits of larger reserves could be substantial, should adverse events

occur. This risk-related information may be of use if decision makers are concerned with

limiting exposure to extreme losses during disruptions.
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